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Abstract

In 1630, a company of English Puritans established Massachusetts Bay Colony
and, in doing so, the settlement that offered a foundation for life in Colonial New
England. Facing great change, the colony‟s leadership developed religious, economic,
political, and social devices to maintain control throughout the transition, thereby
establishing a strict order that permeated the lives of all who settled. Those who sought to
transcend their place in this order faced discipline in various ways, though the General
Court doled out these punishments unevenly. The inconsistency of application of these
devices allowed for progress in some areas but restricted growth in others. Puritans in
Massachusetts Bay Colony thus stepped into a new world while still retaining the order of
their lives from the old, transitioning to a new way of life and establishing a foundation
for following generations.
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Chapter One
Introduction

In 1629, the English Crown chartered the Massachusetts Bay Company to
establish and settle a colony in the new world. Some migrated in an attempt to evade
religious persecution in Europe, whereas others moved with a goal of attaining economic
opportunity and financial success. Regardless of the reason for migration, this group of
colonizers faced many unforeseen challenges, and met them in a variety of ways: in
some instances, they chose bold paths that embraced participatory government and precapitalist free market practices, but in other situations they clung to tradition such as
subordination to authority and strict maintenance of religious, economic, political, and
social order. As they explored new lives in New England, they helped to lay the
foundation for later generations and establish a way of life that eventually ushered in the
modern age and, ultimately, a new nation.1
The search for order dominated the lives of seventeenth-century Massachusetts
Bay Puritans, and its application acted as a device to maintain control during a transition
to a new world. I argue that the arbitrary nature of this enforcement fostered change while
still allowing for the continuity of tradition. The creation and maintenance of a statesponsored religious, economic, political, and social order dominated life in Massachusetts
1

The decades that comprise the time frame of this paper occur within what I consider the
early modern age. Different definitions of modernity exist, but for the sake of this analysis the
early modern age is that time between the rise of Reformed Christianity and the Age of
Revolutions, or roughly 1500 and 1789, with the modern age immediately following. According
to some scholars, the early modern age comes immediately after the post-classical period, but for
the context of this paper—one which lies squarely within the era of Reformed Christianity—the
most important demarcation is that which introduced religious and, concomitantly, social change.
1

Bay Colony, an omnipresent reality that never left the minds nor actions of its residents;
the control afforded by this hierarchy as established by religious and political authority
was necessary for the success of the Puritan experiment, and there was to be no deviation:
one took one‟s place in the established order, or faced the potential consequences.
Uneven application of these prescriptions reflected a transitionary period in which people
both clung to tradition and embraced change, but the prescribed order was integral for
control nonetheless. Justification for this order, the tenets of its construction, and the
practices used to maintain it existed from day one of the experiment and continued
unabated through the first generation.
In many ways, the authority in Massachusetts Bay Colony sent mixed messages to
its residents. Economic prescriptions were put in place that sought to limit commerce and
its impact on the community, but these prescriptions were haphazardly enforced creating
what could be called the Puritan Merchant Conundrum: merchants were to diligently
work toward worldly success, yet not be of this world; they were to maximize profits to
glorify God, but not seek too much abundance or fall into covetousness and pride; they
were to succeed as individuals, but for the sake of community. In Creating the
Commonwealth, Stephen Innes used “the Protestant dilemma” to describe the outcome of
these divergent concepts, arguing “industriousness and frugality brought wealth, which in
turn brought temptation and worldliness,” but this idea does not sufficiently explain the
conundrum faced by merchants and others in the community or take into account the
totality of these contradictions.2 Certainly this was part, but the Puritan Merchant
Conundrum addresses the thought processes and seemingly antithetical motives of these
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Stephen Innes, Creating the Commonwealth: The Economic Culture of Puritan New
England, (New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 1995), 25.
2

business people: wealth did ultimately lead to temptation, but when rendering decisions
merchants walked a fine line in their actions, that they must achieve success but minimize
its impact. Furthermore, Innes does not satisfactorily address the dualism involved in the
thoughts and actions of these individuals. According to Puritan thinkers and theologians,
one was to attain individual success but for the sake of the community, to better one‟s
self for the sake of betterment of all. The individual good was important—yet
subservient—to the communal good, one worked for self and worked for all. Wage and
price limits, discipline for oppression, and sumptuary legislation reflected a few of the
attempts at controlling the growth of business and maintaining a strict social order.
Uneven enforcement and eventual promotion of business practice, though, sent mixed
signals to purveyors of commerce, helping to facilitate economic growth and the creation
of both supply and demand for international trade.
While the enforcement of an economic and social order was somewhat
inconsistent, other efforts to solidify authority were quite clear and absolute. Those who
challenged the authority of the General Court and the magistrates were swiftly disciplined
and limited to their place in the larger order as defined by that authority. Those who
challenged the Puritan orthodoxy were likewise dealt with in an unequivocal manner:
they were disciplined up to and including death. Whereas economic dictates did not
necessarily limit opportunity or mobility as the magistrates may have intended through
their restrictive laws, political and religious directives were obeyed upon pain of strict
punishment. To be sure, prescriptions for economic and social order were as strong and
clear as those for religious and political order, but the enforcement differed, which
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allowed for those in the colony to gravitate toward the modern world—albeit
unintentionally—while still clutching to traditions and the verified order of previous eras.
One important aspect of this larger move toward progress was that toward a more
modern notion of economics, one which could be considered a pre-capitalist mentality.
Because Puritanism was the moral and ethical core of these New England colonists, one
theme that emerges here is a marrying of these two important mentalités: economics and
religion. Sociologist Max Weber first wrote about this connection in The Protestant Ethic
and the Spirit of Capitalism, noting the connections between Protestantism—especially
Calvinism—and capitalism. It is important to note, though, that Weber did not claim a
causal relationship between the two, rather that the basic principles of Calvinism helped
to facilitate the ethos of capitalism.
The economic structure of first-generation Massachusetts Bay Colony was not
purely capitalist; rather, it was pre-capitalist. Most early Massachusetts Bay colonists
engaged in subsistence agriculture. Only a minority of individuals practiced commerce;
however, over the course of the 1600s, commerce grew in the Puritan colony and
dovetailed with a new sense of individualism. This, coupled with colonial leaders‟ lax
enforcement of economic prescriptives, opened up economic opportunities for profitmotivated merchants. Still, the century should not be considered one of a capitalist age,
although the focus on acquisition, avarice and profits was growing, leading to what
Weber referenced as the modern spirit of capitalism: the idea that profit accrual was an
end of itself. At this point in the colony‟s history, a clear division between capitalist and
laborer was not yet dominant as many still worked individually or within a guild-like
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structure. Profits and investments were growing, but the type of worker/manager relations
that dominated the industrial age were still generations away.
Weber believed the spirit of capitalism existed prior to capitalism itself—to
Weber, Calvinism nurtured this spirit. An important part of Puritanism was the notion of
calling, that one had a worldly duty to perform to glorify God. According to Weber, this
was something that differentiated Protestantism from Catholicism, and importantly
represented the life work of the believer. Herein lay the seeds of division of labor and
specialization, integral pieces of capitalism. Connected to calling was the idea of
predestination, the belief that God had already chosen who was to be saved and who was
not; calling (or vocation), like one‟s grace, was foreordained by God. Because calling
was one‟s role in the material world, and could be anything from the practice of
commerce to manual labor, different callings represented different levels of design by
God. Puritan thinkers such as William Ames and William Perkins argued such wealth
differentiation—thus, economic disparity and hierarchy—were natural outcomes of
different callings. One was not necessarily better in God‟s eyes because one earned more
profits and wealth, but these disparities were important to recognize as they had been
predetermined by God.
Because religion was the center of the Puritan‟s life, more important than material
wealth was spiritual health and justification, the gift of God‟s grace. How could one
determine if one was elect, full of grace, and saved? To succeed at one‟s calling, one
needed to practice fundamental principles of Puritanism: industry, punctuality, frugality,
prudence, and honesty. By demonstrating such principles one achieved worldly success,
and through this success a demonstration of God‟s grace. In this way, worldly success
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connoted spiritual success: by practicing core Puritan values and thus succeeding in one‟s
calling, one could recognize elect status and, ultimately, salvation. The Puritans who
settled Massachusetts Bay Colony were of this mindset. They sought salvation, and by
successfully carrying out their vocation they achieved worldly success, which denoted
this salvation. This was the greatest glorification of God they could achieve on earth, thus
the need to practice the Protestant ethic to achieve worldly success. Wealth and
acquisition became goals in and of themselves to reflect this success, representing a precapitalist spirit. In this way, Weber connected religion and economics. This paper will
reinforce this connection and, by doing so, show early concepts and practices of precapitalism through the ethos of capitalism that played such an important role to this group
of American Puritans.
The analysis that follows uses the words of religious and secular authorities to
help understand the rationalization for this desire for order, and the records of the colony
to demonstrate how these prescriptions were applied. Secondary literature on Puritan
New England provides a general framework as well as perspective to the
historiographical context, sustaining focus on the four different types of order that form
the core of this paper: religious, economic, political and social. The evidence used here
shows the colony created and maintained order through a hierarchy—one that included
each of the aspects mentioned above and codified this specific order through legal and
religious prescriptions—and that when an individual or group attempted to transcend
their role in this order that individual or group was punished in different ways, possibly
facing exclusion. The paper analyzes these ideas and actions of the first generation of
Puritan Massachusetts, from roughly 1630 through 1660, though the 1664 Franchise Law
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is included because its development started during the colony‟s first thirty years and it
provides an endpoint of sorts with regard to the definition and exercise of political power.
Because Puritan Massachusetts had significant impact on the development of what
became the northeastern United States, it is the focus of this paper. It is important to note
the difference between this group of Puritans and those who peopled Plymouth: the
Pilgrims of Plymouth County were separatists, whereas the Puritans of Massachusetts
Bay Colony were reformers—they did not seek to wholly separate from the church, but
practice changes to improve the church according to their ideals and, ultimately, realize
what Winthrop called “a city upon a hill.” The former became increasingly marginalized
over time, as Massachusetts Bay Puritans dominated socially, economically, and
politically, rendering a larger influence on later generations. While the two did enjoy
some common ideas, separatism was the most noticeable and important initial difference
between the two, but in the end Massachusetts Bay emanated a stronger influence.
The focus of this thesis is the creation and continuation of hierarchy, specifically
with regard to religion, economics, politics, and social avenues. While not a focus of this
study, I recognize that issues of gender and race played a significant role in establishing
and maintaining New England‟s hierarchy. Women, African-Americans, and Native
Americans held the lowest spots on this hierarchy of order. Some women did enjoy elect
status in the church, and claimed regeneration and justification just as men, and some
women did practice commerce and head their household in certain situations, but the
common fate of women was that of second-class citizen. Some women were found to be
blessed with grace, but no women claimed to be minister or any other top church official.
No women had the opportunity to distribute land or decide who could practice commerce
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and what profits could be earned. No women enjoyed the franchise or the ability to hold
political office. Their subordinate status to men in each of the areas mentioned above
relegated women to the lowest rungs on the social ladder and perpetuated their standing
to that of men in the colony.
Darrett Rutman has shown African-Americans and Native Americans lived in the
colony and, importantly, were included in the church.3 First Church of Boston historian
Leo Collins traces African-American membership in the church to at least 1652, when
“Mathew, a Negro, son to Dorcas a Negro” was baptized in the church. The parent was “a
sister (member) of the Church of Dorchester,” so African-American membership goes
back even further than this date, though no such specific date is included.4 AfricanAmericans played important roles in the town‟s commerce as laborers, including as
slaves under merchants such as Samuel Maverick and as house servants under the likes of
Israel Stoughton. Winthrop includes many mentions of African-Americans and Native
Americans in his journal, demonstrating their presence and importance in the colony.5
The records, too, convey that both groups represented themselves in town and church
affairs on a consistent basis. Still, African-Americans and Native Americans suffered
from many of the same limitations as women: political and religious leadership was
restricted to white males, and almost all economic power rested in the hands of this same
group. In many ways, women, African-Americans, and Native Americans lived a similar
Darrett B. Rutman, Winthrop’s Boston: A Portrait of a Puritan Town, 1630-1649, (New
York: W.W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1965), 146.
3

4

Leo W. Collins, This is Our Church: The Seven Societies of the First Church in Boston
1630-2005, (Boston: Published by Leo W. Collins, 2005), 162, italics are the author‟s apparently
from the original church records.
Rutman, Winthrop’s Boston, 142; John Winthrop, Winthrop’s Journal: History of New
England Volume 2, ed. James Kendall Hosmer (New York: Charles Scribner‟s Sons, 1908), 26.
5
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existence in that they were full members of the church and participated in the
community‟s basic functions, but their place in the colony‟s order remained lower than
that of the white men who represented authority.
A significant amount of primary source material is available to the scholar of
Puritan New England. These various sources offer a detailed look into the thoughts and
actions of the colonists, their ministers and political leaders. To ascertain the important
views that directed life in Massachusetts Bay Colony, the words of ministers, theologians
and other religious thinkers is essential. Various treatises are available in print, archives
and online that offer a glimpse into the minds of the spiritual leaders who directed
religious life and, ultimately, everyday life of residents.
William Ames, William Perkins, and John Downame were considered the preeminent religious thinkers of their time, and their ideas cast a long shadow over churches
in both England and New England. Ministers and laypeople referenced each of these
individuals in Puritan Massachusetts at various times, specifically when challenges arose
or spiritual direction was required. William Ames‟ Conscience with the Power and Cases
Thereof illuminates many of the core ideals found in Puritanism, and reflects the
justification given for many of the ideas and actions of Puritan leaders at the time.6
Conscience acted as a spiritual and moral guide to Puritans and was highly influential on
both ministers and lay people. William Perkins was similarly highly regarded, his lengthy
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William Ames, Conscience with the Power and Cases Thereof, Princeton Theological
Seminary, accessed September 14, 2015, https://archive.org/details/conscpo00ames. In
Puritanism in America 1620-1750 (Boston: Twayne Publishers, 1977, p 24-5) historian Everett
Emerson titled Ames “the most influential theologian” in seventeenth-century New England.
9

two volumes of Works providing much the same direction as Ames‟ works.7 Though their
lives overlapped briefly, Ames did consider Perkins his teacher; their ideas mirror each
other in most areas, though there are slight divergences (e.g. the idea of social mobility).
John Downame‟s The Christian Warfare offers a similar treatise, focusing on spirituality
and morality and their connection to the everyday life of Christians.8 Other works by
John Preston and others are included here to help supplement the ideas of these
gentlemen, but Ames, Perkins and Downame were the leading Puritan thinkers of their
time.
The ideas and words of the ministers who inhabited Massachusetts Bay Colony
are also included here, as they provided the most direct connection to the settlers of the
colony—treatises, sermons, and responses to others. The Works of Thomas Shepard
provide the basic ideas of the first pastor of First Church in Cambridge, and he remained
an important figure throughout his life in the colony, working with other ministers to
address doctrinal issues and provide spiritual direction to church members.9 The most
important and influential minister in Massachusetts Bay Colony, though, was John
Cotton. He worked closely with John Winthrop and other community leaders to provide
leadership both religiously and socially. Many of his works are included here, as his ideas
7

William Perkins, The Works of William Perkins, Volume 1, (London: John Leggatt,
1626), Adobe PDF eBook, and The Works of William Perkins, Volume 2, (London: John Leggatt,
1626), Adobe PDF eBook.
8

John Downame, The Christian Warfare: Written Especially for Their Sakes who are
Exercised in the Spirituall Conflict of Tentations, and are Afflicted in Conscience in the Sight
Ande Sense of Their Sinnes, (Lausanne, Switzerland: University of Lausanne, 1634), Adobe PDF
eBook.
9

Thomas Shepard, The Works of Thomas Shepard: First Pastor of the First Church,
Cambridge, Mass., with a Memoir of His Life and Character, Volume 1, (Boston: Doctrinal Tract
and Book Society, 1853), and The Works of Thomas Shepard: First Pastor of the First Church,
Cambridge, Mass., with a Memoir of His Life and Character, Volume 2, (Boston: Doctrinal Tract
and Book Society, 1853).
10

provide the justification for many actions of the General Court and its relationship with
the people of the colony. One example is the punishment of Robert Keayne. In his
sermon, Cotton addressed the relationship between oppression and religion, but also set
forth moral and ethical parameters for merchants in his sermons. The volume on sermons
edited by Phyllis and Nicholas Jones provides even more evidence of the direct
communications between minister and church member. Massachusetts Bay Colony was a
Puritan experiment from the beginning; its leading minister‟s ideas and words provided
the foundation for the colony as it experienced the ups and downs of growth and
progress. Other ministers and theologians are cited at various times, but those listed here
are the most important and influential, suffice to say theirs were the ideas that acted as
guidelines to those who peopled the colony, leaders and followers alike.
Available correspondence allows the reader into the minds of seventeenth-century
Puritans. Sargent Bush‟s volume on John Cotton is especially enlightening, as the letters
included reflect many of Cotton‟s ideas on contemporary issues and provide a hint of
some of his thoughts on politics and interactions within the colony. Everett Emerson‟s
Letters from New England provides a glimpse into the thoughts of many commoners as
well as leaders: the unease of Israel Stoughton, the call for labor by founder Richard
Saltonstall, the hopes of Edward Trelawny; even the letters that do not directly relate to
this paper reflect interesting viewpoints on the struggle of settling a new colony in a
“new” world and the mindset of these pioneers.10 Alexander Young‟s Chronicles of the
First Planters of the Colony of Massachusetts offers similar hints to what the early
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Everett Emerson, ed. Letters from New England: The Massachusetts Bay Colony,
1629-1638. (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1976).
11

settlers were thinking and how they coped with their new reality.11 Works such as these
are invaluable for understanding the ideas of individuals who otherwise did not keep
personal journals or memoirs.
Official records provide a bulk of the evidence used to support the contentions of
this paper. Nathaniel Shurtleff‟s edited Records of the Governor and Company of the
Massachusetts Bay in New England were of the utmost importance, five volumes of
which are used here, each providing proof of legislation, direct action taken against
ephemeral issues, and punishment directed at various offenders; it was through these
official records that the General Court communicated its dictates to later generations to
understand, and these are of immense value for understanding the colony.12 Records of
the Court of Assistants of the Colony of Massachusetts Bay edited by John Noble and
John Francis Cronin help to fill in the legal gaps left by the Shurtleff works. Two such
volumes are used here, and communicate punishments placed upon offenders as well as
actions taken by the Deputies.13 Church records are essential to understand the impact of
Puritanism on society, economy and politics. Richard Pierce‟s The Records of the First
Church in Boston offers extensive records of the church, punishments handed out,
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Alexander Young, ed. Chronicles of the First Planters of the Colony of Massachusetts
Bay, From 1623-1636. (Boston: Charles C. Little and James Brown, 1970).
12

Nathaniel B. Shurtleff, ed. Records of the Governor and Company of the
Massachusetts Bay in New England Volumes 1-2, 1628-1641. (Boston: From the Press of William
White, 1853) and Nathaniel B. Shurtleff, ed. Records of the Governor and Company of the
Massachusetts Bay in New England Volumes 3-5, (Boston: From the Press of William White,
1854).
13

John Noble and John Francis Cronin, eds. Records of the Court of Assistants of the
Colony of the Massachusetts Bay, 1630-1692, Volume 1, (Boston: County of Suffolk, 1901) and
John Noble and John Francis Cronin, eds., Records of the Court of Assistants of the Colony of the
Massachusetts Bay, 1630-1692, Volume 2, (Boston: County of Suffolk, 1904).
12

changes in practice, etc.14 Many of these early churches include historical information on
their websites that can be helpful, including basic goings-on within the church and
meetings of ministers, elders and lay people provide even more insight into the everyday
life of church members and their leadership. The facts provided on these websites allow
the historian to consider how ideas were put into action, and the larger impact of such
actions.
Journals and memoirs are of great import for the historian, and this is especially
the case for this paper. Bernard Bailyn‟s The Apologia of Robert Keayne gives great
insight into the mind of the merchant who troubled the Court in many ways: Keayne‟s
reaction to the charges against him, and his explanation of his actions, offer keen insights
into his episode and the larger impact it had.15 Most important among journals is
Winthrop‟s History of New England. His journal does not present an objective view of
the colony during his time, but it is the largest such record and touches upon all the key
incidents that shaped the colony during the Governor‟s life in Massachusetts. Winthrop‟s
take on the many events early in the colony‟s existence, the grievances brought before
him, and the justification he gave for the actions he took are invaluable to a study such as
this. One can often glean the real story behind the Court‟s actions through his words, for
example his explanation of the need to limit who was able to trade, discussed at length in
this paper, show the action was not so much about protection as about control, which is
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Richard D. Pierce, ed., The Records of the First Church in Boston 1630-186, Volume 1,
(Electronic Texts in American Studies: Paper 62).
15

Bernard Bailyn, ed. The Apologia of Robert Keayne: The Self-Portrait of a Puritan
Merchant, (New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1965).
13

the core theme of this work.16 Two volumes of The Puritans, edited by Perry Miller and
Thomas H. Johnson, offer more insight into the minds of early Puritans. The volumes
offer views from folks such as Thomas Shepard, Francis Higginson, John Cotton and
Roger Williams on religious, political, and social issues of the day; these offer direct
reflection of how Puritans thought about and faced key matters of their day. 17
There is a significant amount of secondary scholarship on Puritan New England
as well. Essential in any historical narrative is the historiographical narrative, specifically
what previous scholars of the period have argued about the questions being raised. There
is not a large body of work, surprisingly, regarding the Puritan focus on order. In
contrast, numerous works have appeared in the past few decades which paint a picture of
an active, participatory congregation both in church and community, one more clearly
defined by equity and decentralized authority, but there are still questions as to how
accurate these arguments are. Inclusion of both old and new works is essential to garner
a greater understanding of what the historical debate is and how exactly it approaches the
question of order and its dominance in colony life.18 Numerous general histories of
Massachusetts Bay Colony exist, the core works used to provide a general framework are
listed here. Francis Bremer‟s The Puritan Experiment offers an excellent overview of

John Winthrop, Winthrop’s Journal: History of New England Volume 1, ed. James
Kendall Hosmer (New York: Charles Scribner‟s Sons, 1908) and John Winthrop, Journal, Vol. 2.
16

17

Perry Miller and Thomas H. Johnson, eds., The Puritans, Volumes 1 and 2, (New York:
Harper and Row, 1963).
Michael Winship‟s Godly Republicanism and David Hall‟s A Reforming People are
two such examples.
18

14

Puritanism and its impact on New England society. 19 Everett Emerson‟s Puritanism in
America is a more concise work which traces the core ideas of Puritanism and its
application in New England, but is dated and lacks the detail of Bremer‟s work.20 Darrett
Rutman‟s Winthrop’s Boston tells the story of the town through the lens of Governor
John Winthrop‟s actions and impact.21 Rutman eschews Perry Miller‟s idea of “the New
England way,” arguing the reality was much more complicated and heterogeneous;
ultimately, Winthrop‟s experiment helped to usher in modern society in the colonies and
did not reflect the ideals he had set out on the Arbella.
There are numerous works which focus on the economics of Puritan New England
and the connection to religion, each showing a community becoming increasingly
individualistic with regard to the former as the seventeenth century transpired. Bernard
Bailyn‟s The New England Merchants tells the tale of the increasing influence and
importance of the colony‟s merchants, detailing their growth in financial as well as civil
affairs.22 Mark Valeri‟s intellectual history Heavenly Merchandize is essential for
understanding the idea of the connection between Puritan ideas and economic realities,
tracing the evolution of the colony from one which considered business activity anathema
to one which embraced and exalted such activity. According to Valeri, this was part of a
larger process which enveloped Protestantism in Europe as well: by succeeding in
19

Francis J. Bremer, The Puritan Experiment: New England Society from Bradford to
Edwards, (New York: St. Martin‟s Press, 1976).
20

Everett Emerson, Puritanism in America, 1620-1750, (Boston: Twayne Publishers,

1977).
Darrett B. Rutman, Winthrop’s Boston: A Portrait of Puritan Town, 1630-1649,
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1971).
21

22

Bernard Bailyn, The New England Merchants in the Seventeenth Century, (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1955).
15

business, Protestantism further demonstrated its domination and power.23 Stephen Innes
has written numerous works on this subject, the most important for this paper being
Creating the Commonwealth. In it, he argues Puritanism was essential to economic
development in the colony; one‟s calling help to foster a “culture of discipline,” and
contributed to the idea of “moral capitalism,” which stressed the moral content of
different capitalist practices. For Innes, the connection between Puritanism and
commerce had always existed, and the specific circumstances of Puritan New England
helped the two to succeed together. Stephen Foster‟s Their Solitary Way incorporates
both economic and social aspects into the larger Puritan framework, detailing the change
faced by those who settled the colony and the ideas which provided the foundation for the
actions and reactions taken by leadership.24 William Weeden‟s Economic and Social
History of New England provides an interesting synthesis which covers many important
topics, but ultimately it is outdated (published in 1890) and calls for an update. Recent
scholarship has benefitted from a wider array of subjects and source material and
provides a more inclusive view than Weeden‟s, though it is still worthy of utilization.25
More recent works which focus on other aspects of Puritan New England help to
fill in the gaps of those works mentioned above. John Calvin’s American Legacy, edited
by Thomas J. Davis, offers more insight into Calvin‟s ideas and how they were applied in
the early days of the colony. Different essays reflect on how Calvinism has penetrated
23

Mark Valeri, Heavenly Merchandize: How Religion Shaped Commerce in Puritan
America, (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2010).
24

Stephen Foster, Their Solitary Way: The Puritan Social Ethic in the First Century of
Settlement in New England, (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1971).
25

William B. Weeden, Economic and Social History of New England 1620-1789, Volume
1, (New York: Houghton Mifflin and Company, 1890).
16

American society, politics and culture.26 Richard Archer‟s Fissures in the Rock explores
the diversity of Puritan New England, noting that all was not as homogeneous as previous
historians have claimed. It offers many additions to the scholarship of the period, but one
indispensible takeaway is the detailed group of appendices: Archer covers everything
from individual wealth of specific settlers, how these affected their seating arrangements
in the meeting house, and even the basic demographics of different towns.27 Inequality in
Early America, edited by Carla Gardina Pestana and Sharon Salinger, provides an
excellent group of essays covering the sustaining of inequality, different types of
resistance, class and gender realities, and the impact of relations with outside groups.
Unfortunately for this paper, the book focuses mostly on later generations of New
England, so it is referenced only sparingly here, but the historian should consider it a vital
piece of scholarship.28
Over the past few decades, works on gender have helped further understanding of
Puritan society. Mary Beth Norton‟s Founding Mothers and Fathers: Gendered Power
and the Forming of American Society delineates the formation of the patriarchal structure
of New England. Norton argues Sir Robert Filmer‟s notions of state and family as
interdependent, the latter a metaphor for the former, dominated New England thought
during the seventeenth century. Men held the top position in both paternatlistic
hierarchies, directing the political and legal foundation of the community as they held

26

Thomas Davis, ed., John Calvin’s American Legacy, (Oxford: Oxford University Press,

2010).
27

Richard Archer, Fissures in the Rock: New England in the Seventeenth Century,
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dominion at home with the family. Women were not outright excluded from any power,
as some garnered power as widows or even within the realm of the family in relation to
others who were not the male head of household, but in general this notion of gendered
power defined relations between those in the community in both public and private.
Different examples in this paper will help to support Norton‟s claim and further
demonstrate the belief that women, while not wholly devoid of power, were still
subordinate to men who played the role of husband as well as governor, deputy governor,
and magistrate.29
Various essays cover different aspects of the New England experience, and are
likewise crucial for understanding the story as laid out here. Samuel Eliot Morison
explores “Precedence at Harvard College” and the way one‟s status impacted one‟s
educational experience, David Dinkin‟s “Seating the Meeting House in Early
Massachusetts” offers at least an initial look at seating practices and those who would
“dignify the seats.”30 Alden Vaughan and Francis Bremer edited Puritan New England:
Essays on Religion, Society and Culture, which presents different historical views on
important themes in Puritan life. Vaughan and Bremer are two of the most influential
historians of Puritan New England, and include other scholars such as Perry Miller, John
Demos and Laurel Thatcher Ulrich. These works offer a variety of analysis on different
29
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topics and helps to paint a larger picture of the experiment.31 Similar to her Mothers and
Fathers, Norton‟s “‟Either Married or to bee Married‟: Women‟s Legal Inequality in
Early America,” found in Pestana and Salinger‟s Inequality in Early America, shows the
subordinate role of women in Puritan New England, specifically the role played in public
spheres.
The basic objectives of this research were to find out the religious, economic,
political, and social structures as prescribed in Massachusetts Bay Colony and how these
factored into the development and success of Puritan New England. One‟s place in the
community order defined that individual and dominated how one lived, but how was this
determined? In what way were people‟s actions directed by the ideals set forth by
Puritan thinkers and secular leaders? As leadership clung to these traditions, change was
fostered in the transition to a new world and a new way of living. What opportunities did
individuals have to rise out of their place in the community—economically, socially, or
politically—and how did they achieve this? Tradition demanded acquiescence, but
discipline was neither consistent nor all-encompassing. What type of dissent was
allowed, and what forbidden? How were recalcitrants managed and/or punished? Who
was to determine how people were to live, and what options did folks have in choosing
their own practices? In what specific ways did leadership maintain control over the
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populace and thereby transition into the life in Massachusetts Bay Colony during the first
generation?
To ascertain these prescriptions, the words and dictates of leading Puritan thinkers
and ministers were analyzed. William Ames, William Perkins and John Cotton represent
three such authority figures with regard to these determinations. Their ideas help to
answer numerous questions: Why were some allowed to lead, while others were destined
to follow? What differentiation was allowed between individuals, and how were these
opportunities decided? What could an individual enjoy for one‟s own sake, and what was
to be subordinated to the community? The ideas of these and other Calvinists help us to
understand exactly why such formulations were created, and the justification for these
pronouncements. The thoughts of men such as John Winthrop, oft-governor of the
colony, are also important to include as he was the secular leader of Massachusetts Bay
Colony even as he followed religious dictates in forming his opinions.
From these ideas, one must discover how they were put into action. Cultural,
economic, social and political prescriptions are one thing, but are they applied and
enforced? Ideas provide only one element, more important is if these ideas were put into
motion. Official colony and church records help us to understand exactly how—or even
if—such directives were applied, and how strenuously. Did leadership of Puritan New
England practice what it preached? Did it follow through on commands and
assignments? Or were people free to follow their own individual compasses, dissenting
from authority when necessary and deviating from the paths to which they were
assigned?
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Massachusetts Bay Colony changed over time, becoming an increasingly
economic enterprise that allowed for individual differentiation with regard to social
mobility and less as a religious experiment, but how was it established initially? To be
sure, the economy during the early stages of the colony‟s experiment was mostly
subsistence agriculture, but commercial activity existed during this time and grew
throughout the first generation, garnering a stronger foothold on the colony‟s economy
toward the end of the seventeenth century. This thesis focuses on the first generation of
the colony—1630 to 1660, roughly—and how ideas were formulated and ultimately
practiced with regard to religious, economic, social, and political order. One goal is to
understand how and why this important group of early settlers lived as they did because,
in many ways, this group established the parameters for life in colonies in the Northeast
and, one could argue, the development of the national character. This was an important
time not simply in the colonies, but in the Western world in general: gradually,
civilization was transitioning from the pre-modern to the modern age, and in many ways
these Puritans were caught in the middle, unconsciously moving toward a new reality and
progress because of the decisions they made and the actions they took, yet still caught up
in traditions that provided comfort. The research for this narrative seeks a better
understanding of this transition and the experience of those who sought to navigate its
challenges, and, ultimately, its place in the larger development of the transition from
Puritan experiment to American experiment.
Chapter one, “The Search for Honest Gaine,” focuses on the connections between
economics and Puritanism, specifically the attempts made by leadership within the
community to restrict economic mobility and maintain the status quo. Actions taken did
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not necessarily translate into consistent discipline, though, as many of the laws
established to continue the hegemony of the few were loosely applied and arbitrarily
enforced. Chapter two, “Ideas, Justification, and Application,” analyzes the community‟s
efforts to instill a strict order upon its members through various means; each individual
played a role in society and was not to transcend this prescribed role. This desire for
order dominated the lives of Massachusetts Bay colonists religiously, economically,
socially and politically. Numerous examples offer proof of this desire for order and how
it was enforced. “Oppressors, Heretics, and Blasphemers” provides examples of
discipline utilized to enforce this order. Religious, economic, social, and political leaders
punished those who attempted to break out of their assigned roles, thereby maintaining
order in a new and changing world, one they were attempting to navigate throughout the
first generation. The hierarchy connected to each of these—religion, economics, politics
and society—helped to peacefully transition into their experience in the new world,
ultimately enabling the Puritan experiment to succeed.
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Chapter Two
The Search for Honest Gaine

In his sermon series Christ the Fountain of Life (1630), minister John Cotton
called on Puritans to “looseth no opportunity, go any way and bestir himself for
profit…And yet be a man dead-hearted to the world, the diligent hand maketh rich,
Proverbs 10:4.”1 Like other Puritan ministers and theologians of his day, Cotton called
on his followers to diligently work, avoid idleness, and glorify God through their worldly
success. These same individuals were to avoid worldliness, eschew profit for its own
sake, and resist abundance. This was the conundrum faced by Puritan merchants in New
England: garner success, but with limits; achieve as individuals, but for the sake of God
and community; live in this world, but not be of it.
Practitioners of commerce were not viewed uncritically. John Cotton preached
against the false principles that might allow a merchant to “sell as dear as he can and buy
as cheap as he can;” minister Thomas Shepard condemned merchants for taking
advantage of those down on their luck and seeking “the righteousness of their own;” the
General Court passed ordinances to rein in the profits and prices of merchants.2 Yet
society recognized these same merchants as its top tier and acknowledged their work as
necessary for the continued existence of the colony. The General Court solidified their
1
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social status through inequitable wage limits, arbitrary and minimal enforcement of price
requirements, and discriminatory sumptuary laws. It is no wonder that these practitioners
of commerce were at one moment vilified and the next praised as saviors of the colony,
that their profession was under intense scrutiny yet their efforts supported and even
promoted by a church and General Court that vacillated on the merchants‟ correct manner
of action.
Sociologist Max Weber stated that practitioners of Calvinism more than any
others “have promoted the development of the spirit of capitalism.”3 But one must
ascertain the intentions of these founders, whether the Congregationalists which founded,
established and settled Massachusetts Bay Colony truly encouraged and sustained
commerce from the time they arrived. Puritan ministers, theologians and philosophers
were clear in their prescriptions but vague in their discipline, and this lack of certainty
allowed for the flowering of a commercial enterprise that dominated the colonial
economy through the American Revolutionary War. Religion and material success were
not mutually exclusive themes as many of those most successful in worldly enterprise
were those who sat in the front rows of the First Church of Boston and listened most
intently to their ministers. These individuals saw the two in a way in which they
supported each other: religion needed economic stability for a foundation and to
perpetuate the colony, while practitioners of commerce needed the moral discipline that
Puritanism provided and required. The inconsistency and arbitrary practice of authority in
Puritan New England—both religious and secular—facilitated economic growth and
vitality, even as it confused those who tried their best to be exemplars of each.
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The Puritans who established Massachusetts Bay Colony practiced a Calvinism
that was conducive to profit motive and successful commerce, offering a symbiotic
relationship between religion and business.4 In three specific ways did New England
Puritanism help to facilitate, encourage and render successful commerce in the new
world. First, the virtues of industry, frugality and temperance were integral to Puritanism,
each of which naturally led an individual or group to worldly success. Second, the idea of
the calling underscored this idea—one glorified God through one‟s calling in life, and the
more successful one was in that calling the more that individual glorified God. A third
aspect, often overlooked, was the idea that calling and practice of virtue helped to sustain
social order: Puritan leaders believed in a strict social hierarchy and made efforts to help
perpetuate this order through uneven legislation that favored employers, lax enforcement
of those laws intended to cap prices and wages, stronger representation in colony affairs,
and sumptuary laws that explicitly supported discrimination against those of “mean
condition.”5 Worldly success dovetailed nicely with spiritual success, the two promoting
and supporting each other. Even as some criticized the material ambitions of merchants,
there was an understanding that successful calling not only demonstrated grace and
4
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spiritual success, but that it provided the foundation for the continued existence of the
colony and the great Puritan experiment. Massachusetts Bay Colony became a true “city
upon a hill,” even if the ideal that John Winthrop visualized was not specifically that
which would be recognized by others.6
New England‟s religious and civic leadership sent mixed signals to its merchants,
on the one hand warning of the dangers of pride and covetousness while on the other
exhorting them to succeed by maximizing profits and glorifying God through business
success; attempts were made to control commerce by limiting wages and prices, but such
discipline was not consistently enforced, allowing for economic prosperity and individual
as well as community gain. This lack of enforcement created an atmosphere that
expanded economic opportuinity, fostered prosperity, and increased social mobility.
Puritan values played an integral part in this growth. Individuals were urged to succeed
at their calling through industry and live modestly by practicing frugality and
temperance, the application of these values facilitated not only commercial success but an
accumulation of wealth that rendered the Puritan experiment in New England a success.
This prosperity and mobility had larger ramifications, as did the commercial practices of
New England merchants, helping to pave the way for a free market economy that
dominated American commerce and rendered Boston in particular a center of North
American business.
The potential connections between Puritanism and successful commerce
recognized by Max Weber and R.H. Tawney began prior to the Great Migration, indeed,
earlier than the settlement of the new world. Ministers, theologians and Calvinist
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philosophers propounded the importance of calling (or vocation) and glorifying God
through this successful calling: one‟s calling was that individual‟s responsibility in the
physical world, and success both demarcated those with grace from those without and
further supported the social hierarchy necessary to maintain order in society.
Significantly, this vocation was inspired by God, and denoted one‟s responsibility not
only to one‟s self and the community, but to God. 7 Included in this, as mentioned by
Weber, was the constant striving for improvement, as one was never to be satisfied with
one‟s success in one‟s calling, but was to continue toward personal improvement that
would further improve the community.8 Those who accrued wealth were to share their
bounty with those in need, serving the community and glorifying God through such
actions.
Wealth required taking care of those in need, but there were limits on the
procurement of those riches as well as other prescriptions placed upon those with riches.
For English theologian William Perkins in his Works (1631), there were two kinds of
riches: necessity—that which was required to sustain the person/family in nature, and
abundance—that which went beyond what was necessary. One should seek what was
necessary, but “not desire and seek for goods more than necessary, for if he does he sins”
as this was a “hazard to the salvation of the soul” by redirecting the focus to material
goods and away from God. Yet Perkins did allow for some variance with regard to
abundance, even if unwittingly: “If God give abundance when we neither desire it nor
seek it, we may take it, hold it, and use it, as God stewards.” Thus, if one consciously
7
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and explicitly sought abundance, this was sin, but if one did not specifically seek
abundance, one could accept and use it. This conundrum left a small margin of error for
the merchant, as it was impossible for any third party to know if an individual
consciously sought riches or simply accepted what God offered. This was but one
conundrum faced by Puritan merchants. Perkins did elaborate on the use of wealth as
well, reiterating that they “must be employed to necessary uses,” specifically the care of
one‟s estate and condition, the good of others (especially family and believers), the relief
of the poor, and the maintenance of the Church of God. Through such judicial practice,
Perkins stated use and possession of riches would “tend to God‟s glory and the salvation
of our souls.”9
Aside from these requirements, important was the avoidance of sin through
covetousness and pride. According to Protestant philosopher Dr. William Ames in
Conscience with the Power and Cases thereof (1639), covetousness entailed the seeking
of external goods that focused on “the concupiscence of the flesh and pride of life,” a
search for personal honor, pleasure and riches outside of the realm of necessity. The
depravity of this covetousness emanated from four practices: enrichment by those things
that are saved for God (his example was simony); the use of wicked, unjust or unlawful
means to acquire riches; a neglect of duty to God and neighbors; or if they loved accrued
wealth for itself or to turn a man away from God. But the desire for riches in and of itself
9
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did not fall under this definition. Importantly, “not every desire of riches is covetousness,
but only the inordinate love of them…(which was) repugnant to the love which we owe
to God or our neighbor.” 10 Here again, an important Calvinist thinker points out that
riches are not bad by definition—but that the degree of desire for them, or unjust practice
to acquire them is what renders such riches a sin. In Christian Warfare (1634), English
clergyman John Downame further differentiated abundance from covetousness and
superfluity. “When a man has more than is fit for his place and calling, or than he can
employ to any good uses,” this “third degree of riches” became sinful as covetousness.
Going beyond what was “necessary” was unlawful, but abundance itself was not a
negative, “for if we could desire and seek abundance of riches, which are in themselves
good, by good and lawful means, in a moderate manner…and unto good ends, namely
that according to our proportion of riches we might abundantly glorify God and dispense
that which we thus gather to the poor.” The problem was not in wanting riches, but an
overly zealous desire to accrue them and “unjust detention of them from their right
ends…. We should always have abundance, yet should never have superfluity.” 11 Again,
Puritan theologians sent mixed signals to merchants and purveyors of profit: work hard,
be frugal, earn riches…but do not succumb to superfluity and useless attainment of
wealth. The location of this dividing line was interpreted in different ways, which
eventually caused problems for some of Massachusetts Bay Colony‟s leading merchants.
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The sins of covetousness and pride were considered endpoints of greed. To reach
this end, one of the merchant‟s greatest sins was that of oppression. In current times,
oppression represents a larger, more general meaning, but first-generation Puritan
Massachusetts employed this term in a much more specific, legalistic context. Simply,
oppression meant overcharging for a commodity or service, and came in the form of high
wages or high prices. Both the church and the state recognized this, and eventually added
oppression to the developing Laws and Liberties of Massachusetts, a codification of law
which took place over years from 1635 through 1648, when it was finalized. The section
on oppression in Laws is as follows:
For avoiding such mischief as may follow by such ill-disposed persons
as may take libertie to oppress and wrong their neighbors, by taking
excessive wages for work, or unreasonable prizes for such necessary
merchandises or other commodities as shall pass from man to man, it is
ordered, That if any man shall offend in any of the said cases he shall
be punished by Fine, or Imprisonment according to the quality of the
offense, as the Court to which he is presented upon lawful trial and
conviction shall adjudge.12
This was a direct reaction to what the Court viewed a serious problem, yet it lacked the
specific description of what was “excessive” or “unreasonable.” The Court established
different price and wage controls with more specificity during the first decade of
settlement of Massachusetts Bay Colony, but the lack of clarity in this reference rendered
the law of dubious use. In practice, what constituted “oppression”? What was the
difference between a merchant seeking the best price possible in an attempt to garner
riches and glorify God, and asking for unreasonable prices which denoted oppression?
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Puritan theologians and ministers developed their concept of the “just price” to
determine what was a fair and reasonable price, historian Bernard Bailyn arguing that this
was the difference between fair trade and oppression, between industry and avarice.13
The concept of just price was certainly not a new creation, something the Puritans had
developed to rectify a time-specific issue: overpricing for wares had been a problem for
centuries, and the idea of just price had been one Catholics had utilized as well. William
Ames discussed the specific Puritan formulation in his Conscience with the Power and
Cases Thereof. “The common rate of the market, and of wise and good men is to be
followed.” He continued, referencing civil law in England, “that price is just, if the thing
be sold for so much as it can be sold for…as it can be sold for commonly,” a “natural
price which is set either by common valuation or the agreement of the parties,” offering
latitude of such private pricing over that of any public authority.14 Ames‟ evaluation
provides for either established prices in a way that a guild or other institution may assess,
but that if two reasonable parties agreed on a price, that was a just price as well. In
Massachusetts, one specific case of oppression led to minister John Cotton describing his
own formulation.
In 1639, the Court found merchant Robert Keayne found guilty of oppression, the
largest and most publicized case, and one every scholar of the connection between
Puritanism and commerce has analyzed. The case itself will be discussed in detail later,
13
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but for this discussion it is important to know that Keayne had been accused and
convicted of selling goods at what was considered an oppressive price. He argued his
reasons for doing so and later contended in his Apologia that he truly had committed no
crime, that the price he charged was not excessive but followed the norms of profit
margin others had practiced. Nevertheless, Cotton admonished him for his false
principles, “that a man might sell as dear as he can and buy as cheap as he can.” Cotton
laid out his view of the just price, and with it in a lecture the next day new rules for
trading (see Appendix A for the full explication of these rules). Cotton‟s definition of just
price did not differ substantially from that of Ames, leaving the same lack of specificity
that could be deemed confusing by merchants and others: “A man may not sell above the
current price, i.e., such a price as is usual in the time and place, and as another (who
knows the worth of the commodity) would give for it,” further adding “A man may not
ask any more for his commodity than his selling price.”15 To refer again to Ames, a
legitimate price is one that is current in the market or one on which buyer and seller could
agree, and if a price is set the seller could not charge more than that initial price (i.e., no
negotiating upward, the top price already set). Current prices were affected by many
things: weather and transport impacting supply, general economic conditions and needs
impacting demand, etc., providing plenty of flexibility with regard to the just price. Many
factors were indeed at play—one can see how the market affected pricing even in an
economy still dominated by somewhat pre-modern thinking—but Cotton‟s idea of the
just price, which was considered a somewhat official designation and his rules of
commerce setting parameters for the time being, was still somewhat vague and depended
on the actions of the merchant and buyer both.
15
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Covetousness and pride, through the practical sin of oppression, were dangers
associated with commerce. Merchants avoided these sins if they followed the dictates as
laid out in these different works of Puritan thinkers. But for some, both ministers and
laymen, merchants themselves were the problem, and their actions were worthy of
criticism and censure. In a 1636 letter to John Winthrop, English preacher John White
warned against the power of merchants and an increasing materialism. No longer
connected simply to craftsmen, shopkeepers now had more flexibility than in the past,
and their actions and wares came dangerously close to the “superfluity” Ames and
Perkins had feared; White lamented that merchants and their practice did not “produce
something for the common good” and further that they “consequently live by the sweat of
other men‟s brows, producing nothing themselves by their own endeavors.” 16 The main
issue White propounds here is that merchants garner profits off the work of others, and
that their goods did not always contribute to the necessities of the community. In this
way, the calling of commerce itself was questionable according to Puritan dictates.
English church leader Richard Baxter expressed his own suspicion of merchants and their
riches in his works. The pursuit and possession of riches were dangerous, as they tempted
the confidence and contentment of merchants who could fall into idleness with too much
comfort, thus these pursuits redirected the labors of merchants toward themselves and
away from glorification of God. Baxter recognized the focus on industry by merchants,
but lamented that it served utilitarian and worldly means and not the glorification of God
to which it was intended.17 Even laypeople worried about the effects of commerce, not
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simply on the materialism of the merchants but on its larger impact on the community.
One English correspondent, reflecting the concerns of Massachusetts Bay colonists,
connected the practice of commerce and accumulation of riches to “drunkenness,
swearing, excess in apparel, etc.,” arguing that labor of the merchants had impacted the
behavior of others as well. 18
Many held critical views views of merchants and their practices, regardless of
calling and stewardship of wealth. These views were not necessarily of the minority, as
Oberlin scholar Kemper Fullerton argued in his article “Calvinism and Capitalism.”
Traders and lenders were viewed negatively by those in the Middle Ages, usurers
especially suffered admonition and condemnation, even being denied sacraments. There
was suspicion and jealousy: merchants were those who carried goods to outlying areas
and sought compensation for doing so; they were the businesspeople who took the risk of
importing and assessing goods for trade, and faced loss if nature struck or if demand
simply wilted. But they were also the ones who profited from trade and, by doing so, set
themselves apart from those who practiced agriculture and those of the “meaner”
condition. According to their religious leaders, merchants were to earn profits to glorify
God but not fall into covetousness by seeking abundance for its own sake; they were to
negotiate prices with their buyers and maximize profits for the sake of God and
community, but not seek too much profit so that it was oppression of another; they were
to diligently practice their trade to improve themselves and, directly and indirectly, their
community, but they were not to earn so much that they distanced themselves from the
rest of the community through a demonstration of pride and abundance—even though
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their place in the social order demanded such differentiation. In short, they were to follow
their calling as merchants, but with limits. Herein lies the Puritan Merchant Conundrum.
Religious leadership was vague on what was allowable, and what specifically was
forbidden. There was no discernable conclusion on what point it was “too much” profit,
or at what point had one accumulated “too much” wealth. There was no specific
delineation regarding when one was conducting successful business and one was simply
being greedy, or at what point was one successfully carrying out one‟s calling, and at
what point was one sinning.
This is the fine line Max Weber discussed in The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit
of Capitalism,19 but for those who practiced commerce during the first generation of the
Massachusetts Bay Colony over two hundred years prior to Weber‟s work, the
conundrum directly affected their lives, leading some to be hailed as good citizens but
others as oppressors worthy of excommunication. Many of these merchants did not see a
distinction, they did not believe their efforts to earn profits were antithetical to the
directives of Calvinism. First generation Puritan merchants believed religious
considerations were relevant to trade, that commerce was controlled by moral laws. Men
like Robert Keayne and John Hull may have sought and earned plentiful profits, but they
also sat in church and listened intently to ministers exhorting moral practice and
establishing parameters of business practice and relations. Keayne himself took notes of
sermons, in the end taking hundreds of pages of notes directly from the sermons of men
like Thomas Shepard, John Cotton and Richard Mather. Indeed, for Keayne, Hull, and
19

In short, the Protestant Ethic entailed the virtues described above: industry, frugality,
temperance. This ethic rendered Calvinism conducive to successful business—the very attributes
associated with Puritans were what made them prosperous in their trades, especially commerce.
The Spirit of Capitalism, according to Weber, was when merchants sought profit for its own
sake—thereby eschewing the spiritual goals of glorification of God for material ends.
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even John Winthrop, Jr., business and religion were not mutually exclusive. This was
noticeable from the origins of the New England Company itself, as twenty five of the
original forty-one subscribers were merchants. The eventual establishment of the royal
charter for the Massachusetts Bay Company was certainly about finding a safe haven for
Puritans in the new world away from the increasingly episcopal domination of Laud and
the Anglican Church, but these founders also invested with an eye toward profits. The
company invested “in exchange for fifty percent of the beaver trade, a monopoly of the
salt manufacture in the colony, the sole right to transport goods and immigrants, and the
privilege of establishing a „magazine‟ of goods to sell to the settlers.” 20 Indeed, these
were material aims of the Company, but they were not alone in such aims.
As John Frederick Martin has shown in Profits in the Wilderness, the profit
motive can be seen in this early settlement of the colony. The contracts themselves
followed business parameters, and towns were established according to business
principles. Landholders included those who were non-residents, demonstrating that the
profits associated with these lands trumped the religious aspect of settlement for at least
some. Multiple and large landholdings further illuminated these goals and the minimal
impact of religion for those who played such an instrumental role in garnering the charter
and settling the new world. John Winthrop, Jr., son of the governor and undisputed leader
of Massachusetts Bay Colony, helped to establish towns but soon moved on to other
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towns, while maintaining his landholdings in each of those areas he helped found.21 John
Smith, in his description of the New England environment to entice settlers, focused on
natural beauty but also on opportunity. The colonies offered an opportunity for those of
the middle class to develop and strengthen, a place where they could earn “honest gaine”
through their work. His Advertisements for the Inexperienced Planters of New England,
or Anywhere called on his fellow Englishmen to cross the Atlantic for adventure, profits
in fishing and planting, and to foster improvement of themselves through their work.
Smith‟s lush descriptions of rural New England offered enticements to those who sought
not only religious freedom, but economic opportunity as well.22
Other contemporaries—those who migrated as well as those who pushed for
migration—confirm that economic motives certainly played a role in migration.
Massachusetts Company member and fellow founder Richard Saltonstall, in a letter to a
potential migrant Emmanuel Downing, claimed “…I doubt not but we shall raise good
profit not only by our fishing trade but by hemp, flax, etc.” and he encouraged “men to
come over for here is land and means of livelihood.” The new colony needed laborers,
but important here is that the letter does not include any mention of spirituality, religion
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or God.23 He called for “gentlemen of ability” to migrate so that they could prosper
spiritually and materially. Even Reverend John White and John Winthrop intimated that
economic gains were a reason for migration. White claimed “all God‟s directions…have
a double scope, man’s good and God‟s honor” thereby intimating that one could reap not
simply an improved opportunity to worship and glorify God, but an opportunity to garner
riches. Winthrop lamented that “my means here (in England) are so shortened as I shall
not be able to continue in this place and employment where I now am,” but that a move
to the new world would improve his condition and offer opportunity for growth.24
Modern scholars have attributed much of the Great Migration to economic factors. In his
dissertation The Economic Growth of Seventeenth Century New England: A Measurement
of Regional Income, economic historian Terry Lee Anderson argues economic conditions
were “most influential” in motivating migrants. 25 Historian Darrett Rutman emphasizes
the larger Atlantic context with regard to migrants and their needs to seek and find
economic opportunity, concluding in Winthrop’s Boston that these material aims
overrode spiritual for many, and that these goals eventually played a role in the
increasing materialism of the colony after the first generation.26
Historian Virginia DeJohn Anderson makes a strong claim for religious motives
in her article “Migrants and Motives” and resulting book New England’s Generation:
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The Great Migration and the Formation of Society and Culture in the Seventeenth
Century, arguing that the worst part of the economic depression in Europe was the decade
prior to the Great Migration, and that those who migrated were not under economic
distress; those who migrated did so for conscience‟s sake. “Harassed in England for their
Puritan beliefs, they realized that their only chance for peace lay in moving to a place
beyond the reach of Anglican officials.” Economic concerns certainly should also be
considered, but such concerns “were subsumed within an all-encompassing religious
vision.”27 Her argument is buttressed by communications from migrants. In a 1631 letter
to the countess of Lincoln, Deputy Governor Thomas Dudley warned “if any come hither
to plant for worldly ends, that can live well at home, he commits an error, of which he
will soon repent him; but if for spiritual, and that no particular obstacle hinder his
removal, he may find here what may well content him.” In a 1632 letter to his former
parishioners in England, Reverend Thomas Welde emphasized the religious nature of his
move and urged others to follow thusly:
Praised and thanked be God who moved my heart to come and made
open the way to me. And I profess if I might have my wish in what part
of the world to dwell I know no other place on the whole globe of the
earth where I would be rather than here. We say to our friends that
doubt this, Come and see and taste. Here the greater part are the better
part. Here Mordecai speaketh kindly to the hearts of his people. Here
are none of the men of Gibea…disturbing our peace or threatening
violence. Here…our ears are not beaten nor the air filled with oaths,
swearers, nor railers, nor our eyes and ears vexed with the unclean
conversation of the wicked.
A reverend could surely be assumed to promote the spiritual aspect of the journey,
but businessman Edward Trelawny, in a 1636 letter to his brother Robert, emphasized
Virginia DeJohn Anderson, “Migrants and Motives”, 368-9; Virginia DeJohn
Anderson, New England’s Generation: The Great Migration and the Formation of Society and
Culture in the Seventeenth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), 17, 8, 45.
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religion in the context of an economic downturn. Even under such economic distress, he
states
What a most heavenly and comfortable sight is it to see with what
power and purity the ordinances are administered, so that no one place
in the world comes hear it; I mean in the Bay, where there is such a
holy walking, such a sweet communion and fellowship on all sides, that
I am persuaded it would convince the veriest reprobate alive. Oh that
Old England were New; then would the Lord certainly be better pleased
with it.28
Winthrop further emphasized the religious nature of the migration, both in his Model of
Christian Charity and other communications. In “General Considerations for Planting
New England,” Winthrop answered the skepticism of those who pointed out the failure of
previous settlement attempts: “…there were great fundamental errors in others, which are
like to be avoided in this; for, first, their main end and purpose was carnal, and not
religious; secondly, they aimed chiefly at profit, and not at the propagation of religion.”29
In his famous sermon aboard the ship that carried Puritans to New England, the governor
further underscored these religious motives for migration as an opportunity for people to
create a new society based on religious purity and communal support, one that relied on
God for provisions and the people for taking care of each other. This new society served
as a “city upon a hill” for those in Europe to emulate.30 Notably, though, Winthrop did
not completely divide the two: profit may not have been the chief aim, but was certainly
something worthy of consideration. Religion and business were not mutually exclusive
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concepts, and the two intermingled for many who migrated to and established
Massachusetts Bay Colony.
One can view these differences—religious freedom or economic incentive—as
those of individual preferences, living conditions, spiritual freedom or economic
freedom, but it is accurate to claim those who participated in the Great Migration were
also motivated by economic opportunity. Virginia DeJohn Anderson emphasizes the
religious aspects of migration, but the evidence shows that the New World was about
both spiritual and economic opportunity equally, depending on the migrant and that
migrant‟s situation. Noting the plethora of evidence confirming both religious and
economic motives were in play, as well as the religiosity of those who spearheaded
commercial pursuits in Puritan New England, business was not wholly divorced from
religion and that the two were intricately bound together. As Bailyn articulates, these
founders understood the need to found a society on a solid economic base. “They merely
insisted that the life of business be placed within a structure whose proportions had been
drawn by the hand of God.” Commerce and Puritanism were not antithetical to each
other, but worked together; the one needed the other: the former needed the latter to help
establish the moral parameters of trade and offer spiritual sustenance, while the latter
needed the former for natural survival and perpetuation of the community. As the
merchant John Hull opined, the founders were “no babes or windyheaded men,” but
understood both spiritual and material needs. By incorporating Puritan doctrine into
settlement and connecting its values with a burgeoning economy, “nowhere else did
Calvinist doctrines of social ethics find such full application.”31 This combination of
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industry, frugality, and temperance promoted both the spiritual and material,
concurrently, in a way that ultimately propelled New England to prosperity and made it
the center of commercial activity in the New World through the American Revolution.
Still, even with these connections between commerce and Calvinism, there was a
need to follow the spiritual precepts as laid out previously with regard to the ideal
moderation of business. The same ministers, theologians and Calvinist philosophers who
promoted calling and maximizing one‟s success did not want to see their constituents fall
into sin—namely, covetousness and pride. These spiritual leaders recognized the need for
business activity in maintaining the existence of the colony, but profit-making was not to
go unfettered, and both the General Court and the First Church of Boston made
substantial efforts to reign in the actions of merchants.32 In New England, some of these
ideas were captured in law via price and wage restrictions to combat covetousness. The
Court offered sumptuary laws in an attempt to stave off pride and, eventually, to solidify
and perpetuate an established social hierarchy. This was one step toward leadership‟s
attempt to put such Calvinist ideals into action.
From the outset of the Massachusetts Bay Colony, the General Court met
regularly (usually monthly, barring emergency or major event) to establish laws, take
action against those who caused distress in the community, and fend off potential
problems. In 1629, prior to the onset of the Great Migration, the Massachusetts
Company established the government in New England, concluding that a Governor,

Many instances offer such proof, one of which was John White‟s parenthetical
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Deputy Governor and Council, made up of the “most wise, honest, expert and discreet
persons” had the “sole managing and ordering of the government and our affairs.” The
Company gave this group the authority “to make good and wholesome laws, orders and
ordinances, for the better maintenance and support” of the colony. 33 Initially, the
Company established Captain John Endecott as Governor, but soon thereafter elected
Winthrop, with Dudley as his Deputy Governor; they enjoyed the bulk of the time in
those positions during the first generation. Likewise, the First Church of Boston took
upon itself to discipline the members it felt had been led astray in some way. There were
both secular and religious courts of justice, the one did not always carry over to the other,
though at times many of the same offenses appear on the record. After Sunday afternoon
services, officers (elders and deacons) and congregation members met in the Meeting
House for what was essentially a religious court of law. Elders brought forth charges,
those presented refuted or argued against them, and a vote was be taken—generally, a
consensus was required. If those found guilty appealed through confession, the elders
generally returned them to the fold. If discipline was handed out, the Elders might
admonish (censure) the guilty, cast him or her out of the church temporarily, or the worst
of all options: excommunicate the offending party (permanent separation).34
The Court employed various attempts at attaining economic control through
defined and limited land distribution practices, price and wage controls, and attempts to
limit those who were allowed to participate in trade.35 There were many starts and stops
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with regard to price and wage controls by the Court, demonstrating that this was a colony
finding its way and establishing law and order through immediate experience. From the
beginnings of the Puritan experiment in 1630, the Court attempted to control business
through such controls and maintain social structure through sumptuary laws. This active
government was not simply an effort to protect life and property, though: according to
John Calvin, because people were innately sinners, positive law was necessary, not just to
deter, but to lead people in the right direction. Calvin wrote, “It is the function of the law,
by warning men of their duty, to arouse them to a zeal for holiness and innocence.” 36
These laws as established represented one form of action taken by leaders, but
more important were attempts at enforcement, as this truly proved if the actions of
leadership reflected these prescriptions. The Court sought control of the marketplace
under Puritan direction; as Rutman argued they were enforcers of “morality of the
marketplace.”37 In some ways, this certainly was true. The Court passed orders over the
first few decades of the colony‟s existence that restricted business, and more importantly
followed through with discipline on many counts. The records show most discipline
focused on drunkenness and idleness, but those who swayed from the Court‟s economic
dictates were also fair game. Alcohol was an issue and was highly regulated, those who
sold it without license were rebuked strongly. In March 1633, the Court fined Tymothy
Hawkins, John Vauhan and Edward Howe twenty pence apiece for selling “strong water”
contrary to an order of the court. In April 1637, the Court fined Samuel Cole, Robert
Longe and William Baulston each ten shillings for selling a quart of beer at two pence;
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worse, it fined James Browne forty shillings for selling strong water to Native Americans
without the proper license to do so, a recurring problem. Numerous other similar episodes
of discipline can be found combing through the records. The Court looked beyond strong
water, though, in an effort to maintain consistency with some of the goods made in the
colony. Bread was one such item that was heavily regulated. The Court fined Edward
Wood eight shillings for baking wheat meal contrary to the Court‟s order, and William
Web ten shillings “for his neglect in not carefully attending the Order of the Court about
his bread.” Those seeking creative means to riches were disciplined accordingly. In
March of 1631, the Court fined and imprisoned Nicholas Knopp for selling a cure of
scurvy “by a water of no worth nor value, which he sold at a very dear rate;” if he was
unable to pay the fine, he was to be whipped and held liable to others whom he had
cheated. In October 1632, the Court disciplined Richard Hopkins to be “severely whipped
and branded with a hot iron on one cheek” for selling a pistol with powder and shot to a
Native American.38 The Court attempted to maintain tight control over merchants and
their business dealings through such regulation. Episodes of discipline for oppression in
the form of price and wage gouging, though, were much fewer.
Fewer than ten instances of oppression can be found in Court records between
1630 and 1644. One of these episodes occurred in August 1635 and consisted of four men
charging too high of wages for too long—“Mr. Hutchingson” accused Arthur Holbidge of
taking two shillings six pence a day for thirty days, Richard Bulgar the same amount for
six days, Thomas Munt the same for nine days, and James Hawkens that amount for
thirty-six days; each forfeited five shillings “aday” for their offense. Hawkins was even
found guilty of taking the same amount over fourteen days from a Mr. Cogan. In October
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1642, the Court fined William Shepheard two pounds for contracting an annual wage of
fifteen pounds. Other notices of discipline against those who charged too much for their
services come up at various points during this first generation as well. Like laborers, the
Court disciplined merchants who charged too much, though they constituted a relatively
small sample. In March 1633, the Court fined John Chapman twenty shillings for selling
boards at eight shillings ten pence “contrary to an order of the Court.” October 1635
witnessed the Court fining Josua Huyes for selling knives and a scythe for above the
Court-ordered limit for profit. In November 1639, the Court admonished Captain Robert
Sedgwick to “take heed of his oppression” and “upon acknowledgment of his failings
was discharged.” In April 1643, “Mr. Stodder” was presented for “selling cloth at an
excessive rate,” but because no excess was proven this was discharged upon his promise
to satisfy the buyer. 39
As mentioned previously, the First Church of Boston also tried those accused of
oppression, and disciplined them by church standards. Historian Mark Valeri claims that
the First Church practiced “relentless confrontation between disciplinary ideals and
commercial autonomy.”40 The record shows Valeri‟s claim is dubious, as there was a
small number of such actual confrontations. Most disciplinary efforts of the First Church
focused on drunkenness, theft, criticism of church authority and adultery, but economic
issues did make up some of these cases as well. The church excommunicated Rob Parker
on October 6, 1635 for selling away his children‟s inheritance, and on November 13,
1638, the church gave the same punishment to Richard Wayte for “sundry scandals”—
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though the specifics are missing from church records (he had been associated with
Antinomians previously, and this may have been more relevant than his business
dealings). The church admonished Temperance Sweete on March 8, 1640 for “receiving
into home and giving entertainment unto disorderly company”—she gave them wine to
the point of drunkenness, and apparently charged a high price for the wine. This hardly
can be viewed as discipline for overcharging, though: the transgression was facilitating
drunkenness, with the pricing matter raised almost as an afterthought in the First Church
records. The church excommunicated Thomas Marshall June 16, 1644 “for many lies and
much unfaithfulness in his dealing” and William Franklin in December 1645 for
“extortion, deceit and lying” with regard to his dealings with the Ironworks. 41 These few
actioins over an extended period show Valeri‟s claim of “relentless confrontation”
questionable at best.
The General Court initiated wage and price controls at various times in the first
few decades of the colony‟s existence, but it did not mete out punishment consistently or
significantly. Valeri claims significant discipline was leveled against those who violated
economic statutes, but the numbers do not offer such support: from 1628 through 1643,
he mentions there were fifty cases of fraud or violation of wage and price statutes, but
this breaks down to a little over three a year.42 What he claims to be “rigorous
prosecution of oppression and usury” is simply not supported by the numbers. Indeed,
such violations were often either ignored or discipline revoked. Legal historian Richard
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B. Morris‟s analysis of wages in early Massachusetts showed wages exceeded what the
Court had set as maximum by fifty percent. Historian Stephen Innes uses the example of
John Chapman as one who had his penalty remitted on specific conditions: Chapman, like
numerous others, simply contributed to public works and had his punishment forgiven, a
fact minimized by Valeri in his discussion claiming extensive punishments.43 The Court
imposed a theoretical control over commerce through these price and wage controls, but
in reality there was little enforcement as those in charge did not necessarily practice what
they had preached. But it was not only what the Court did not do that promoted business,
but the conscious actions taken by this authority that helped propel New England
commerce and the general prosperity of the colony.
What is interesting about these individual cases is that they were so few in
number and they did not show any repeat transgressions, even those involved are of
interest, as there were no truly noteworthy beacons of commerce found in these records.
Economic regulation was prominent and discipline frequent, yet there were
conspicuously few cases of oppression presented to the General Court or church.
According to ministers, theologians, and Calvinist philosophers, this was the sin that
directly led to covetousness and pride, thus was in most need of regulation. The records
show, though, that these were presented rarely and inconsistently, thus furthering the
Puritan Merchant Conundrum and facilitating wealth accrual and socioeconomic
mobility.
Two cases do deserve attention, though, not simply for the violations of which
they were accused but because of the men accused. Thomas Dudley was Deputy
Governor of Massachusetts Bay Colony for a significant time during his stay in the
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colony, and was elected Governor four times. Dudley was a much different man from
Governor John Winthrop, and the two had been in conflict previous to the 1632 Thomas
Dudley affair. At the time, Dudley had contested some of Winthrop‟s actions, including
the establishment of Newtowne (later Cambridge) and the fact that the Deputy Governor
felt the Governor had garnered and exercised too much power on the Court. At one point,
Dudley resigned his position in disgust, though his resignation was eventually rescinded
and his place on the Court maintained. During this conflict, Winthrop accused Dudley of
usury—specifically, that he had sold seven and a half bushels of corn to receive ten for it
after harvest; this, in the Governor‟s opinion, was overcharging for a basic necessity.
Interestingly, in Winthrop‟s journal this accusation is brought up almost as an addendum,
an addition to the conflict that threw oil on the fire. Dudley scoffed at such an accusation,
claiming it was standard business practice, that all those with whom he did business
conducted it thusly, and that if the Governor thought otherwise that “was his weakness.”
Winthrop further accused Dudley of “wainscotting and adorning his house” during the
early days of the plantation, an expense and ornamentation that was simply unnecessary
for a colony trying to establish itself. Winthrop and Dudley certainly “did not live in the
most harmonious relations with each other,” according to the latter‟s biographer,
Augustine Jones, and various communications between the two confirm this.44
Conspicuously, the only mention of this accusation of usury against Dudley comes in
Winthrop‟s journal during this conflict between the two, when seemingly the state of the
colony and its establishment were still very much in the making. This power struggle
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between two men led to considerable conflict over the years, but Winthrop‟s accusation
of usury was one that set Dudley off and likely caused permanent damage to their
relationship. Because there is no other record (Dudley was never presented to the Court
or First Church, he was never admonished, and there is literally no other mention than in
Winthrop‟s journal), one can determine this was likely about personal animosity. This is
important because the most notable case of oppression likely came about the same way,
the trial and conviction of Robert Keayne.
Keayne was a successful merchant in England before migrating to New England
for what Winthrop termed “conscience‟s sake and for the advancement of the gospel
here.” He took copious notes during church sermons, designated a large sum of money in
his will to build the Boston Meeting House, which became the center of commercial
activity in the city, and served the colony in various ways even after his trial (he served
four terms as a selectman, was elected deputy to the General Court seven times,
appointed survey of the highways, and helped to create Massachusetts Bay Colony‟s
militia among other positions and appointments); he was the brother-in-law of the
minister John Wilson, and his daughter married the son of Deputy Governor Thomas
Dudley.45 But his many good works, devout religiosity and good connections did not
shelter him from accusations of oppression. According to Winthrop, “great complaint
was made of the oppression used in the county in sale of foreign commodities” and
Keayne “was notoriously above others observed and complained of.” He was accused of
taking above six pence in the shilling profit, in some instances above eight pence in the
shilling profit, and “in some small things, above two for one.” The Court convicted him
and ordered him to pay a fine of two hundred pounds, of which he only paid one hundred
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pounds due to disagreement between the magistrates and Deputies of the Court.46 The
First Church of Boston also disciplined Keayne, making him the only individual who
faced strictures from both the church and the Court in such fashion. In September of
1639, the church admonished Keayne (though some sought excommunication, see note
below) for “selling his wares at excessive rates, to the dishonor of God‟s name, the
offense of the General Court and public scandal of country.” “His business success was
a constant source of irritation to his townsmen and he felt called upon even in his will to
explain and justify his prosperity.” 47 Looking solely at the First Church records, this
discipline was more about his “business success” than oppression—and Winthrop made
remarks that seemingly further supported such a claim.
Discussing the Keayne controversy in his journal, Winthrop stated
For the cry of the country was so great against oppression and some of
the elders and magistrates had declared such detestation of the corrupt
practice of this man (which was the more observable because he was
wealthy and sold dearer than most other tradesmen, and for that he was
of ill report for the like covetous practice in England, that incensed the
deputies very much against him).
Again, was this about one specific instance of oppression? Was this about a habit of
overcharging? Or was this simply about the fact he was wealthy and successful, while
others had not gained his level of prosperity? Winthrop‟s parenthetical reference
intimates the latter was key to the presenting and conviction of Keayne. Rendering this
accusation even more cloudy is the fact that one of the magistrates brought the
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complaint—though that individual‟s name is never given, when often in the records the
one presenting or accusing is specifically named—and this same magistrate‟s family had
dealings with Keayne in England. In fact, the accuser claimed Keayne still owed his
father two hundred pounds from a separate incident in England, but Keayne provided a
receipt to show this was a false claim and that he had repaid the gentleman‟s father.
Furthermore, the accuser never paid Keayne in full for the nails he purchased. Instead, he
brought the complaint, and Keayne mentioned in his Apologia that he had still not been
paid for the merchandise, the merchant‟s last will and testament written fourteen years
after the trial and conviction. Significantly, Winthrop mentioned in his journal that
Keayne‟s pricing practice was “the common practice, in all countries” and “(though he
were chiefly aimed at), he was not alone in his fault,” that “all men through the country,
in sale of cattle, corn, labor, etc., were guilty of the like excess in prices.” Thus, Keayne
simply practiced commerce as others had, but the words of Winthrop and the First
Church pinpoint his noticeable wealth and success as drivers of this complaint. Keayne
himself, in his Apologia, claimed that because of the state of New England economy at
the time—mostly buyers, not many sellers in a growing economy that still depended
mostly on imports—such practices did disturb some, but that as the economy grew more
individuals used practices similar to his…even those on the Court who had found him
guilty in 1639.48
Keayne‟s last point is worthy of mention because of the state of New England‟s
development in 1639. At the time, the Great Migration was still peopling the colony, and
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large groups of English Puritans were still coming to the shores of the new world. The
colony depended on these people and on the items brought from England; though the
colony was surviving at that point, it was in no way thriving, and its true prosperity in
commerce came after 1640, when specific attempts were made to grow the economy and
attain true independence through self-sustenance. Keayne was one of the few merchants
in New England who understood and practiced those ways of European merchants. His
ways and his wealth were deemed unattractive by some, but a large majority of those in
New England were agriculturalists and did not participate in the trans-Atlantic commerce
that enriched Keayne and a few others. Taking all this into account—the devoutness
shown by Keayne with regard to spiritual and church matters, the wording of the
admonition, the complaints reiterated by Winthrop as well as his writings on the affair,
the history of the accuser, and the future practices of New England merchants—one can
see this was more about personal animosity than any true oppression. Keayne practiced
his calling as he witnessed others do, followed the church‟s dictates, and played his role
as a steward of wealth by giving back to the community in large amounts. Reverend John
Cotton, when arguing against excommunication, claimed Keayne simply showed an error
in judgment “and besides, he is otherwise liberal as in his hospitality, and in Church
communion, etc.”49 By all accounts, Keayne was not a villain—he was a good Puritan
who did his best to promote the church and glorify God through his actions. His trial and
conviction represented an early example of class envy and revenge more than anything
else, though it was a significant event in the larger context of the relationship between
New England Puritanism and commerce.
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The immediate aftermath of Keayne‟s trial and conviction offered a watershed
moment because it theoretically established specific parameters for merchants. In his
lecture the day after Keayne‟s conviction, Cotton extolled the “just price” theory, laying
out parameters of what was proper business practice. Cotton‟s full rules for trading are
provided in Appendix A, but in many ways Cotton did not clarify a merchant‟s
responsibilities in any meaningful way, thus continuing the colony‟s—and church‟s—
somewhat arbitrary and inconsistent prescriptions for commerce. As discussed
previously, Cotton‟s view (as well as that of other Puritan thinkers) of just price was
essentially what two parties agreed on as a price, that one could not raise the price of one
good if that individual had lost out on other profits due to acts of providence or lack of
ability. But, importantly, “where there is a scarcity of the commodity, there men may
raise their price, for now it is a hand of God upon the commodity and not the person.” 50
Some pre-capitalist themes are present here, but they did not dominate the merchant‟s
mindset in 1639: supply and demand played a role, as did contracting between two
parties, but such ideas were still developing in experience in New England, and did not
represent the zeitgeist just yet. The Court and church prescribed limitations on commerce
and disciplined accordingly—albeit rarely and with mostly slight punishment—in other
ways it supported and indeed promoted business.
From 1630 to 1640, Massachusetts Bay Colony was still finding its way,
developing as it could but relying on imports from England and the migration of laborers,
agriculturalists and craftsmen. With changes in England due to the Civil War and a new
more tolerant view of religion, this migration slowed considerably after 1642 and,
because many returned to England, this led to economic troubles in New England. There
50
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was too much supply of agricultural and other necessary items, leading to a price drop;
furthermore, the fur trade had decreased due to loss of supply, as the amount of available
beaver in the colony was receding significantly, making one of the few items of
international demand no longer available. The Court recognized the need for selfsufficiency, and began to not simply support business but promote it from that point on,
knowing the colony needed to establish itself not simply on the new continent but in the
international arena as well. Winthrop himself recognized this, communicating the need
for the development of business in Massachusetts Bay Colony. As early as 1639,
Winthrop and the Court promoted the fishing industry, noting the work at Cape Ann by
Maurice Tomson “an order was made, that all stocks employed in fishing should be free
from public charge for seven years. This was done…to encourage our own people to set
upon it.” In 1641, Winthrop singled out what became a key industry in New England,
shipbuilding, concerns of want and a recognition of the value of shipping in England “set
us on work to provide shipping of our own.”51 These were but the first signs of
recognition of the need, and the first steps toward, explicit support and promotion of
business activity in New England in the 1640s.
In June 1641, the Court initiated an effort to take advantage of those resources
available to the colony. The first step was the allowance of those who discovered or
developed mines the right to control all minerals they uncovered, as well as the
opportunity to buy land directly from Native Americans rather than go through the Court.
Shipbuilding, what Innes called New England‟s “ultimate economic salvation,” took
advantage of these ironworks, the area‟s ports, and sawmills—timber/lumber was also
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available in great amounts, which became both a key component of shipbuilding and an
exportable commodity. These forest products were integral to economic expansion and
increased demand in trade. Additionally, the Court promoted the cloth industry, focusing
on the labor available to spin and weave. At one point, the Court ordered all “women,
girls, and boys” to spin threads and that selectmen from each town were to make sure
each family participated according to their ability. The fishing trade increased, as did
agriculture. Key to these developments was not simply the general facilitation of
commercial expansion by the Court, but as Bailyn argues in New England Merchants, the
developing relationships between merchants on both sides of the Atlantic, as well as
those of New England with those in the Caribbean. Markets expanded as these
relationships expanded, often this was due to previous connections between new
merchants in New England and friends and family members in England, and these
experiences further helped in the increase of markets and thus trade. Facilitation of trade
with markets in the Canaries, the Caribbean and Europe allowed for New England‟s
economy to truly flourish in the 1640s. Merchants sent agricultural goods to the
Caribbean to feed the labor force and to various European ports, exported lumber to
Spain and other European states, and sold grains to settlers in the Canaries. Domestic
projects further impacted trade, as transportation lines were improved so that farmers in
the countryside more easily and affordably conveyed their goods to the port cities.52 The
Court recognized the need for expansion and facilitated this growth by both supporting
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business through ordinances and promoting commerce by the granting of licenses in other
areas.
Much of the Court‟s records throughout the 1640s focus on the development of
the Ironworks as specific regulations were laid out, but more importantly different acts of
the Court promoted participation and investment. For example, a petition registered in
November of 1646 made requests to extend the time of the investors‟ participation,
expand potential markets to include “Indians or enemies,” and render them exempt from
“watchings and trainings”; each of these requests was granted. 53 As Martin has noted,
franchises for the ironworks and other trading were “speedily issued” in the colony,
demonstrating a “predeveloplment ethos.”54 The Court granted monopoly rights on
fishing, trapping and trading to business organizations. 55 As Bailyn has shown,
Massachusetts merchants worked closely with the General Court to establish pro-business
policies: in 1643, the Court lifted the eight percent ceiling on interest rates; in 1650,
tighter regulations removed the opportunity for debtors to avoid confiscation of their
property if they avoided payment; in 1652, the Court established a board of trade to hear
grievances but also to find ways to promote trade.56 Winthrop, too, recognized the need
to minimize wage and price controls, pragmatically preferring “the counsel and
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persuasion of the elders” to any such regulations:57 it was not the role of the Court to
limit individual gains, but the conscience of the merchant that was to practice
temperance. Ministers ultimately welcomed this economic prosperity, claiming it was a
sign of what Captain Edward Johnson called “the wonderful providence of the most high
God toward these his new-planted Churches,”58 as was consistent with Puritan
theologians and philosophers.
As the General Court took a stronger pro-business approach, helping to facilitate
economic growth, Boston ministers and church leadership increasingly employed a
hands-off approach to commerce. Again, there was some ambiguity with regard to the
words of these men: Cotton might claim material as well as spiritual prosperity showed
God‟s blessings in his God’s Promise to His Plantations in 1630, yet criticize the “false
principles” of standard commercial activity of Keayne in 1639. 59 Theologians such as
Ames, Perkins and Downame promoted calling and success and improvement associated
with it, yet challenged merchants to avoid sins of pride and covetousness. Significantly,
though, the First Church of Boston demonstrated a marked decrease in discipline toward
commercial transgressions after 1640, from an already scarce application of such
enforcement. The Thomas Marshall and William Francklyn episodes were discussed
above—Marshall excommunicated in 1644 but received back into the church in 1646
after confessing his sins, and Francklyn excommunicated in 1646 but accepted again in
1652 after publicly acknowledging his sins—but otherwise, there were no such instances
of discipline for oppression or similar sinful economic practices from Francklyn‟s
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acceptance through 1660.60 The clergy may have decried sins of covetousness and pride
from the pulpit, but their actions revealed a more laissez-faire attitude than previously,
helping to enable those actions that theoretically led to the deadliest sins.61 There was no
great conflict between these ministers and the Court as the latter increasingly favored
merchants and their practices for the good of the colony, and the former touted this
newfound prosperity as glorification of God verification of the colony‟s Providence and
did not stand in the way of economic growth.
Leadership in New England recognized a potential economic crisis after 1640,
and took pains to rectify it before it could permanently damage the colony. The needs of
Massachusetts Bay Colony demanded such actions, reflecting less criticism of commerce
and more support and promotion. Scholars such as Bailyn, Rutman, Kenneth Lockridge
and others have argued that this led to an increasing materialism in the colony and less
reliance on religion; the Great Awakening of the next century was an attempt to redirect
the passions of New England to its religious underpinnings, but indeed leadership had
fostered change and, by doing so, guaranteed the existence of the colony even if its
raison d’etre had changed in the eyes of some.
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Businesspeople in Europe viewed the New World as one of economic as well as
spiritual opportunity, and those who settled New England practiced both their calling and
their religion, they certainly did not see the two as antithetical to each other. Yet they
faced a dilemma—the Puritan Merchant Conundrum—in their actions: ministers,
theologians and Calvinist philosophers promoted the idea of calling, earning riches to
glorify God, and even accruing abundance at certain times, but these same individuals
criticized excess profits, warned against acts of worldliness and materialism, and
criticized those they believed took advantage of common people. The General Court and
its political leaders likewise dictated both sides: they passed laws and disciplined
individuals for what they believed were oppressive practices of pricing, unjust demands
for wages, and ostentatious attempts to display wealth and differentiate from the rest of
the colony. Both groups—religious and political leaders—sought the implementation and
perpetuation of a strict social order, offering prescriptions and handing out discipline to
maintain such a hierarchy. But neither group enforced the prescriptions of business to
their legislated ends: efforts to enforce such laws were arbitrary and minimal, further
confusing the ideal state of the merchant in colonial New England.
The year 1640 portended change, as there was a shift to support and promote
commercial activities in the colony. The General Court, specifically, made efforts to
increase commercial activity for the sake of the colony‟s self-sufficiency and, ultimately,
its economic growth. Various trades and industries succeeded with the direct and indirect
assistance of the Court, business became the lifeline of the colony, and businesspeople
increased in power and influence. In succeeding generations, ministers also supported the
new, more rational view of commerce and business in the new world, advancing both
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New England‟s economy and its very existence. In the end, John Winthrop‟s city upon a
hill came to fruition, but it was not the model he sought: New England started as a
Puritan destination, but developed into a commercial power. It served as an ideal for
others to emulate and arguably as the staging ground for free market capitalism in the
coming centuries. It may not have reflected Winthrop‟s ideal, but its success and legacy
are unquestioned.
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Chapter Three
Order: Ideas, Justification and Application

Economic, religious, social, and political leaders stressed the need to maintain a
strictly stratified society, one in which each member knew his or her place and did not
seek to overstep individual boundaries as established by God and maintained by man.
Economics and religion were each seen as important for the settlement and success of
Massachusetts Bay Colony, as well as the mainteinance of this stratified society. A strict
hierarchy of order was deemed necessary both for the flowering of the economy and the
growth and strength of the church, and leaders from each level of Massachusetts Bay
Colony played a part in incorporating this concept into political and religious as well as
economic and social realities. One important facet to this desire to maintain order was to
exercise control over the populace through hierarchy and exclusion. Rank represented
one‟s place in the social hierarchy—whether high or low—and kept individuals in their
place. For those who absolutely refused to take their place in the hierarchy, exclusion was
the best option: for the likes of Anne Hutchinson, Roger Williams, Robert Childe and
others, their disobedience immediately qualified them for expulsion from the city upon a
hill. They were not willing to bow to the power of the few, and thus were sent away. In
the end, those who were willing to cater to the powerful were placed accordingly in the
hierarchy, those who refused to submit to religious and political authority were excluded
altogether from the Puritan experiment.
The desire for a tight hierarchy was certainly not new to New England—or to
early modern society in general—but those who directed the establishment of New
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England believed this order was an integral ingredient to the development of Puritan New
England. Economically, price and wage controls helped to limit the social mobility of
those in New England; specific groups, usually those with the greatest property and
wealth, helped to determine who was to be provided land and how much land they could
acquire. Economic controls dovetailed with social control—various attempts by New
England leadership sought restrictions on options and opportunities of those who were
not considered to be of genteel status. Sumptuary laws, for example, expressly forbade
those of a lower status from emulating those of higher status in dress and fineries,
whereas in education, the university placed students according to their socioeconomic
status. Politically, the franchise was limited to a select group, and political office was
further restricted to those of the greatest stature within New England—individuals with
the greatest wealth, property and influence even dating back to their days in Europe. Each
of these variants was mandated by a religious culture that not only promoted social
hierarchy but directed individuals to accept their place in the social order and glorify God
through that specific place. Puritan leaders communicated the need for order through
sermons, writings and practices, seeking to perpetuate the differences deemed necessary
for the health of the colony. Winthrop and the magistrates, for example, limited the
franchise to those who were full church members, ministers espoused doctrine that called
for limited economic and social mobility, and churches established assigned seating at
services in the Meetinghouse according to social rank and place. As the church
underscored the need for differentiation and privilege based thereupon, the rest of the
colony dutifully fell in stride with this idea and fostered a society in which the idea of
social rank and hierarchy dominated every aspect of life.
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The belief that social order was integral for society was not an idea that originated
with New England Puritans—indeed, it predated the advent of Puritanism itself. Modern
Western civilization witnessed its foundations in the eras of Ancient Greece and Ancient
Rome, dating back to eighth century BC. This was a time of limited democracy to be
sure, but was defined more by a social order that solidified and perpetuated one‟s place.
In the Christian era, social practices remained somewhat constant and a strict social order
was maintained. The Catholic Church played its role as the main instigator of rank and
privilege going forward to the Middle Ages, as social and economic realities only served
to reinforce the social hierarchy. The “three estates” firmly divided society in the Middle
Ages into those who work, those who fight, and those who pray, the third of these being
clergy, the highest status enjoyed at the time. Peasants worked the land for their lords
with nary a chance at improving their lot in life, while the nobility held on to its power
over its workers, still having to look up to the clergy—a line that was not to be crossed
except by those born into an opportunity to receive education and privilege as men and
women of God.1 But up through this time, the social order was both catholic and
Catholic: Reformed Christianity had not yet come of age, and men like Jan Hus, Martin
Luther and John Calvin were still to voice their concerns.
Against this backdrop—and, importantly, the creation of the printing press—
Protestantism emerged, a new way of praying and thinking that provided more power to
the individual and allowed for personal interpretation of the Bible. Luther, Calvin and
others did not necessarily champion a rugged individualism as has been witnessed since
1
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1900, but they did facilitate a change in zeitgeist that began to break down the power of
authority and open up new worlds for the individual. This gradual change was evident
later through increasing materialism, the rise of democracy and natural rights, and the
drive for representative government, but in religious terms this paved the way for
reformed churches to grow and spread. Some lands were slow to accommodate these
reformers, though, which eventually led to a migration to what was coined “the new
world.” But within Reformed Christianity, there was still a strong connection to the order
of medieval times and early modernity: there was no absolute breakdown of authority or
social hierarchy, Puritans being one group that still held fast to some of the tenets of premodern religion. This tension ultimately played a role in a changing Puritan world toward
the end of the seventeenth century and beyond, but for first-generation Massachusetts
Bay Puritans, a strong social order—and its connection to predestination—was one they
believed necessary to maintain control and minimize conflict.
When John Cotton argued “If the people be governors, who shall be governed?”
he was articulating a view espoused by many of his time: the need for social order and,
indirectly, social hierarchy.2 For Puritans, this need for order was integral to proper
maintenance of society and church. As English cleric and theologian William Perkins
stated in his “Treatise on Callings,” “God has…set an order in mankind, which by certain
degrees tendeth directly to the advancement of His own glory” and “man should use the
place and office assigned unto him by God, in a holy manner, performing the duties
annexed unto it in faith and obedience.” Hierarchy was necessary not simply to maintain
order in the world, but to facilitate glorification of God; men and women were to accept
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their roles as granted by God, to try to transcend their stations was to disrupt God‟s work
as well as the community. Quoting Corinthians 7:20, Perkins stated “Let every man abide
in the same calling wherein he was called.” 3 Order was imperative, as was the strict
maintenance of that set up by God for His glory and the promotion of the church. The
Puritan call for strict social hierarchy and recognition of one‟s standing, then, was
integral not only for society, but more importantly for church and glorification of God.
One‟s calling (or vocation) was vital to the individual and community, and central
to Puritanism‟s focus on maintaining one‟s place in society. William Perkins emphasized
this idea in his “Treatise on Callings”: “A vocation or calling is a certain kind of life,
ordained and imposed on man by God for the common good,” the good of all mankind
being the desired end of these means. One‟s calling was to be proper, profitable and
necessary: one‟s work should be in line with what God had chosen for that individual,
gainful “not only to the doers, but to the commonwealth,” and essential in the works of
the community. Those who practiced calling for their own good abused their calling,
usury, gambling and the like were “no calling at all.” Those like the tradesman who
“getteth his living by making foreign and fond fashions of attire, which serve no
use…(but) folly or pride, or wantonness” were to be condemned. The calling and its
proper performance were essential to being a proper Puritan, a duty of “moral law.”
Individuals who shirked their duty, did not do it “diligently and with good conscience,”
or did not do it to glorify God dishonored Him and were to be “condemned.”4 Key to
calling, as claimed by Perkins, John Winthrop and Thomas Dudley (among others), was
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that calling was about serving God and not about accumulating wealth, that service came
before money or material ends.5
These core Puritan values led to success in one‟s calling. Minister John Cotton
stressed “diligence in worldly businesses” and avoidance of idleness, stating that one
“cannot endure to spend any idle time, takes all opportunities to be doing something,
early and late, and looseth no opportunity” to perform that calling. 6 Industry was
essential, idleness a sin. In fact, the General Court itself punished idleness, prescribing
“workmen shall work the whole day, allowing convenient time for food and rest.” 7 By
one‟s industry, one thus increased his estate. According to clergyman John Preston, “God
makes us rich, by being diligent in our callings, using it to his glory and more good, he
doth cast riches on us.”8 They were not to spend these riches lavishly, though. English
cleric William Ames argued “there is required that we do not lay out our money upon
vain and unprofitable things,” and that “we employ our money in those things which have
a real need;” those who earned through diligence were to use it only on necessities and
what provided the “most benefit.”9 Thus, diligence and frugality led to wealth. One was
responsible for one‟s industry and frugality, and through these accrued wealth, but
ultimately this wealth was not earned by the individual himself, but bestowed upon by
God, and those who had earned these riches by practicing these core values were to
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“honor the Lord with thy riches.”10 God granted wealth, and its use was to glorify God:
believers were required to do their part, but all was for God.
These Puritans promoted success and profits through the calling as they promoted
God, yet such motives were not to go unchecked. One‟s personal calling was specific,
but there was also the general calling with regard to community. As Stephen Foster has
pointed out, the general calling—that of the community—ultimately superseded the
individual‟s calling.11 The community was more important than the individual, and
when one had the ability to help another in need, that individual was to do so without
question. With regard to liberality and pity, Ames argued that “to profit and benefit others
is a duty belonging to all men.” This idea tested the limits of frugality, as it was
considered wrong to not spend if one was in need. Key here was that such parsimony
should not be practiced for love of riches but “out of conscience towards God,” as
“honest thrift does not hinder but rather promotes liberality” with regard to charity.12
Winthrop took this a step further when discussing giving, lending and forgiving. If the
receiver had no means to repay, “give him according to his necessity”; if the receiver had
the means to repay, one should “by way of commerce…walk by the rule of justice” and
lend thusly; if there was a possibility one could not repay, one should lend with the
knowledge that there may be no way of being paid back. Furthermore, all debts should be
forgiven after seven years if no chance at repayment.13 Puritan ministers instructed those
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with abundance to use it in a way to help all those in the community, not just one‟s self.
Riches earned were to be riches shared, one‟s personal calling was subsumed to the larger
community calling, one‟s material success to be shared with those of less means. One
was not to transcend one‟s role as determined by God, but carry out all duties aligned
with that role without question.
English clergyman and theologian John Downame had a slightly different view of
wealth and how much to accrue, though he also believed wealth should be used for
glorification of God and necessities and eschewed accumulation of wealth for its own
sake. Downame prescribed the development and maintenance of a strict social order.
With regard to quantity of riches, “a man have not only things fit to sustenance, but to
maintain him according to his place and calling; in which a greater or less proportion is
necessary, according to the dignity or meanness of a man‟s quality or condition. And thus
a noble man hath need for a large allowance to maintain him according to his nobility.”
Part of the utility of wealth—and abundance—was its demarcation of those of a higher
status from those of a lesser status and the preservation, thus, of a strict social order. God
provided necessities, “but also for honest comfort and delight.”14 For Downame,
accumulation of wealth and material goods was determined by one‟s place: those of
wealth could acquire more, while those of mean condition were limited.
The Puritan doctrine of predestination also played an important role in
understanding calling. The individual was assigned a specific secular task by God, and
was to only enter into that calling for which he was led. Perkins emphasized that even the
basest and meanest of callings were important, as the duties performed were “good works
before God…though it be but to sweep or keep sheep,” a mutual dependence was
14
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fostered in society through calling. The shepherd, for example, was to conduct his
business as any other would, and his work was equally important before God and
necessary for the good of the community. The individual was to find out what was
necessary to his calling, and do it. “The husbandman must attend to husbandry, and the
minister on preaching, etc.”15 In a letter to his nephew John Woodbridge, Thomas Dudley
succinctly captured the Puritan view on calling as duty: “Every man ought (as I take it) to
serve God in such a way whereto he hath best fitted him by nature, education, or gifts, or
graces acquired.”16 God had provided the required attributes for one‟s calling in various
ways, and it was the individual‟s responsibility to then commit to this calling for the sake
of community and glorification of God. Perkins issued a warning for those who did not
follow through on the calling bestowed by God, “Everyone that doth not the duties of his
own calling diligently and with good conscience is hereby condemned.” 17
Problems arose when individuals did not perform their calling or when they
sought a calling that was above their place. Perkins emphasized that men were to enter
into the callings that were meant for them, those for which they were given the proper
gifts by God; calling was not one of personal desire or personal gain, but for the good of
community. When one looked beyond their assigned calling, they were guilty of
“busybodying.” “Vain curiosity…(is) the bane of all societies…Men that fear God must
learn to know their own business.” Clearly, one was to recognize and stay within one‟s
limitations, and not try to become something they were not. Those who “enter upon the
duties of other men‟s callings” committed a dangerous sin by attempting to override
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God‟s prescription for them.18 In “Contentment,” in the influential Marrow of Theology
(1639), theologian William Ames argued “The virtue of contentment is the acquiescence
of the mind in the lot God has given.”19 From his collections of sermons (1646),
prominent British minister John Owen implored followers “Learn to be contented with
your lot. Our wise God gave you exactly what is commensurate for your good.” 20 As
Francis Bremer has noted, individuals were “discouraged from aspiring to a higher place
than that for which God had suited him.”21 Through calling, God assigned Puritans a
specific role in society and were to acquiesce with no personal desire to rise above their
place. As Ames and Owen explicitly acknowledged, Puritans were to be content with
what God had provided, and not seek what was not planned with the good of the entire
community in mind. To aspire thusly, one went against God and his dictates, and was
guilty of a pride that transcended mere material covetousness.
Knowing one‟s calling and one‟s place was essential to the proper health of the
community. Ipswich Reverend John Norton, from Suffolk, England, emphasized this
understanding (1664), arguing “better an innocent and good man suffer than order, for
that preserves the whole.” The community was greater than the individual, the calling for
community more important that the calling for the individual: social order was more
important than individual happiness, and one‟s calling when properly carried out made
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the community greater than the sum of its parts.22 Perkins expanded this idea to its logical
conclusion: some benefited materially by their calling more than others, and the
maintenance of order for all was more important than the success of the individual. Even
though each calling was equally important, “…in a commonwealth, all must not be equal,
but some above, some under others in regard of wealth.” Some folks who owned multiple
farms “whether it be by inheritance or by honest purchase may lawfully enjoy them.”23
Inequities such as these were not antithetical to the mission, but part of maintenance of a
larger social order, one that rewarded success in different ways according to one‟s calling
and ability.
Ministers and religious leaders were not the only ones who rendered such
prescriptions of inequality and social order. In Model of Christian Charity, future
governor and community leader John Winthrop echoed the thoughts of these theologians.
In the first lines of the famous thesis written aboard the Arbella and communicated to
those willing to risk all to settle New England, Winthrop acknowledged “…in all times,
some must be rich, some poore, some high and eminent in power and dignity; others
mean and in submission.” God created these distinctions for “the preservation and good
of the whole.” Honor and wealth were not due to the individual or his actions, “but for
the glory of his Creator and common good of the creature, Man.” God gave the wealth of
gold and silver to those who were to perform the proper service in return, to “honor the
Lord with thy riches…. All men being thus (by divine providence) ranked into two sorts,
rich and poor,” the former were to “live comfortably” and “all others are poor according
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to the former distribution.”24 The point of Winthrop‟s speech reinforced the idea that
one‟s place in the social order dominated the everyday lives of those in the community.
Those who enjoyed material success were to share with those in need, whereas those who
did not have material success were designated thusly because that was the path laid out
by God. This form of “charity” was key to the motives and actions of those who settled
the colony in an attempt to set an example for the rest of the world, but they would only
succeed if they recognized their place and what God prescribed for them. Thus, even
secular leaders utilized religious justification for differences in social order.
Titles accorded to those who settled Massachusetts Bay Colony further
underscored this differentiation. In his essay “Titles as Symbols of Prestige in
Seventeenth-Century New England,” historian Norman Dawes clarifies the complexities
of titles and how they were viewed in the colony. Individuals accrued titles in a variety of
ways, as there was no one designation afforded to a specific occupation: a diversity of
reasons led to the titles used in the community at the time, titles that helped to underscore
the importance of one‟s place in the social order. Those donning the title “esquire” had
roots in European military practice and were usually active in high office in
government.25 The “gentleman” lived without manual toil and connotated social
superiority in a more general way. Each group was deemed purveyors of conspicuous
consumption, as unlike those beneath them in the social hierarchy, these individuals did
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not need to dirty their hands to earn their living, and further differentiated themselves by
their dress and appearance (more details on this example of social differentiation will be
made clear later in the essay). The term “goodman” represented the middle class as a
term of civility, related somewhat to the yeoman as “respectable yet not greatly elevated
social station.” These individuals were “moderately prosperous townsmen” and
“substantial farmers.” Those of the first two groups mentioned were referred to as
“mister” or by their military or religious titles, a select few honored thusly. Titles did not
accord any legal status, but represented more the ethical qualities of those who were
deemed the best of the best in the colony and reflected a “social exclusiveness” that set
them apart from common laborers, small farmers and other goodmen. These titles did not
carry over from Europe but were assigned in the colony, and Dawes concludes that the
somewhat inconsistent use of such terms demonstrated a decreasing use of such
honorifics, but the use of any such titles shows acknowledgement of basic social and
economic differences and the need to differentiate between those holding different spots
on the social hierarchy.26
One achieved one‟s status in the social hierarchy—whether through title or simple
recognition from the community—in different ways. Scholars have recognized what
Mark Valeri has termed “Boston‟s Imperial Merchants” and the power they wielded as
their own distinct group: increasingly through the seventeenth century, merchants became
more respected in New England for the work they were doing, the profits they were
bringing to the colony, and the more prominent role and recognition New England was
enjoying because of this work. Many of the magistrates who politically led the colony
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increasingly took part in trading as well, thus creating economic power to add to their
political strength. Ministers were also highly esteemed in the colonies, unlike England,
and thus “belonged by right to the upper class of society.” There were different ways in
which individuals garnered this elevated status: merchants sent their sons into the
ministry, and ministers encouraged their daughters to marry into merchant families or
encouraged their sons to become merchants.27 Because members of the magistracy often
emanated from the group of merchants, these three seemingly disparate groups formed
and sustained a hold on power in different ways: economic (through trade), political
(through the magistracy), and religious (through the ministry). These connections helped
to further separate the powerful few from those on the lower end of the social order,
perpetuating a strict social hierarchy that dominated every part of New Englanders‟
lives.28
Ministers did take the top spot in the church hierarchy in New England, as Samuel
Eliot Morison recognized, but this was only one part of the overall hierarchy, a
stratification that was specific and held positions for all in the congregation. According to
The Records of the First Church in Boston, at the top of this pyramid was the pastor,
responsible for preaching and the application of the Word of God. Teachers came next,
though due to logistics teacher and pastor were often the same individual, as most
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congregations on the frontier could not support two such clergy members.29 The minister
took on great responsibility, but was rewarded handsomely and, with more time
committed to a congregation, the minister accrued more benefits. Those who led the
church at its beginnings were provided an initial sum of money, and compensated for all
provisions—such as apparel and books of learning—and travel costs, and a salary of
thirty pounds sterling was paid annually for three years. New England Company also paid
all food and housing costs for the minister and his family. After three years, the Court
gave one hundred acres to the minister for his family‟s use, after seven years an
additional one hundred acres were provided.30 These represented no small sum of money
at the time, and the land bestowed in perpetuity was larger than most individuals garnered
from the Company (or later the Court).
Elders took the spot immediately below pastor and teacher, governing and ruling
with the pastor in spiritual and non-spiritual endeavors (e.g. administration, opening and
closing of the Meetinghouse for service, etc.). Deacons worked with the pastor and elders
in administrative work, also assisting in some spiritual matters of the church.31 Below
these officials was the congregation, made up of the “brethren” as John Cotton termed
them. Essentially, these were the everyday members of the church, those without any
29
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official title but who comprised the very core of the institution. Cotton strictly defined the
roles of the congregation and elders in Keys of the Kingdom of Heaven (1644), thereby
outlining and differentiating the status within the church of the individuals who made up
these groups.
The Boston minister laid out the limits of participation of the congregation.
Specifically, full members could partake in sacraments, join officers in censure of
offenders, and “call well-gifted men to office.” But there were limits to their power and
liberty, as there was a danger “the people will soon take advantage to abuse this liberty
unto much carnal licentiousness.” Thus, the church gave the “key of order, which is the
key of authority or of rule” to the elders. The congregation made up the church, but the
individuals were not to be trusted; Cotton included even the civil authority when he
declared that the privileges and liberties of the brethren were to be balanced by the
authority of the magistracy in the Commonwealth and the ministerial authority of elders
in the church. With regard to the elders, “the act of rule is made the proper act of their
office,” as they were made “overseers and rulers” of the brethren. The brethren did have
some power—election of deacons and officers, participation in investigation of scandals,
inclusion in sacraments and offering of exceptions to those seeking communion—but the
elders were clearly established as a step above the common folk: they administered
sacraments, held the power to call the church together, prepared agendas for discussion,
and gave sentences to offenders. Simply put, “The Gospel alloweth no church authority
(or rule, so properly called) to the brethren, but reserveth that wholly to the elders.” 32 In
Keys, Cotton clearly delineated the place of the commoners within the congregation, the
brethren. The church thus rendered a strict hierarchy through a theoretical framework, but
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did so via a physical framework. One‟s place in the hierarchy of the church was further
decreed by one of the simplest actions a churchgoer took: where he or she was allowed to
sit in the Meetinghouse during church services or other meetings.
In New England towns, church seating committees “publicly placed
(churchgoers)…according to their status,” the seat assignments reflecting the hierarchy
within the church and society. Those with the most prominent seats—generally those
closest to the pulpit—enjoyed the highest status. This status was not determined solely by
wealth, but also by advancing age, marriage status, and full church membership. All full
church members and married individuals held assigned seats. Elders and deacons sat on
raised benches, apart from the rest of the congregation. There were unassigned seats, left
to those of the lowest status and who were not full church members.33 Children might sit
on a parent‟s lap, or on the steps next to the door to the meetinghouse. Churchgoers were
seated not as a family, but as individuals, demonstrating the individual path to grace.
Interestingly, wives were often separated from husbands, yet they did not sit in less
prominent seats; rather, their seating reflected their own personal status as elect, and their
seating mirrored that of a spouse who was also deemed elect. Archer contends this was
because of the individualized nature of salvation and damnation that men and women as
individuals could be considered elect, thus “the meetinghouse might be divided by
gender, but it was divided equally.” 34 Upon reflection, though, this seeming equality
could be questioned. No woman is found on the list of seating committee members from
33
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any town, and gender was specifically cited as one of the considerations for one‟s seating.
Furthermore, marital status played a role in one‟s spot, though this affected women more
than men as men still garnered a lucrative seat because of public office or education.
Women who were married were not guaranteed a seat, but those who were single were
guaranteed of not having a specific seat assigned. Even though one could argue—as
Archer has—that women sat equally to men in the meetinghouse, the reality is they had
no voice in this seating and still faced restrictions on what positively impacted their
place. Women were full church members and sat a similar distance from the pulpit, but
they were hardly treated as true equals in the seating of the meetinghouse.
In Richard Archer‟s study of New Haven churches, a committee was assigned that
usually included deacons and other prominent members of the community. They would
then “seat the meetinghouse” according to a combination of age, wealth, reputation,
church membership, marital status, public offices held, and family connections, though
wealth played the largest role in one‟s seat. The seating committee accorded individual
seats to the ministers and deacons, “who were above being seated, their places being
understood.” The first two rows in New Haven made of long benches and reserved
initially for the town magistrates. Next, there were two rows of cross benches, these sat
the wealthy and long-term merchants, but were not all church members. Following rows
of long benches and cross benches contained the less distinguished, though most of those
who enjoyed these seats were titled as “mister.” As one went further back, the benches
grew increasingly crowded with middling church members, middle class individuals, and
those who may not have enjoyed full church membership. Newcomers often sat in the
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seats on the wall, reflecting their relative lack of status in church and society.35 In Plain
Dealing, or News from New England, lawyer Thomas Lechford described the
meetinghouse. The minister stood “above all in a pulpit of wood, elders on both sides.”
Deacons sat in the seats under the elders, yet were lifted higher and differentiated from
those in other pews—these were the most eminent seats in the meetinghouse, reserved for
the most important people in the community.36
Other towns in Massachusetts were seated according to social rank and standing
in the community. Robert Dinkin‟s “Seating the Meeting House in Early Massachusetts”
provides the best study of various Massachusetts towns and their seating practices,
offering specifics with regard to how decisions were made and showing the slight
differences from those in New Haven. In the earliest decades of Puritan New England‟s
existence, records show this was the common practice. New buildings were constructed
to house church services and important meetings, an integral part of this process was the
establishment of the seating committee that would “dignify the seats” by assigning seats
to the Meetinghouse. The seating committee was comprised of selectmen, elders, deacons
and other prominent citizens; the selection of this committee was not taken lightly, and
there were times a second committee was established to seat the seating committee. This
was a serious and contentious exercise, which at times created animosity between those
on the committee and those they seated. If an individual did not like his/her seat, he may
make his point known and hold a grudge, and the committee may make an effort to offer
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a more prominent position.37 Regardless, churchgoers were strongly encouraged to follow
the committee‟s dictates. Watertown‟s official records in 1663 explicitly state that
individuals were to take their appointed seat “and not to go into any other seats where
others are placed; and if one of the inhabitants shall act contrary: he or she shall; for the
first offense be reproved by the deacons, for the second offense to pay a fine of two
shillings” and continue to pay fines for every offense after.38
Wealth and age were the first determinants of one‟s seat, followed closely by
political office and military standing. But other factors also played a role in how one was
seated. In Boston, houses of worship were supported by subscriptions, not taxes, and in
some instances seats and pews were purchased, but the committee had the last word with
regard to transfers “that so order and decency may be observed.” In other situations, a
purchase of a large amount of property ingratiated one into the local meetinghouse.
Thomas Hutchinson bought a large amount of property in Milton Hill and requested he
have his own pew built in the local meetinghouse; his request was granted, at the expense
of the stairs where some women sat. The use of pews in the meetinghouse also extended
privileges to those who owned them. Wives were now allowed to sit next to their
husbands in the pews, as well as other extended family members were allowed to join. In
other areas of the meetinghouse, though, there was still a separation of sexes, though not
a hierarchy according to sex as women could be full church members and, theoretically,
on the same spiritual level as men. Pew owners were allowed to change their immediate
surroundings, one such individual was granted the option to cut a window in his pew at
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his expense. For those of less means, though, there were limits as to their options. The
seating committee gave minors, Native Americans and African-Americans specific places
to sit, generally those that were the least desirable in the meetinghouse. 39
The seating process then was not arbitrary, nor was it deemed only a marginal
exercise as is demonstrated by the number of times each town established a seating
committee. “Dignifying the seats” did not simply happen once in a church‟s existence, it
was a process that shows in church and town records consistently. The names of the
individuals who comprised these committees is worthy of note. In a 1658 public meeting
in Cambridge, town inhabitants voted that elders, deacons and selectmen “shall be a
constant and settled power for regulating the seating of persons in the meeting house.” 40
A Watertown meeting in 1663 established its committee with prominent names such as
Nathanell Treadaway and Joseph Tayntor, as well as the deacons: Treadaway was a
selectman, and Tayntor was a leading merchant in the town, elected magistrate, and one
of the original proprietors of the town.41 First Church of Boston witnessed regular
appointments of those who were to seat the meeting house, including prominent families
such as the Stoddards, Brownes and Stoddards designated as dignifiers of the seats.42
Where one was seated was deemed an important reflection of one‟s status in the
community, but being chosen as one who decided where others sat was equally
noteworthy.
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The process of seating in the meetinghouse, then, was an important reflection of
one‟s place in society—both as seater and seated—and a way the church assisted in
assigning and continuing social standing. In this way, the church helped to create and
sustain a social hierarchy for the good of the community. A poem from a story entitled
“A Sunday in the Olden Time” in The Magazine of American History, describing an
average Sunday in 1700s Manchester, perfectly encapsulates how seating was viewed and
revered:
In the goodly house of worship,
where in order due and fit,
As by public vote directed,
classed and ranked the people sit,
Mistress first and good wife after,
clerkly squire before the clown,
From the brave coat, lace-embroidered,
to the gray frock shading down43

The church and its leaders actively promoted adherence to a strict social
hierarchy, but economic practices helped to keep the hierarchy in place. Land distribution
favored those who enjoyed the highest status in the town hierarchy, specifically the
wealthy and political officials, wage and price limits maintained a baseline for most and
prevented any real economic mobility, and restrictions specified a small group that was
allowed to engage in trade. These actions helped solidify the social and economic
position of merchants in New England, as they exerted influence and authority in ways
that rendered them arguably the most powerful group in Puritan New England;
concomitantly, these actions prevented those of lesser means from enjoying any type of
D.F. Lamson, “A Sunday in the Olden Time” from The Magazine of American History
24, (1890), 216. This poem was from the 1700s, but still revealed the mindset of churchgoers as
to the importance of one‟s assigned seat and its reflection of the social order.
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social or economic mobility, as they were kept in their place by religious and political
leadership.
Distribution of land was an important first step toward the founding and
settlement of Massachusetts Bay Colony. Those who migrated from Europe sought land
they could work for sustenance, and initially there was a boundless amount to
appropriate. At the outset, each household head was granted a home lot in his respective
village. According to Francis Bremer, “inhabitants communally determined the size of
each individual‟s lot on the basis of socioeconomic status.” In this instance, one‟s social
standing related to both the size of one‟s estate and one‟s “ability to improve the land”
that generally required enough assets to support major improvement. Springfield, for
example, allotted parcels based on “everyone‟s quality and estate,” thus the recipient‟s
ability to use it but the individual also needed enough space for his physical estate, for
example his cattle. As Stephen Foster has argued, this only helped to solidify and
perpetuate class distinctions. Colonial leaders took into account future concerns in such
distribution: importantly, an individual‟s share in the division of home lots initially
established the proportion of future divisions as well, leading to a veritable cycle of
uneven distribution. Ultimately, this led to unequal representation of those at the top of
the socioeconomic hierarchy and leaving those at the bottom—common laborers, nonchurch members—with little to no land or property. 44
Different towns established different methods for distributing land, but most
followed this general pattern that served to enhance the status of those with property and
maintain the lower status of those without. Cambridge divided land according to “every
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man‟s several proportion,” a list of distribution in February 1635 shows those individuals
with titles—esquire, mister—received substantially more acres than those without. John
Haynes, Esquire received nine acres, and Thomas Dudley, Esquire received six; two men
to whom the title “Mister” is added received five acres. Those without title received two
or three acres. Haynes and Dudley were prominent citizens whose names consistently
show up as town officials, likewise Mr. Symon Bradstreet was a magistrate and received
more land than most others. Like other towns, Cambridge maintained tight control on
who was allowed to acquire land. In December 1636, an entry in the town records states
“It is ordered that no man inhabiting or not inhabiting within the bounds of the town shall
let or sell any house or land unto any without the consent of the town.” Monthly
meetings were held to attend to such potential land transfers, but the town made it clear
that it was in control of the land and its distribution.45
The town of Dedham also preserved tight control on its land. An entry in the town
records of January 1642 communicates the rationale for land distribution around the
town. Voters chose a group of seven men to dispose of the land, and they were to hand
out the property “according to men‟s estates…according to men‟s rank and quality…and
usefullness either in Church or Commonwealth.” Those who engaged in “useful trades”
that “may have materials to improve the same” were encouraged to be considered. The
seven men were comprised of towndwellers, but showing the ever-present power of the
church, the two town ministers and at least one elder were to “advise with the seven men
in this division of lands.” This, too, was a common occurrence. In 1649, the town‟s
records state “than an order be made that no land or houses in town be sold to any that is
no townsman, except the purchaser be approved by the town,” again allowing the town to
45
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maintain control of its land while excluding those who were not permanent residents. 46
Political and church leadership in Dedham was able to control the distribution of lands,
but also reinforce the rank and place of those involved: the town explicitly stated that
those of greater estate were to receive the bulk of the land, perpetuating their hold on a
majority of property and maintaining their socioeconomic status.
One episode in Winthrop‟s Boston from 1634 to 1635 perfectly illustrates the
importance of land and the control towns tried to preserve over its distribution. In
December of 1634, there was a ballot to decide the committee of seven that was to be in
control of distribution of lands. Against the wishes of Winthrop, voters eschewed the
magistrates and other prominent people of the town. One deacon and one elder were
chosen, but the other five were termed by Winthrop to be “of the inferior sort.” Winthrop
admitted in his journal that those who voted did so “fearing that the richer men would
give the poorer sort no great proportions of land,” that they wanted to have a greater
share of the land. The vote “offended” minister John Cotton, according to Winthrop,
because “they declined the magistrates.” Cotton told Winthrop and other magistrates
“that it was the Lord‟s order among the Israelites to have all such businesses committed
to the elders, and that it had been nearer the rule to have chosen some of each sort.”
Cotton, like Winthrop and other local leaders, believed that such decisions were better
left in the hands of the powerful as they were more prepared to make such important
decisions. Interestingly, one reason Winthrop gave for his wish to limit the distribution of
lands to the poorer sort was “to prevent the neglect of trades and other more necessary
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employments.”47 Again, ability to work and improve the lands was seen as essential to
acquisition of land, as those of the meaner condition did not show such ability, and were
to focus on the trades assigned to them.
Winthrop and Cotton convinced the same voters that a new vote should be taken
the next lecture day, and the results were predictable: Winthrop, Cotton, William
Coddington and other community leaders—office holders, elders, successful merchants—
were elected and became known as “the Allotters.” The Court empowered the Allotters to
“divide and dispose” of all land not yet held in ownership, leaving some land available
for future newcomers. Commoners received “places for husbandry” based on their family
size, but the potential lands for them were contained within the limited area known as the
Neck. The “better sort” expanded their landholdings, but their available land went beyond
the Neck, allowing for larger lots in new areas; their allotments were based on their
ability to use them and their position within the community. The Allotters surveyed the
land to report their findings, quickly finalizing the larger landholdings to those who
boasted the proper resources for improvement and the requisite status to garner such
property. Surveying of the smaller landholdings in the Neck, though, proceeded slowly.
By 1638, the Allotters had finalized their survey work and subsequent distribution, with
obvious inequities substantiating the fears of those who initially voted against the
politically and economically powerful: the Allotters gave an average of two hundred
acres to those termed “gentry” by Darrett Rutman (those who held office, donated the
most to the community, and arrived the earliest), for a total of five thousand altogether,
while providing the “generality” on average thirty, totaling fifteen hundred acres. The
Allotters offered the largest shares to those who wielded the most power in town:
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Atherton Haugh received seven hundred acres, Reverend Wilson a 565-acre farm, and
William Hutchinson a total of six hundred acres. The smallest holdings went to a bulk of
those at Muddy River, where fifty-five grantees received an average of just over fifteen
acres.48 Indeed, the fears of voters had been realized: the bulk of land, and the best land,
went to those who rendered the decisions, while those who wielded little to no power
were left with a small fraction of the larger landholdings.
The town grew during this time so that more newcomers were demanding land,
and those who had helped in the initial years of settlement and now had grown to
manhood were asking for land as well, as were those freed from servitude. Voters chose a
new committee of selectmen, but they too continued to favor the upper class in their
allocations. In 1642, the 1635 order establishing the Allotters and finalizing their decision
had been repealed in an effort to more equitably distribute the lands. By that time,
though, the largest lots of the best lands had already been worked by those to whom they
had been awarded, and there is no proof that the town ever took official action to rectify
this unequal distribution. In fact, from 1642 through 1649 there were less than thirty land
grants in total, leaving the status quo in place. By that time, the town had granted
approximately half of its land to a mere thirty of the town‟s most prominent families,
which does not even take into account the quality of land allotted.49 Those in charge of
land distribution completed the gentrification of Boston through land parcels, those with
the most political, economic, and religious standing receiving the bulk of the property.
Those of the meaner condition had attempted to wrestle this important power away from
the upper class, but the influence of Winthrop and Cotton—the town‟s top political and
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religious figures—altered potential transformation and congealed the power of the few
over the many. Land was an important marker of status, and officials made sure to
maintain this status through landholding.
Control of land distribution was one way of maintaining economic dominance,
another was the combination of wage and price limits. The General Court was active in
the early decades of the Massachusetts Bay Colony, pragmatically attacking problems
and trying to maintain the colony‟s economic and political health. The Court took actions
that variably supported and limited economic activity in an attempt to maintain order.
One way of maintaining order was to limit what common laborers charged for their work
as well as restrict what individuals charged for their wares. Such actions helped to
prevent inflation and price gouging, but also were used to keep those of the lower sort in
check and thereby prevent any type of meaningful social or economic mobility. While the
latter claim may appear dubious on its surface, the words of the colony‟s leadership itself
clarified that these Court actions were not simply to maintain stability in the local
economy, but to foster order in the larger society through economic control.
As early as August of 1630, the Court placed maximum rates for carpenters,
joyners, bricklayers, sawers and thatchers; shortly thereafter, the Court restricted the price
for beaver—one of the most popular commodities in New England at the time—though
within two months this limit was removed and its price “hereafter left free for every man
to make the best profit…that he can.” By March 1631 the Court lifted the limits of wages
for carpenters, et. al., and declared wages to be “now left free and at liberty as men shall
reasonably agree.” The Cout restricted the price of corn, but later lifted this restriction
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and the cost per bushel “now set at liberty to be sold as men can agree.”50 Numerous
trades and commodities faced such limits at different times as the colony expanded, but
often these limits were later lifted due to how the market progressed. Some of the
language in these laws—especially when limits were lifted—reflected a sense of free
market thinking, but exigencies more than philosophy drove these changes, and they
continued efforts to limit what individuals earned from their wares or their labor. These
were men and women forging a new reality with little experience in a new world, their
vacillation in policy and law reflected attempts to rectify unanticipated problems in a
chaotic, ever-changing world.
The strongest effort to limit profits came in November, 1633. The Court decreed
that merchants could sell commodities at a price not to exceed four pence per shilling
profit more than for what the same item could be purchased in England; some exceptions
were made for those things that may have required extra care or transport (e.g. cheese,
oil, vinegar), but this was the most direct and overriding attempt yet made (see Appendix
B for entire action). The Court attached to its edict a request that “we do advise all men to
be a rule to themselves in keeping a good conscience, assuring them that if any man shall
exceed the bounds of moderation, we shall punish them severely.” 51 Upon initial reading,
this appears to be a move to limit oppression, to prevent merchants from charging too
much for their commodities so that they did not take advantage of those who sought to
purchase these necessary products (linens, food, etc.). But Winthrop revealed other
motives in his journal, stating that there was a “general complaint” regarding excessive
wages and rates, but the greater motive was something entirely different. He claimed the
50
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order was established because “many spent much time idly, because they could get as
much in four days as would keep them a week” and “they spent much in tobacco and
strong waters, etc., which was a great waste to the commonwealth.”52 In reality, then, the
problem that needed rectification was not so much that merchants were committing
oppression and taking advantage of others. The problem lay in how the merchants spent
their time and money, and the waste that it brought. They were practicing idleness and
conspicuous consumption, which the Court considered inappropriate behavior for them at
that time.
The Court established some orders to maintain a strict social order by controlling
wages via one‟s status as a worker. One way was to set pricing according to one‟s status
as a craftsman, masters made more than their “inferiors,” and this differentiation was cast
in law. A September 28, 1630 Court order granted master carpenters, joyners, bricklayers
and masons sixteen pence per day in wages; the “second sort” were allowed twelve a day.
In early 1633, a statute regulated master carpenters, sawyers, masons et. al. to no more
than two shillings per day if boarding themselves, and no more than fourteen pence per
day with “dyett.” “Inferior” workmen in those occupations were to have their wages
governed by a constable and two others. October 1, 1633 the Court allowed for master
tailors to earn twelve pence per day, and the “inferior sort” not above eight. Numerous
other similar orders can be found in the records, as almost each wage restriction came
with such a caveat confirming and perpetuating the higher status of the master. In other
ways, the Court drew a more distinct line between employer and employee. Until 1634,
wage controls came with a punishment for both those who accepted and those who paid
above what the Court allowed. In September 1634, the Court lifted the fine “for those
52
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giving more wages to workmen than the Court has set,” but still fined those who received
wages above that limit. On September 3, 1635 the Court lifted this punishment on
receivers, but in the meantime some laborers were fined for the extra pay—while their
employers were not.53
If wage and price controls did not suffice, the colony restricted who participated
in trade at all. A June 14, 1631 provision declared that no one was allowed to buy corn,
any other provision or saleable commodities from any ship in the Bay “without leave
from the governor or some other of the Assistants.” In March 1632, the Court ordered
that no planter returning to England could “carry either money or beaver with him
without leave from the Governor…under pain of forfeiting the money or beaver so
intended to be transported.” These orders maintained control of who sold or profited from
goods in the colony, the latter expanding this control to who independently sold or traded
with those back in England. In early 1635, the Court limited the number of colonists who
were allowed to go to ships and buy directly as each town authorized a small number of
its merchants to purchase goods directly, and were then allowed to sell them at five
percent profit but “not above.” Why this action? According to Winthrop, it was to
prevent “the loss of time, and drunkenness, which sometimes happened, by people‟s
running to the ships and the excessive prices of commodities,” again showing this Court
action was more about control than protection: the colony did not want just anyone
earning unregulated profits from such trade and felt the need to control the behavior of
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those who did participate. Regardless, by July it was repealed and by September, the laws
limiting wages and prices also was repealed. As Winthrop stated, “the Court having
found by experience” that such controls did not work, these edicts were lifted. An
unofficial element of control was attempted, though, as elders in individual towns were to
persuade “some sense of moderation among the worker,” according to Winthrop. 54
Different attempts continued, though, in different ways.
The Court‟s actions regarding wage and price controls, as well as who was
allowed to sell and trade, consolidated its control over commerce and increased the power
of those at the top of the political and economic ladder. In many ways, these two were
one as increasingly leading merchants garnered political power to complement their
economic power. The upper class became a self-perpetuating group as families kept
financial gains within; families such as the Olivers, the Hutchinsons, and even the
Winthrops earned great profits and differentiated themselves from the lower sorts through
this accumulation of wealth, displays of conspicuous consumption (as they emulated
English and European trends) and increasing political power. A type of gentry began to
form that differentiated those of this higher economic class from the rest of the colony,
and by the second generation a new group of leadership had formed due to their
accomplishments in the new world specifically through commercial enterprise. Church
and state worked together in a way to help establish and maintain this economic control:
leading merchants were more often than not full church members, forming one
connection. Merchants also increasingly became powerful in the political world, offering
another bond. Merchants were not simply influential in local affairs, they were also
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elected as representatives to the General Court and as selectmen.55 This inbreeding
helped to establish a powerful merchant class, one that topped the colony hierarchy by
holding political and economic power facilitated through church connections. As
purveyors of political and economic power, they aggressively established firm control in
the colony and by doing so cemented their status in society.
Political power, then, also played a role in status acquisition and social hierarchy,
and those who had earned economic control exerted political control as well with the
support of church leaders and their prescriptions. Just as they deemed some as economic
leaders and others as followers, leadership also believed only a small number were fit to
lead in a political fashion as well; this too started with religious affiliation. According to
Cotton, only full church members should run government: “None are so fit to be trusted
with the liberties of the Commonwealth as church members…for the liberties of the
freemen of this Commonwealth are such, as require men of faithful integrity to God and
the state to preserve the same.” Those who were not converted were “‟unrighteous,”
according to John Davenport, and could not be trusted as leaders of state. In a 1638
election sermon to the General Court, minister Thomas Shepard declared that a governor
who was not a church member was “an enemy unto the strictness of churches” and if one
were to “ruin church, you ruin state.” Godliness was necessary for political leadership
and participation, both those voted in and those who vote needed to practice spirituality
accordingly.56 One‟s status, too, was essential for political power. Cotton argued voters
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should “make choice of men of greatest worth for wisdom, for sufficiency, for birth,” 57
furthering the idea that one‟s rank determined one‟s worth—whether earned or inherited.
In his Discourse on Civil Government (1637), Cotton expounded upon these
sentiments. Those elected as magistrates “ought to be not only in the Church, but also
taken out of the Church…what is more equal then that he who by Office is to be a
Minister of God, should be chosen by and out of those who are by open Profession in the
Church-Estate, the Servants of the Lord and have more helps to know his Mind, and deep
engagements to seek his Ends, and observe his Will, than other men?” According to
Cotton, those from the church understood the will of God better than nonbelievers, and
could put such motives and morality into action. This meant not merely that political
leaders should be of the church, but those who were to choose leaders were to be from the
church. He continued, not only to justify a hierarchy that placed those of the dominant
religious faith on top, but excluded those who were irreligious. “That Form of
Government wherein the power of Civil Administrations is denied unto unbelievers, and
committed to the Saints, is the best Form of Government in a Christian Common-wealth,
and which men that are free to choose ought to establish.” The government, then should
be “committed to the Saints” and “denied to unbelievers.” 58 Such verbiage may be
anathema to those living in modern times, but for Cotton and his contemporaries these
ideas made perfect sense, especially within the confines of a Puritan colony, a Christian
Commonwealth, a civil entity that was inextricably connected to its religious
underpinnings.
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As mentioned above, it was not simply the leadership that should be godly, but
those who were tasked with electing political leadership. Cotton advocated restriction of
political rights to the godly for a few reasons. “None are to be trusted with public
permanent authority but godly men, who are fit materials for church fellowship, then
from the same grounds it will appear, that none are so fit to be trusted with the liberties of
the commonwealth.” If such men are godly in church, they will likewise be godly with
regard to political participation, and because the vote carried “much power…either to
establish or subvert the commonwealth” only the best should make such choices, as none
were better equipped than those who were already practicing godliness. Additionally, he
wanted full church members to exclusively enjoy the franchise because he did not want
them to become a minority and the Commonwealth rendered secular. Initially, a religious
test of sorts was required for one to earn the franchise and be considered a full citizen of
Massachusetts Bay Colony: one had to be a full church member, meaning they had
experienced justification and were of the elect, and were willing to submit to the
covenant. But full church membership did not, unfortunately, lead all to enjoy the
franchise. For Cotton, women were servants and were not “capable of magistracy nor of
voting in the choice of magistrates, though they may be and are church members.” The
political hierarchy was patriarchal in nature, with men holding the true power in Puritan
Massachusetts, excluding women and servants (as well African- and Native Americans)
from the most important political aspect of church membership.59
The initial political makeup of Massachusetts Bay Colony reflected Cotton‟s
prescriptions as well as Winthrop‟s ideals for political participation. Winthrop helped
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transform the initial joint-stock company that was tasked with settling the area into a full
government for the colony. True power rested with the General Court; the governor,
deputy governor and assistants became magistrates with executive, judicial and
legislative power. These officials were culled de facto from those who were deemed nonclerical members of the church, solidifying the connection between religion and politics.
Winthrop sought widespread support for the government and persuaded the Court to
declare any male full church member a freeman, and in turn freemen elected assistants,
who elected the governor and deputy governor. They considered regenerate men better
suited to judging matters of moral and civil consequence and were less likely driven by
self-interest or faction. They denied the franchise to those outside the church or those
who had dnot fully experienced regeneration. The general principles that drove the Court
and eventually the “Lawes and Liberties of Massachusetts” were compiled from a
combination of documents: scripture, the Magna Carta and Common Law of England,
these guiding ideas were an amalgam of religious dictates and political experience.60
Over time, these parameters changed. Until 1664, full church membership was the
primary requirement to be a freemen, after which property became a key determinant—
though this still denoted socioeconomic status as integral to political rights. Between the
origins of the colony in 1630 and 1664, though, measures were taken to afford some
political rights to non-church members. In 1647 and 1658, proposed laws provided some
minor political privileges to non-freemen, primarily due to the declining number of
freemen as a new generation of colonists “of good estate and able gifts” declined to seek
and exercise full church membership. In 1647, due to the unrest of non-freemen because
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they were not full members of the church and had petitioned England to consider their
grievances, the General Court proposed law that provided non-freemen the vote in town
affairs and “freemen of such estate” a vote in electing magistrates. This was tabled for the
future, but consideration of such a law showed the respectable nature of those nonfreemen who proposed it. In 1658, the Court introduced a property qualification for nonfreemen who sought a voice in town affairs. The Court offered the vote to “all
Englishmen that are settled inhabitants in any town of the age of twenty-four
years…being rated at twenty pounds estate” and had taken the oath of allegiance to the
government in election of selectmen and town affairs.61 The 1664 Franchise Law
ultimately changed the very core of political rights, and alter the political dynamic of the
colony for the second generation and beyond.
The 1664 Franchise Law was somewhat limited, and provided political rights to
those were not members of the official church, but did still require religious worship.
Those who previously had not been considered freemen were entitled to the vote under
the requirement they provide a “certificate, under the hands of the ministers or minister of
the place where they dwell, that they are orthodox in religion and not vicious in their
lives, and also a certificate, under the hands of the selectmen of the place…that they are
freeholders” and of sufficient estate, and required to pay a rate of ten shillings. Those
who enjoyed freeman status previously retained this entitlement—without any property
restriction. Those who were not full church members were required to still show religious
character and subject to a property requirement, but those who were full church members
simply showed that they were in “full communion” (justification, covenant, etc.) and
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were not subject to a property requirement.62 The Court was thus able to retain a special
status for full church members while at the same time welcoming those who met proper
religious and financial qualifications. Social and economic status again played a role—
those who were not full church members still enjoyed political rights if they held high
enough economic standing in the community; those who were not church members and
did not have substantial economic worth were outright excluded from the franchise. The
top of the hierarchy was peopled by a combination of those who properly followed
church dictates or claimed enough material wealth that they were deserving of
entitlement. Political, economic, and religious power interacted, and each individual‟s
role was rigidly defined.
Full church membership was a “necessary prerequisite to success in the
community” Until the end of the second decade of the colony, no major officeholder or
leading merchant was outside the church. Full church membership solidified not simply
status as a church member, but solidified political and economic power as well. It offered
bonds between traders, but also entitled individuals to citizenship and participation in the
political process and paved the way for the Godly to practice political leadership. Those
who took positions of power did not necessarily need experience, often family
connections benefited magistrates and perpetuated political office for individuals and
families. As Richard Archer has demonstrated, birth order, one‟s status in England,
wealth, maturity and church membership were also important to garnering political
leadership. This composite of social rank in Puritan New England played a large role in
political opportunities, borne out by the fact that out of 124 town office and committee
posts filled through March 1636, “the richer inhabitants”—described by Rutman as
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“gentry”—filled 109 of them.63 To hold political power in Puritan New England, high
social status was vital. Church membership was integral to the franchise and important
for connections in commerce, but to achieve political leadership one needed not only
church membership but a prominent family name, affluence and respect that came with
age. Without such qualities, individuals stood very little chance of earning high political
office.
Through economic and political control, those at the top of the hierarchy
exercised social control. This was partly due to a need for differentiation and
maintenance of one‟s social standing, but importantly it was also supported by church
dictates. Religion, economic worth, and political power firmly entrenched one‟s place,
defining one‟s status and location in the town hierarchy. But how upwardly mobile were
people in Puritan New England? What options did individuals have, and how was this
viewed by leaders of the community? Social mobility was not necessarily frowned upon,
but harking back to the discussion of calling and predestination, there was a general
consensus that one‟s place was somewhat permanent, and that what God had chosen for
each individual was to be one‟s fate. A burgeoning economy helped to alter this reality as
the seventeenth century drew to a close, but for the first generation of New Englanders,
one‟s place was decided for them and they were to follow God‟s dictates and remain so.
The words and actions of local leaders like Winthrop and Cotton made clear their
views on social mobility. In his Model of Christian Charity, Winthrop declared that God
“hath so disposed of the condition of mankind” rendering some poor and some rich,
“some high and eminent in power and dignity” while others were “mean and in
submission.” God had ordered “all these differences for the preservation and good of the
63
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whole.”64 He exhorted settlers to accept the situation in which God had placed them, as to
go against God‟s proclamations was the greatest sin one could commit. Those with were
to help those without, conditions that were established by the higher authority and not to
be artificially altered by man. Cotton, too, claimed that God had rendered some as leaders
and others as followers, that all were not to be equal in the world. This idea was
reinforced by the track Cotton took during the contentious 1634-5 election of the
Allotters. When the generality attempted to establish their own base of power with regard
to land distribution—when they attempted to enhance and improve their own political
position—Cotton sided with Winthrop and other magistrates in calling for a re-election,
so that power was given back to those who rightfully exercised it. In a 1636 letter to Lord
Saye and Seal, Cotton communicated similar beliefs. Through scripture, God had
prescribed “perfect rules for the right ordering…of the Commonwealth.” The
Commonwealth was not to make its own order, or to fashion religious discipline to the
order of the state, but to “be fashioned to the setting forth of God‟s house.” Per the
dictates of Puritanism, man was to know his place, and was not to disrupt God‟s work,
and that work clearly called for a specific, permanent role for each individual.
Aristocracy was “clearly approved…in scripture” and to be considered an absolute for all
to follow. With regard to the people choosing their own path outside of God‟s directives:
“Democracy, I do not conceive that ever God did ordain as a fit government either for
church or commonwealth. If the people be governors, who shall be governed?” 65
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Puritan clerics William Ames and Thomas Perkins had discussed the challenges
of social mobility and its appropriateness within the larger framework. For Perkins, there
was little room for such mobility. “A change (in calling) may not be made but upon
urgent and weighty causes,” be it private necessity or the common good, but never for
personal desire to material improvement; additionally, such a change was only to be
ordained by God and was not the choice of the individual. If a change in one‟s calling
was to be made, it was solely to greater glorify God and bring greater benefit to the
church and the Commonwealth.66 Quoting Corinthians 7:20, Perkins emphasized “Let
every man abide in the same calling wherever he was called.” Ames appeared on the
surface to be more flexible with regard to social mobility, though it was still limited.
Discussing the same verse, Ames believed “neither doth he (St. Paul) there command that
everyone abide in that state in which he was called; for he permits a servant to aspire to
freedom." Ultimately, though, the servant and the free man were equals: “here there is no
difference…in respect of Christ and Christian calling.” In his Conscience with the Power
and Cases Thereof Ames reinforced the idea that calling was dictated by God and
cemented God‟s intentions. “Everyone has received his talent, or some part of a talent
from God to that end: which cannot be buried or hid without sin.” One was to participate
in an honest calling, to pay “attention to his own affairs, more than others” and show
“moderation in the desire of gaine.” Profit was for the glorification of God only—herein
was the danger, though, for those who sought self-improvement.67 It was not to be for
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material gain, which was considered covetousness, but solely to glorify God, as any
desire at self-improvement for one‟s own sake was considered sin. Ames thus left the
door slightly ajar for social mobility, but any such mobility still needed to be completed
within the confines of the larger Puritan ethic: all actions to be taken toward the
glorification of God. One‟s personal mobility was still subservient to the order God had
created.
Integral to understanding the idea of social mobility are the concepts of calling
and predestination. Social mobility intimates a sense of human agency of an individual
seeking self-improvement and social climbing through economic means. In such an
instance, one makes his own lot in life and controls his actions. According to Puritan
theologians and clerics of the seventeenth century, though, one‟s calling came not from
one‟s own actions or desires, but from God, and was solely to increase glorification of
God. One may develop a new calling or change one‟s occupation, but such changes were
directed by God and not man. Any supposed increase in social status, then, was to be
solely the discretion of God and, ultimately, only of use in the immediate world. Thus, it
was of little use in Puritan eyes. Yet, even if religious prescriptions limited or outright
denied any true social mobility, it did not mean individuals at the time did not attempt to
take control of their immediate lives and improve themselves economically and socially.
Nearly a century prior to the settlement of Massachusetts Bay Colony was the
leveling experience found in a Munster commune in the 1530s. This group of religious
radicals—Anabaptists and Familists, not Puritans, led by John of Leiden—had struck fear
into the minds of many who favored social hierarchy and their own place in it. The
Levellers, as they were called, sought complete leveling of the social and economic field,
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a radical idea for the seventeenth century, it was even more radical during sixteenthcentury Europe‟s immediate post-medieval thinking. Such ideas did not disappear with
the end of the commune, and indeed carried over to the new world. Scripture and
religious leaders may have dictated that all should be content in their calling and position,
but not all followed this. Those who had only recently emerged as merchants were
charging as much for their wares as possible, only to have these attempts at profit limited
by the General Court. Servants aspired to freedom, as Ames intimated and as Winthrop
experienced within his own household. One of his daughter‟s maidservants had acted
appropriately in England, but in Boston—a new town with new opportunity—she “got
such a head and is grown so insolent that her carriage towards us…is insufferable.” An
indentured man in Roxbury declared he would rather be in hell than in service because he
“saw, that if he had been at liberty, he might have had greater wages.” The 1634-5 vote
for the Allotters is relevant showing that those of lesser means tried to take some control
over their own lives and economic realities. To be sure, the magistrates and clergy—
those who sat atop the hierarchy and directed those beneath—witnessed among the
generality the lack of commitment toward a strong social order.68 Essential here is that
those in New England were experiencing a new reality, no longer were they tied to
traditional European customs and classes, but now enjoyed new opportunity to improve
themselves. Many merchants took advantage of this and garnered material success,
especially toward the end of the seventeenth century, but for most these opportunities
were limited, specifically by the actions of the Commonwealth itself and the political,
religious, and economic leaders who sought preservation of their place.
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Aside from the laws and decrees the Court had initiated to maintain the social and
economic order (both those listed above and the sumptuary laws, which will be discussed
shortly), the Court took other actions to perpetuate the existing social order and exclude
those who refused to accept their prescribed place. The General Court commissioned
Minister John Norton, successor to John Cotton at First Church in Boston, to write a tract
attacking a religious sect that was associated with leveling, the Quakers. The colony in
general and the church in particular marginalized and ultimately excluded the Quakers,
but Norton‟s writing The Heart of New-England Rent at the Blasphemies of the Present
Generation, Or, A Brief Tractate Concerning the Doctrine of the Quakers went beyond
criticism of religious differences. Norton directly connected the Quakers and other
sympathizers of leveling to the Munster commune of one hundred years previous, calling
the new Levellers “libertines” and comparing them to “the frogs that sometimes annoyed
Egypt.” Norton also indirectly attacked the idea of social mobility, criticizing those who
“seduced the inferior sort” in an attempt to eradicate the social order. Ultimately, Norton
and others later argued, Quakers sought to make themselves “equal with God Himself.”69
The religious and political establishment recognized the desire of some to transcend their
place in the social order, and took pains to maintain the status quo and limit such
mobility.
Interestingly, Norton and later Joshua Scottow recognized the true danger to
social mobility: the rising success of Boston‟s merchants. Norton‟s The Heart of NewEngland explicitly criticized Quakers and their belief in leveling, but part of the tract was
the minister‟s disgust with growing trade and its importance vis-à-vis religion in the
colony. One fear was that those who garnered riches in this way artificially rose in social
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circles and achieved status based on worldly materialism, but one‟s status was declared
by God, and could and should not be liable to human change. Roughly twenty years after
Norton‟s writing, Joshua Scottow also decried the rise of power in business circles. The
Bostonian lamented “It concerneth New England always to remember, that originally
they are a PLANTATION religious, not a PLANTATION of trade…a place of
merchandise cannot denominate New England.”70 As the seventeenth century drew to a
close, these fears were realized: many indeed achieved success in social mobility through
commerce and material ends, but for those in the first generation there was still an effort
to maintain the existing social order and prevent such change.
The establishment of sumptuary laws provided one way to maintain social order
and deny at least conspicuous consumption to the generality. These came in multiple
waves, though, and peaked with the 1651 Sumptuary Law (available in its entirety in
Appendix C). In the first decade of its existence, the Court initiated actions regarding
proper attire but did not codify differences based on an individual‟s wealth. September 3,
1634, because of “unnecessary expenses occasioned by…new and immodest fashions,
…no person…shall hereafter make or buy any apparel, either woolen, silk, or linen, with
any lace on it, silver, gold, silk or thread, under penalty of forfeiture of clothes.” Slashed
clothes were also to be minimized, as folks were not to “make or buy” slashed clothes”
except for one slash in the each sleeve and one in the back. No “cut works” or
embroidered caps or bands, “no gold or silver girdles, hatbands, belts, ruffs, or beaver
hats” were to be enjoyed, and any found with these “new fashions” or long hair were to
be brought before the next Court of Assistants for proper discipline. October 28, 1636, an
Darrett B. Rutman, Winthrop’s Boston: A Portrait of a Puritan Town, 1630-1649 (New
York: W.W. Norton and Company, 1965), 272. Caps are those of Scottow‟s original narrative.
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order was created that forbade the making or selling of bonelace or other lace, guilty
parties to be fined five shillings per yard for every offense. 71
As historian William Weeden has argued, the function of apparel was not just
about protection, but to “classify and arrange” people; social prestige, rank, estate and
breeding were reflected in one‟s attire, and not all were allowed equal freedom of dress.
Silver lace, silken hoods, and long boots were reserved for the higher ranks of society,
whereas those in the lower ranks were to avoid such ornamentation. Individuals were
strictly limited in what they could wear. Women of higher rank were allowed to wear rich
silk petticoats, but those of a meaner sort were limited to petticoat of “woollen stuff.”
Laborers and servants wore leather clothing, Irish stockings, and shoes of wooden heels,
whereas gentlemen were given more options, such as doublets worn over a sleeved
waistcoat, trunkhose and long stockings, and shoes tied or ornamented with rosettes.
Some gentlemen wore beaver or felt hats, embroidered gloves, and gauntlets with richly
figured or fringed wrist flaps, swords hung from elaborately embroidered shoulder-belts,
and many clothes worn by those of worthy estate could be found to have gold and silver
lace. The wealthiest afforded even more extravagant luxuries. Anne Hibbins wore a gold
wedding ring and a diamond ring, but also enjoyed a black satin doublet, a green wrought
cupboard-cloth with silk fringe, and painted Calico curtains and valiants.72 In such ways,
those of more prominent social and economic position differentiated themselves from
those they felt beneath them. Early sumptuary laws attempted to limit such ornamentation
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altogether, but those of the most means still practiced conspicuous consumption and set
themselves apart from others. But many still witnessed pride in such apparel.
An Englishman‟s letter to John Winthrop in 1636 complained “many in your
plantations discover much pride,” ordering narrow lace “and going as far as they may” to
utilize such ornamentation in dress. In his journal in 1638, Winthrop mentioned that the
Court was distressed with “the great disorder general through the country in costliness of
apparel and following new fashions,” and that the Court called on elders to redress the
issue by urging upon the people to follow their conscience and trade pride in clothing for
modesty. “But little was done about it,” lamented Winthrop, “for diverse of the elders‟
wives, etc. were in some measure partners in this general disorder.”73 This is a telling
selection from his journal, as Winthrop acknowledges some were upset by the lavish
attire donned by the more prominent folks in the community, but that the voice of
authority—the elders—was limited because they were the ones participating in the acts of
pride. The matter is dropped at that point in the journal, those at the top end of the
hierarchy did not want to forego such luxury and sought to maintain their proper place in
the community, thus any further attempts to rein them in were fruitless.
But such attempts to tame pride did not disappear, and eventually these laws—
which previously did not prescribe exceptions based on class—allowed for specific
discrimination The final and most comprehensive sumptuary law enacted on October 14,
1651 codified social class and differentiation. The wording in the decree is strict and
critical, specifying who was free to dress as they saw fit and who was limited. Those
individuals who enjoyed an estate worth two hundred pounds or more were allowed
freedom of dress; those below this line of demarcation offended through their “intolerable
73
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excess and bravery…amongst people of mean condition, to the dishonor of God.”
Significantly, these laws were not limited solely by material wealth: exceptions to the
statute were not only those worth more than two hundred pounds, but magistrates, public
officials and some military officials (though these groups were often the wealthiest and
most likely to have a worth of at least two hundred pounds). Also excluded from the law
were “any other whose education and employment have been above the ordinary degree,
or whose estates have been considerable, though now decayed,”74 leaving an opening for
those who may not be economically superior but held status in other ways.
Records of discipline show that the General Court tightly controlled those of the
“meane condition,” whereas those of higher estate were not bound to the same rules. By
differentiating punishment for the identical offense—both in wage restrictions and
sumptuary laws—the Court was able to strengthen its hold on social class distinctions
and maintain the order believed necessary for a strong community. The Court
admonished Thomas Barnes in 1641 “about lace.” In 1652 Salem, a man was presented
for excess “in boots, rebonds, gold and silver lace,” and in Lynn a woman was presented
for “wearing silver lace.” The next year in Newbury, two women were presented to the
Assistants for wearing silk hoods and scarves, but their charges dropped because they
were able to prove their husbands were indeed worth the minimum of two hundred
pounds. John Hutchins‟ wife was similarly accused, but “upon testimony of her being
brought up above the ordinary rank” her charges were also dropped.75
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Differentiation by attire was not simply the whim of magistrates, this idea too had
its basis in religious teaching and the ideas of influential Puritan thinkers. According to
Thomas Perkins, gold and silver were not bad in and of themselves, but were “gifts of
God and serve not only for necessity, but for ornament and comeliness.” He continued
“there is a lawful use of these things…to whom they pertain,” but “the use of gold and
precious ornaments” was “forbidden” among the “poor, base and meane men and
women.” The right use of apparel was to be moderate and of necessity, one example of
necessity was “in respect of place, calling and condition, for the upholding and
maintenance thereof.” “We must not seek for more than necessary apparel; yet if God of
His goodness, give us ability to have and maintain more, we must thankfully receive it,
and use it well to the good example of others.” Simply, Perkins stated that apparel that
may be deemed more ornamented was in fact the right of those of the greater condition,
that out of “necessity” it helped to differentiate such individuals from those of a meaner
condition. Furthermore, the latter quote intimates that it is the duty of those blessed with
such attire to display it to differentiate themselves and to offer an example to others of
lower condition. Ultimately, “we wear and put on our apparel for those proper ends for
which God has ordained the same,” not simply out of necessity and differentiation, but
for the glorification of God, which justified ornamentation of such clothing. 76 All were to
glorify God in every way imaginable, but some were allowed more luxurious dress—and
conspicuous consumption—if God had so favored those folks materially.
Theologian John Downame echoed many of Perkins‟ sentiments, but his verbiage
was even more direct. Underscoring the natural difference—and hierarchy—of men,
Downame addressed the vanity of riches and apparel: “For as the Lord hath made diverse
76
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and degrees of men, so would he have everyone to apparel themselves according to their
degree and calling,” so “that these diverse orders and conditions of men may be better
distinguished the one from the other.” Clearly, Downame articulated the view that those
of a better condition deserve to wear finer apparel for the sake of differentiating them—or
“distinguishing” them—from those of a baser condition. Furthermore, “it is lawful for
those who are in high estate to wear silks and velvets, gold and silver, jewels and
precious stones,” continuing “so is it fit that they should also differ and be distinguished
in their several fashions, as best befitteth everyone‟s degree and calling.” Those who
dressed above their status were “so dazzled with pride, that they mistook another‟s
apparel for their own.” Those who dressed in luxurious attire but were of a mean
condition sinned by doing so, but those who “deserved” to wear such fineries were not
committing sin but simply following the prescriptions as laid out by God. Downame even
articulated some of the basic social differences between those who deserved to wear such
apparel and those who should abstain: the landord could wear such fineries, but the tenant
should not; the gentleman could enjoy such attire, but the farmer was restricted. To
follow one‟s pride in excess offended the nature of calling in Christianity. 77
Puritan leaders on both sides of the ocean offered their prescriptions for dress and
what should be deemed appropriate attire. Those of wealth and status were allowed to
don luxurious apparel, whereas those of a meaner condition were restricted from wearing
such garb as it was considered an affront to their place, God, and the ideal of calling in
Christianity. Even as the sumptuary laws may appear as perpetuating a sense of hierarchy
and status, and against the grain of Christian values, indeed Puritan clerics and thinkers
favored such laws and ideas. Their prescriptions supported such differentiation, and
77
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underscored the ideas of calling, predestination and hierarchy: some were indeed more
important than others, and were allowed to display this importance through attire,
conspicuous consumption and wielding of power. One‟s place was important, and was
not to be trifled with, those who attempted to rise above their anointed station sinned and
were to be disciplined either formally or informally.
There was one other public area where social differentiation was expected and
promoted: education. Just as townspeople were seated in the meetinghouse according to
their social status, Harvard placed its attendees according to their standing in society. In
his article “Precedence at Harvard College in the Seventeenth Century,” esteemed
American historian Samuel Eliot Morison showed that the order of names in graduating
classes at the school from 1642 through 1772 were determined by one‟s social rank, the
process of setting the order of precedence was known as “placing.” This informal process
was one everyone knew existed, and was taken for granted. An incoming student was
placed not according to educational ability or previous accomplishments, but according to
social rank: those who might form a gentry class were considered “the quality,” and took
precedence based on family‟s status, property, wealth, or title; middle-class families were
placed next as goodmen, with those from families of laborers below them. “The quality”
often came from the families of wealthy merchants, ministers, principal landowners and
the like, while the second strata was comprised of farmers, artisans or tradesmen, and the
bottom layer from laborers such as fisherman, journeymen or common seamen. This
precedence was not merely how names were listed for the school, however, as placing
impacted many areas of university life. The school assigned the best chambers to “the
quality,” allowed them to help themselves first when in the Commons, impacted their
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arrangement at recitation at the chapel, and offered other similar privileges. Precedence
did not go unchallenged, though. In Their Solitary Way, Foster mentioned there was some
unrest regarding this practice, as those of lower rank felt the practice was unfair.
Morison, too, mentioned a long history of animosity over placement, as exemplified in an
1831 letter from 1759 graduate Judge Paine Wingate to Benjamin Peirce, author of the
history of the school. Peirce described placement and how many were “often enraged
beyond bounds for their disappointment in their place, and it was some time before a
class could be settled down to an acquiescence in their allotment.”78
The stewards‟ books showed some exceptions to placement by social rank, and
Morison concluded that precedence was not always due to social rank, but the evidence
points toward preferential treatment according to social rank in different ways. Morison
argued that one was placed according to how he “would be a credit to the college on
commencement day and beyond,” which often was commensurate with a family‟s social
standing: names like Cotton and Winthrop, if graduating from Harvard, only provided
more status for the institution as it showed the best families in the colony attended that
school above others. Morison mentioned “future promise,” but again the most prominent
families enjoyed the most promise for the future, as social rank was an integral part of
survival and success in New England. Family “meant a great deal,” again confirming
one‟s social rank was important in placement. Most importantly, though, a close
inspection of the classes listed by Morison shows the colony‟s most prominent names
toward the top of each list: Cotton and Dudley in 1651, Angier and Shepard (ministers‟
sons) in 1653, two magistrates‟ sons at the top of the list in 1655, the following years
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mirroring those of these first few years. Periodically there were goodmen included
toward the top of these lists, but overwhelmingly those with the most prominent names
and positions in the colony were listed toward the top of these lists, reinforcing that one‟s
place defined him in Puritan New England and was part of one‟s everyday life.79
Massachusetts Bay Colony authorities imposed order on the inhabitants in
through religious, economic, political, and social means. With regard to religion, those
who were full members of the church enjoyed special privileges—most importantly, the
franchise—they provided them more power in the colony; even within the church, a
hierarchy evolved that demarcated those with power from those without. Economically, a
select few parceled out land to the remainder of the settlers of the colony, reserving the
largest and most productive plots to those of the highest socioeconomic standing. The
General Court placed controls on wages and prices to limit opportunity for those lower on
the economic ladder while concomitantly preserving the standing of those who enjoyed
the greatest wealth. Political control was limited to those of the greatest means, not
simply those who enjoyed office, but those who were entitled to choose political officers;
full membership in the church was required for one to vote, coalescing the control of the
colony within the hands of the few while marginalizing the bulk of the population. One‟s
classification—one‟s place in the community order—dominated one‟s life in every way,
from responsibilities and rights within the church down to where one was allowed to sit
during services. Authorities limited social mobility through many of these measures,
exercised social control by restricting what one wore based on one‟s wealth, and granted
special favors to those in higher education according to a family‟s status. Culturally,
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economically, politically, and socially, one‟s status defined one‟s options, opportunities,
and way of life.
Challenging such authority brought a wide range of discipline. Chapter one has
shown that discipline with regard to economic misconduct was arbitrary and inconsistent,
but those who challenged political and religious authority were dealt with in a much more
direct and unswerving manner. Specific examples show that those who did not kowtow to
such authority faced punishment as severe as exclusion—or even death.
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Chapter Four
Oppressors, Heretics and Blasphemers: Discipline in Puritan New England

Colonial authority sanctioned recalcitrants who did not accept their place in the
community hierarchy. The Court treated resistance to acceptance of one‟s place in the
hierarchy by censuring, fining, or imprisoning the offending party. If this did not work or
if the transgression was too great to be rectified in this way, the Court excluded the guilty
individual from the colony altogether. This was initiated for religious, economic, and
political reasons: the General Court often banished from Massachusetts Bay Colony those
who did not subscribe to the Puritan concept of hierarchy, attempted to transcend their
socioeconomic status, or protested the political authority of the Court and its strictures.
Simply put, if one did not suffer one‟s place in the Massachusetts Bay Colony, one could
be excluded.
One‟s vocation placed the duties of that individual squarely within the larger
expectations for the sake of the community. One‟s calling was important to the
individual, but more importantly played a larger role in the success of the community.
William Ames underscored the importance of this role in The Marrow of Sacred Divinity
(1639), stating “occupations of life … pertain to the common good,” and regarding those
who shirked this responsibility and the community: “if any will not labor, let him not
eat.”1 When one did not perform one‟s calling, the Court disciplined accordingly: in
Massachusetts Bay Colony, authority rendered many such punishments for those who
considered slothful or idle. On July 19, 1637, the Court “censured to be whipped” George
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Barlow for idleness; two years later, it fined Nicholas Ellen forty shillings for idleness
and “disorderly living.” Extortion went against the good of the community as well,
leading to numerous punishments. The Court fined Richard Pepper five pounds for
extortion in October 1639, and on the same day Lewes Hewlet twenty pounds sterling for
extortion and “for his contemptuous speeches.” Drunkenness, too, was anathema to the
Puritan experiment, as it prevented individuals from performing their calling, and the
records are littered with such punishments as they were meted out. The Court fined
William Davies twenty shillings and bound in ten pounds for “keeping a house of
disorder” and providing entertainment when he was not officially allowed to do so, and
he was further forbidden to sell ale, beer, wine or strong water. Women were not above
such activity or punishment, as exemplified by the disciplining of Jane Robinson for
“disorder in her house, drunkenness, and light behavior.” The Court “censured (her) to be
severely whipped” for her actions. Other economic discipline was handed out as
necessary. The Court “committed” Stephen Day for defrauding several colonists.
Regulations on goods led to fines, the Court fined Thomas Hawkins five shillings for
“making bread too light.2
Various economic indiscretions were only one aspect of colony discipline. The
Court also punished colonists for partaking in religious activity that was outside the
traditional bounds of Puritanism. As discussed above, Puritanism was a prerequisite for
those who sought enjoyment of life in Massachusetts Bay Colony: to earn freeman status,
an individual needed to be a full member of the church, and specific prescriptions were in
place to demarcate authority within the church and the responsibilities of its members.
Outside religions such as Anabaptism and Quakerism were forbidden and those who
2
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practiced them were punished severely. There was to be no questioning of Puritanism
itself, or those who served as religious authority, this was not a time and place of
religious pluralism or freedom of religion as is understood today, but one more closely
associated with theocracy and the inextricable connection between an official religion
and political and socioeconomic power. Indeed, Puritanism was a requirement of sorts for
colonists, as a 1635 law required church attendance, regardless of one‟s status in the
church as full member or not; those who did not attend church meetings accordingly were
subject to censure, fine and imprisonment.3
Such dictates of religious exclusivity can be found in the words of ministers and
town records. In his The Simple Cobler of Aggawam in America (1647), Ipswich reverend
Nathaniel Ward proclaimed “…all Familist, Antinomians, Anabaptists and other
Enthusiasts shall have free liberty to keep away from us, and such as will come to be
gone as fast as they can, the sooner the better.”4 Influential minister Thomas Shepard
showed similar proclivities to exclusion of those who did not follow the Puritan decrees.
“I would not have a Godly man to go into the company of an erroneous person: his words
are infectious,” thereby showing he believed integration of differing religious ideas a
dangerous precedent, one that could “infect” the minds of true people of religion.5 The
covenant for the town of Dedham specifically referenced the need for separation. “We
shall…labor to keep from us all such as are contrary minded. And receive only such unto
us as be such as may be probably of one heart.” The covenant continued, “keep from us
all such as shall not be found fitting,” that those who were dishonest or did not follow this
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part of the covenant “he shall then henceforth be excluded.”6 Dedham‟s origins reflect the
ideas of leading ministers and the practices of other towns: individuals were to follow
Puritanism as it was laid out by local religious leaders, any deference led to punishment
and, potentially, exclusion.
An early example of exclusion focused on the case of Roger Williams, who ended
up in Rhode Island and is often associated with the religious tolerance that defined the
colony early in its existence. Williams enunciated many controversial ideas regarding
Puritan worship and refused to cede to authority, but ironically enough the final
transgression that led to his exclusion was due to his call to not recognize other churches
in the region because of their lack of conformity to his ideas. Williams was, in many
ways, a separatist: he strongly supported and popularized the idea of congregational
independence, he challenged the king‟s dictates, and pushed the government in
Massachusetts Bay Colony to do so as well, and ultimately he sought to separate himself
and his followers from the Puritan experiment in Massachusetts when their ideas did not
align to his beliefs. By 1635, Williams had offered up dangerous opinions. With regard to
worship, he believed that a regenerate man should not pray in the company with
unregenerate men—even his own family—because doing so meant he would “thereby
have communion with a wicked man in the worship of God.” Politically, and in an affront
to the political and social order, he claimed the civil government had no authority in
religious matters. This latter idea reached its fruition in a July 1635 General Court
meeting when other area ministers aligned with the Court and requested he follow the
dictates of their general doctrines. This was too much for Williams, who believed this
superseded congregational independence, and claimed the government‟s actions—
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because of the support of the ministers from other churches—rendered these churches as
not pure, and called upon his own Salem church to renounce all the other churches of
Massachusetts.7
But Williams‟ criticisms were too much even for his own independent-minded
church. Members were unwilling to renounce the other churches of the colony due to
both the geographical and spiritual isolation it would have caused and, simply put, “they
were not willing to declare that everyone outside of Salem was wrong.” In October 1635,
the General Court with the support of area ministers ordered Williams to leave the colony
within six weeks. Plans were made to ship him to England, but before this was completed
he set off for Narragansett Bay with approximately twenty of his followers to establish a
new plantation there.8 The Court officially excluded Williams from Massachusetts Bay
Colony for his unwillingness to place himself and his church within the larger order of
the colony, his own rebellious nature requiring he erect a new settlement with those of
like mind. His colony eventually welcomed other similar intellectual dissenters.
One of the more notorious examples of this religious exclusion was the case of
Anne Hutchinson and the Antinomian controversy, an episode that overshadowed the
peace that dominated much of the first decade of the colony‟s existence. Hutchinson
parted ways with church leadership in two significant ways: first, she believed some
ministers outside of Boston preached a covenant of works instead of a covenant of grace,
arguing grace was the key to election and sanctification, while good works—holy
behavior that results from being saved or elect—was not a sign of justification; second,
and arguably more important, she claimed that the Holy Spirit dwelled within a justified
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(elect) person. Each of these offered a direct challenge to both the political and religious
authority in New England, as the former obviated the need for a state ruled by the laws of
God and the latter usurped any true authority a minister may enjoy. If the Holy Ghost
dwelled inside the elect, “no minister can teach one that is anointed by the spirit of Christ,
more than he knows already,” thereby stripping any spiritual leadership such a minister
could supply. Furthermore, Hutchinson and her followers argued that the elect—because
the Holy Spirit dwelled within them—could discern whether or not others were justified,
again negating the need for a minister to recognize and communicate one‟s status.
Following precepts as laid out by the church regarding appropriate behavior became
unnecessary, as one was elect regardless of one‟s actions on earth. Church leadership was
also unnecessary, as what could be more important or powerful than having the Holy
Ghost dwell within and share its insights?9
Hutchinson was not alone in her recalcitrance. Her brother-in-law, John
Wheelwright, had recently come to Massachusetts Bay Colony and shared many of her
convictions. A church meeting had elected him to be a teacher within the church, even
though two ministers (Cotton and John Wilson) already practiced there. Wheelwright was
vociferous in his criticisms of other ministers, in early 1637 rising up at the end of a John
Cotton lecture and sermonizing that others in the area (ministers other than Cotton as well
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as magistrates) had been teaching a covenant of works and that true believers “must lay
load upon them, we must kill them with the word of the Lord.” This direct challenge
elicited a response, and in their May meeting the General Court convicted him of
sedition, his sentencing was deferred until November when he was banished for refusing
to back down from his statements and teachings. 10 Many of his supporters signed a
petition to have his conviction overturned, but they too felt leadership‟s wrath: the Court
disfranchised, disarmed, and in some cases banished these followers. John Cotton, the
teacher of the church and its most influential member, did not side wholly with
Hutchinson but at the same time was deemed one of her supporters. He emphasized
divine omnipotence and human helplessness, while eschewing the idea of preparation; in
many ways, his doctrines were identical to those of Wheelwright, even if he enjoyed
longer tenure and generally more influence in the colony. He spoke in Hutchinson‟s
defense during her trial, but ultimately backed down from unequivocal support in the face
of a unified group of area ministers.11
Cotton and Wheelwright were not the only two powerful individuals in the colony
who appeared to support Hutchinson. Henry Vane had been elected governor in 1636, an
outsider who came to the colony and immediately earned the highest political office. He
supported both Hutchinson and Wheelwright, as well as their followers, and protested
Wheelwright‟s conviction while criticizing the trial of Hutchinson. The May 1637
election placed Winthrop back into the governor‟s position and led to Vane‟s complete
withdrawal from the colony‟s government. By August, Vane returned to England. His
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role may not have dominated this specific controversy, but it is important to note that he
temporarily held the governor‟s seat, one Winthrop held longer than any other individual
in the colony‟s history. By his very presence as that official, Vane threatened Winthrop
and the conformity he sought for the colony‟s success, his very existence challenging the
authority Winthrop had developed and employed for the betterment of the colony. When
Vane did sail back to England, he was sent off by a large group of men who celebrated
his time in Massachusetts Bay Colony—but conspicuously, Winthrop did not attend the
party that watched him leave.12 This, to be sure, was no coincidence.
Winthrop also took a preemptive strike to prevent those who may side with
Hutchinson and her ideas from entering the colony altogether. In England, a group of
followers of Reverend Roger Brierly of Grindleton Chapel espoused many of the same
ideas that had fomented the Antinomian Controversy. They were under increasing
pressure in England, and the logical next step was for them to migrate to Massachusetts
Bay Colony where they could more freely proclaim their views in the company of fellow
believers. Winthrop sponsored an “alien act” forbidding anyone from entertaining
strangers for more than three weeks without the permission of the magistrates. The goal
of this order, according to Winthrop, was “to keep out all such persons as might be
dangerous to the commonwealth;” unanimity among followers was breaking, and
Winthrop sought preservation of the order he believed necessary for the health and
success of the colony. This was only a temporary measure, though, “to continue until the
end of the next court of elections, and no longer,”13 showing this was time-sensitive and
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not necessarily part of a larger policy, but one specifically enacted to prevent outsiders
who challenged authority from spreading more spiritual rebellion within the colony.
Simply put, Winthrop and the Court sought to exclude those who were not willing to bow
to authority and take their place in the proper order of Puritan New England.
Winthrop and the New England authority succeeded in officially banishing John
Wheelwright, unofficially banishing Henry Vale, forcing Cotton to conform, and
excluding potential dissenters from entering the colony. They punished Hutchinson and
her less famous followers accordingly, following a trial that showcased her intellectual
acumen and Winthrop‟s desire for absolute conformity. The Court excommunicated
Hutchinson, banished her to Rhode Island, and disfranchised and disarmed those of her
followers who refused to recant. According to Winthrop, twenty of her followers did
revoke their support of Hutchinson, and were offered the same privileges as prior to the
controversy.14 Preacher Hugh Peter perfectly encapsulated the error of Hutchinson‟s
ways in the eyes of the colony: “I would commend this to your consideration that you
have stepped out of your place, you have rather been a husband than a wife and a
preacher than a hearer, and a magistrate than a subject.”15 According to this preacher and
those who judged Hutchinson a danger, the problem lay in her aversion to acceptance of
her place in the colony‟s order, and that she thus spoke and acted out of turn. But
leadership had quashed this great challenge to the colony and its authority, setting a
standard to future individuals of what would happen if they attempted to transcend their
place in church and community.
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The Court‟s treatment of Hutchinson also raises the question of its attitude and
actions toward women during this crucial first generation. The punishment levied at Anne
Hutchinson was certainly not one limited to women, as she had male followers who were
exiled and other men who dared challenge authority were likewise excluded in different
ways. Additionally, those who challenged the church and its dictates faced similar
punishment, as the Roger Williams example highlighted. But the verbiage of Hugh Peter
was illuminating in how it reflected a minister‟s view of women and their place by
criticizing Hutchinson for stepping “out of (her) place,” for acting as “rather…a husband
than a wife,” comparing this to a preacher and hearer and, more importantly, a magistrate
and a subject. As wife and woman, Hutchinson was the subject and the hearer, her
husband the preacher and magistrate within the home. This reinforces Mary Beth
Norton‟s notion of paternalistic hierarchy and offers evidence that women, while they
exercised power and theoretically enjoyed the same privileges as men as members of the
elect, were still considered subordinate to men in public and private. Anne Hutchinson
was not an early example of feminist activist, but her experience and the treatment of her
at the hands of authority demonstrated the prescribed role of subservience under which
women were to act.
Anne Hutchinson was a brilliant woman by all accounts, and the ideas that she
promoted enjoyed both a history and a future—indeed, she was not the only to consider
these principles, though she may have been the most articulate and charismatic. Because
of her talents, she developed a strong following that included two ministers and the
governor, and offered a legitimate challenge to both political and religious authority.
Hutchinson and her followers threatened order of colony, the church hierarchy, and the
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political authority enjoyed by a precious few. Her ideas, if taken to their logical
conclusion, obviated both religious and political power, thereby disrupting the order as
established by the hierarchy of Massachusetts Bay Colony. Hers was not a controversy
focused on wealth or similar socioeconomic status, but one of the individual‟s place in
the larger order of the community: she and her colleagues sought to crack this hegemony,
and were dealt with accordingly. By not taking their appropriate place in the hierarchy of
this social order, they were excluded.
A similar challenge took place six years later. In 1643, what began as a dispute
regarding land acquisition between two Native Americans and a few colonists erupted
into a larger battle between the Court and a group of colonists led by Samuel Gorton.
Gorton had already been in disfavor with Winthrop and the General Court, as he had
lived in Portsmouth on Anne Hutchinson‟s settlement after the self-proclaimed
“Professor of Christian Mysteries” had shared ideas deemed eccentric and antithetical to
the Puritan mission in Massachusetts. Gorton and his group—twelve in all—purchased
land from two sachems near Providence in an attempt to settle the town of Warwick,
which was under Massachusetts jurisdiction, but the sachems later disputed this sale and
sought assistance from Winthrop and the General Court. Winthrop was satisfied with the
Native Americans‟ version of events, and called for Gorton to answer to these
accusations; the latter sent the governor a list of complaints against the magistrates, elders
and churches, “familistical and absurd opinions” according to Winthrop, and dared the
Court to take action against them, claiming they would be “assured of victory from God.”
The sachems filed more grievances, leading Winthrop and the Court to contact Gorton
and his group again for answers to the accusations. Three times messengers were sent to
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seek answers, three times messengers were received “disdainfully,” thereby causing
Winthrop to require their presence to answer the accusations or the colony would
“proceed by force of arms.”16
The Court sent a group of three officers and forty soldiers to procure Gorton and
his men to answer for their offenses. When met in Providence, Gorton asked for a group
to arbitrate the differences, but this was untenable to Winthrop for many reasons, one of
which was that the proposed arbitrators were “not men likely to be equal to us.” Gorton
and his men fortified themselves within a house and prepared for the worst, which
included the commission trying to “fire the house,” though the fire was quenched by
those inside. After some time, Gorton and his men yielded and were taken into custody
and committed to the prison in Boston. In an October meeting with the magistrates,
Gorton spoke in his defense. The church, he declared, was “nothing now but Christ…all
ordinances, ministers, sacraments, etc. were but men‟s inventions for show and pomp.”
He “condemned and reviled” the magistracy, calling it but an “idol,” and alleged “that a
man might as well be a slave to his belly as to his own species.” Gorton thereby had
directly challenged Winthrop and the General Court, declaring they were simply
manmade vehicles to instill order, and that they had no true authority over Godly men
and women or the church. In other letters, they deviated from Puritan orthodoxy by
questioning church ordinances regarding baptism and the Lord‟s Supper, thereby
challenging the authority and leadership of the church. The Court found Gorton and his
followers to be “blasphemous enemies of the true religion of our Lord Jesus Christ” as
well as “all civil government among his people, and particularly within this jurisdiction.”
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It did not help that Gorton and his followers referred to the magistrates as “just asses,”17
though such verbiage paled in comparison to the affront of challenging religious and
political authority.
The General Court severely punished this group, as they had others before them.
The Court dispersed seven of the men into seven different towns, forced them to work for
a living wearing irons upon legs and required they not leave the towns to which they were
directed. Additionally, if Gorton were to escape and try to restate his ideas to others, he
would be subjected to prison and a trial, “upon his conviction thereof shall be condemned
to death and executed;” indeed, three of the magistrates wanted Gorton put to death for
his statements and actions, though the Court decided to spare his life.18 To add further
humiliation to this exclusion from civil society, the Court forced Gorton and his cohorts
to don chains when they walked through the towns to reach their destinations, making
clear and public examples of the men. “…When the bolts and chains were made ready,
they put them upon us, in the prison at Boston, that so we might travel in them to the
several towns to which we were confined, some of us having fifteen miles…that so we
might be a spectacle unto them.”19 Similar to Williams, Hutchinson, and their followers,
Gorton challenged the authority of both colony and church with his ideas and
intransigence. And, as others before him, he was punished in a way that set an example
for others and demonstrated the hierarchy as established in Massachusetts Bay Colony
was not to be contested. If one was not willing to accept one‟s role in the community
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order, one was to be disciplined, including exclusion or, for some of the most heinous
dissenters, the ultimate exclusion: death.
Tensions in England during the 1640s had given rise to new religious viewpoints
that further threatened the stability of religious worship there and, ultimately, that in the
colony. Quakers and Baptists represented two sects that emanated from this dissent, and
those seeking to spread their ideas faced recrimination in Massachusetts Bay Colony. As
early as 1644, the General Court legislated against the spread of any arguments that
challenged infant baptism, in May of 1646 the Court confirmed this in response to a
petition by seventy-seven inhabitants, who requested the “strengthening and keeping in
force such laws …for the preventing and increase of many dangerous errors, Anabaptists,
Antinomians, etc.” and “do punishment thereof.” William Witter was the instigator of
this concern, as he had raised questions about infant baptism previously; he later joined
and was baptized in John Clarke‟s Newport congregation, and began to share his ideas
with neighbors in the Lynn and Salem areas. He convinced the Newport church to send
representatives, so Clarke, Obadiah Holmes and John Crandall came to Lynn to attempt
to convert residents. The three were discovered and arrested, brought to trial, and found
guilty. Leadership fined them, and threatened a sentence of whipping if they refused to
pay; Holmes was the only one who ended up suffering a whipping, and the three left
Massachusetts shortly thereafter, excluded from the colony due to their religious views. 20
Quakers offered more resistance, and became a much larger problem for the
colony and its desire to prevent alternative religious thoughts and practice. The first
Quakers came to Massachusetts in July 1656: they were detained, their books seized, and
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immediately banished. Their arrival, and the concern that it created, fostered legislation
in October of 1656. The Court warned against the “cursed sect of heretics” who shared
blasphemous opinions and despised the government, speaking ill of magistrates and
ministers, and seeking to “turn people from the faith” and seduce them into their false
promises. Punishment was set immediately: “What Quaker soever shall arrive in this
country from foreign parts…shall be forthwith committed to the house of correction
and…severely whipped” and eventually transported out of the colony, they were to be
forced to work while in prison, and no one was allowed to talk to them during their
imprisonment. Shipmasters who brought a Quaker into the colony were to be fined one
hundred pounds, those who brought in Quaker books and sought to disperse them were to
be fined five pounds, and any who defended Quaker ideas were to be fined and forced to
recant. If they did not recant, they were to be sent to prison.21 But these strict guidelines
did not prevent Quakers from entering the colony and disseminating their ideas.
In June 1658, Christopher Holder and John Copeland, two Quakers who had
previously been banished and whipped, returned to the Bay. Authorities arrested them,
cut an ear off of each, and banished them “upon pain of death.” In October, the Court
deemed new legislation necessary because Quakers “have not been deterred from their
impetuous attempts to undermine our peace and hasten our ruin,” the Court decided if
fines and imprisonment were not enough, it would increase the punishment: from that
point forward, any Quaker who was banished but returned was subject to trial with the
death penalty as the punishment. Within one year of the ruling, this decree was tested and
put into practice. In September 1659, authorities arreested William Robinson,
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Marmaduke Stephenson, and Mary Dyer, tried them as Quakers, and banished the three;
they returned shortly thereafter, and the Court sentenced them to hanging. Dyer was
offered a reprieve while on the scaffold, but returned within the year and was hung as the
previous two had been. This law was upheld and further clarified in a May 1660 meeting.
The Court executed a total of six Quakers before the May 1661 Cart and Whip Act
replaced the legislation, which declared any convicted Quaker could be strapped to the
back of a cart and whipped from town to town out of the colony. Within a few months of
its enactment, the Court subjected Judah Brown and Peter Pierson to this whipping and
humiliation, suffering the first example of the act.22 As exemplified in other areas, the
Court disciplined those who dissented from the dominant religion of the colony, and thus
exercised control over deviant forces.
A strict religious order was not to be disturbed, but similarly the political order
was considered above reproach as well, as intolerance of religious diversity was mirrored
by intolerance of political diversity. Criticism of the General Court or the magistrates
was not suffered, and those who publicly voiced their views often faced some type of
recrimination. Punishment might include fine, censure, disfranchisement, whipping,
being set in the bilboes, or even exclusion from the colony, but the Court dealt swiftly
any disparagement of its leadership severely disciplined those most vociferous in their
complaints. The Court sentenced John Lee to whipping and fined him for “speaking
reproachfully of the Governor,” and fined Ensigne Jennison for upbraiding the court with
injustice, uttering “I pray God deliver me from this Court” because he had waited through
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multiple Court meetings without having “justice done him.” Leadership fined Richard
Longe for contempt of authority, but Peter Bussaker‟s contempt drew an even stiffer
punishment: the Court censured Bussaker to be whipped for drunkenness, and ordered to
inflict “twenty stripes sharply inflected” for slighting the magistrates by claiming all they
could do was fine him.23 Even Thomas Dudley was faced with accusations for daring to
question the authority of the governor—specifically, John Winthrop. As was noted
earlier, Winthrop accused Dudley of oppression for simply applying the same business
practices others had, and censured him for his actions. It was no coincidence that these
accusations and criticisms came after Dudley had publicly questioned Winthrop‟s use and
overextension of authority.
The more severe punishments were held for those considered to have committed
the most egregious offenses. The Court disfranchised, fined and committed John Gosse
merely for “common railing.” Authorities set Robert Shorthose in the bilboes “for
slighting the magistrates in his speeches,” and disfranchised, fined, and set Thomas
Dexter in the bilboes for “speaking reproachful and seditious words against the governor”
and finding fault with the acts of the Court, claiming their acts “will bring all to naught.”
The Court committed and fined Thomas Starr for speaking against the Court‟s order
regarding swine, claiming it was “against God‟s law,” no small claim to be sure. Phillip
Ratliffe‟s experience may have been the worst of this bunch; the Court had him whipped,
his ears cut off, fined and banished for “uttering malicious and scandalous speeches
against the governor and the church of Salem.” Such punishments demonstrate that
speaking against the magistrates, the governor or even their rulings were simply not
tolerated. Leadership committed and censured Katherine Finch to be whipped “for
23
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speaking against the magistrates, against the churches and against the elders,” proving
that one‟s sex did not prevent harsh punishment.24 Higher profile offenders faced higher
profile punishment.
Israel Stoughton was an early settler of Massachusetts Bay Colony, and was a
member of the first General Court in 1634. He served as a Deputy for the Court for over
half his time in the colony, commanded troops against the Pequots and acted as a
commander for the artillery company, and later become a commissioner to administer the
government of New Hampshire. But in 1634, he made the mistake of publishing a
pamphlet that directly criticized the magistrates and, indirectly, Winthrop himself. In his
manuscript, he argued that the upper house wielded too much power—specifically its
veto power—and exercised authority in areas in which it should not; he further lamented
in a letter to his brother that he feared the Court‟s power would become hereditary if left
unchecked. According to the Records of the Governor and Winthrop‟s own words,
Stoughton was contrite and “used many weak arguments…as himself acknowledged
upon record.” But this did not suffice. The Court ordered copies of the pamphlet to be
burned “for being weak and offensive” and Stoughton was “disabled for three years from
bearing any public office.” A petition was put forth by many in Dorchester to release the
sentence against Stoughton, but it was rejected and the deputy was denied office until
1637. Stoughton accepted his punishment and garnered greater success in the coming
years, but his early recognition of the authoritarian nature of the colony‟s political
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structure served as foreshadowing for a later episode, also led by a well-respected
Massachusetts figure.25
In 1646, Dr. Robert Child led a group of respected citizens in a petition against
the General Court, claiming the Court had denied them their rights as Englishmen and
threatening to protest to Parliament. The Bay Colony Remonstrance of 1646 was
noteworthy because it combined both religious and political elements (the latter
emanating from the former), and was brought forth by one of the more respected
members of the community, demonstrating the fact that even those of means were not
always content with the prescribed social order of Massachusetts Bay Colony. Child, a
physician, and other eminent members of the colony such as William Vassall (a former
assistant of the Court), Samuel Maverick (a captain and successful merchant), David Yale
and others—to each was affixed the title of “Mr.” in Winthrop‟s journal—argued that
Puritan hegemony violated English law, that the theocratic nature of the Massachusetts
Bay Colony rendered their rights as Englishmen subordinate to church polity, thereby
negating them legitimate rights in the colony. Because of the definition of freeman at the
time—that one needed to be a full church member to enjoy full privileges as a freeman—
many were denied civil liberty and basic rights. Furthermore, full church membership
required individuals to agree to church covenants that they deemed lacked biblical
25
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authority, and forced such individuals to attend sermons, baptisms and other services that
were irrelevant to them. Simply put, “the government of Massachusetts Bay was not
according to the laws of England,” allowing the church to define and minimize basic
rights.26 These men did not want their religious convictions to determine their political
and civil rights.
Initially, the Court took no action against Child and the other petitioners, as there
was already consideration to provide freemanship—or at least some variant thereof—to
those who were not full church members but “of such estate.” Eventually, there was
allowance of the franchise to those who met specific criteria, but this was only for town
elections, commonwealth elections were still restricted to freemen, or full church
members. The issue festered, and in May Child and his fellow petitioners were brought
in front of the General Court. Initially, though, there was some question as to why the
group was brought before the Court, Child twice demanded to know what charges were
to be brought against them, only to be told the charges would be verbalized “in due time.”
They were finally informed they were not facing charges for the petition itself, but for the
“miscarriages” that appeared in their petition: they had “defamed” the government, been
dishonest about issues and application of rights, accused the Court of excessive authority,
filed false reports and “foul slander” upon the church and government, and falsely
accused the Court of tyranny; additionally, the Court accused the petitioners of speeches
that “tend(ed) to sedition.”27 These were weighty charges to be sure, but the sovereignty
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of the colony and the political order it had created were the keys to this issue from the
Court‟s perspective.
Winthrop admitted that the “Doctor‟s logic” was connected to the idea that
Massachusetts residents were subject to the laws of England, as corporations of England
were subject to those laws. Winthrop responded that the colony was not in England, that
“we must distinguish between corporations within England and corporations of but not
within England,” and that because the colony was considered a plantation it was “above
the rank of an ordinary corporation.” He then paralleled Massachusetts Bay Colony to
London, arguing that considering that city a mere corporation would be construed as
“contempt.”28 Ultimately, then, even though the colony was started as a corporation
under England, and it maintained many of the same general laws and customs (and per
this petition, many believed they were still residents of England and should be afforded
the same rights), it was still somewhat independent and rendered such differentiation with
regard to political rights. In a larger context, though, one can ascertain that this was about
maintaining colony sovereignty and avoiding English interference in colony affairs on a
larger scale: if Child et. al. were to file their grievance with Parliament, that body may
disturb the political order of Massachusetts Bay Colony and interrupt the efforts made to
establish the colony‟s identity. In this way, Child, Maverick, et. al. had overstepped their
bounds and endangered the hierarchy that characterized Puritan New England, something
Winthrop and the Court simply did not allow.
Punishments were handed down in short order. Officially, the Court censured and
levied fines against the petitioners: it fined Child fifty pounds, the most because
according to Winthrop “he had no cause to complain, and yet was a leader to the rest, and
28
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had carried himself proudly…in the court,” and fined others from ten to forty pounds.
The Court further informed them that if they were to “ingenuously acknowledge their
miscarriage”—or prostrate themselves to the Court and unconditionally admit their
error—it would rescind the punishment, but they remained “obstinate” and the discipline
held. But this was not the end of the story. Child and the others had determined to go to
England and petition Parliament about the affronts they experienced. The day their ship
was to leave, the Court sent officers to search their things, and found numerous
documents they planned to present to Parliament. These documents included allegations
against the Court and church leadership, including equating the ministers to masters,
accusing ministers of meddling in civil affairs, mentioning uncivil treatment by the Court
against the petitioners (“jeers and despiteful speeches” were cast upon them by
magistrates), and petitioning for English law to be established in New England, for rights
to be transferred equally to those in the colony, and for Parliament to appoint a general
governor “or some honorable commissioners.” Authorities imprisoned Child and the
others immediately, and prevented them from leaving the colony.
Eventually, Child escaped to England, but by the time he reached its shores to
present his protests regarding the colony, Oliver Cromwell was in charge, and the
protests fell on ears that were more amenable to those in charge at Massachusetts Bay
Colony. He was arrested in England as well, but set free after paying a fine and promising
“never to speak evil of New England men after, nor to occasion any trouble to the
country, or to any of the people.”29 Had Child been allowed to leave when he initially
planned, he would have been able to present his grievances to a Parliament far more
sympathetic, but Winthrop and the Court exercised their power in a way that prevented
29
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such a challenge. As it had so many times previous, Massachusetts Bay Colony authority
silenced dissent directed toward the strict political and religious order that it had
established. Child, like Hutchinson, Gorton, and so many before him, had dared to
challenge this authority and transcend his own place in the community. But the power
hierarchy of the colony had been preserved, and the community continued in its
regimented way.
Discipline took many forms in first-generation Massachusetts Bay Colony. Elders
from the church admonished those who committed some moral offenses such as theft,
adultery, and drunkenness, and reserved excommunication for its more serious
wrongdoers. The General Court employed a variety of forms of punishment to maintain
order as it censured and fined those who committed what may be considered lesser
offenses such as oppression or drunkenness, but perpetrated physical punishment such as
whipping or being set in the bilboes for direct challenges to authority. The Court imposed
its most severe discipline upon those they charged with the most serious crimes against
order, those who generated the most support for their views, and those who remained
intransigent. Anne Hutchinson and Roger Williams, for example, challenged authority
but had a large number of followers, and refused to fully recant when they each faced the
Court. Dr. Robert Child, a prominent citizen, led a similar group against the Court in
search of full rights, and was treated similarly to Hutchinson and Williams when he
remained firm to his principles. Various Quakers such as Mary Dyer and William
Robinson not only called into question Puritan teachings, but refused to stay away upon
banishment and the Court the greatest punishment of all on them—death. Hierarchy in
first-generation Puritan Massachusetts was integral to its transition to the new world and
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the continuation of the colony‟s health, and was carried out in ways that guaranteed order
within the colony and, with it, its very existence.
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Chapter Five
Conclusion

Massachusetts Bay Colony leadership formulated specific, definitive prescriptions
for the community‟s religious, economic, social, and political order. Ministers,
theologians, and Calvinist philosophers delineated the roles, responsibilities, and
limitations of members of the community through their various writings and sermons;
political leadership supported such instructions and sought to enforce them through rules,
policies, and discipline through the General Court. By creating a state-sponsored
hierarchy through these prescriptions, one‟s place in the community order was
established and rendered intransigent. For some directions, enforcement was arbitrary and
inconsistent: efforts to punish individuals for economic violations were not carried out as
consistently and rendered some confusion among merchants and business folk with
regard to how they should act. For other such prescriptions, though, enforcement was
strictly and swiftly implemented, often quashing dissent altogether and thereby sustaining
the order as it was outlined and intended. This vacillation of enforcement helped define
the legacy of Massachusetts Bay Colony.
The social order that dominated Massachusetts Bay Colony was an amalgam of
different variables as wealth, church status, and political power comprised the bulk of this
denotation. This hierarchy was made clear through the dictates of leadership, even if it
was not always carried out to its logical conclusion. Merchants of the colony were often
left nonplussed by prescriptions of economic order and the erratic discipline of those who
deviated from them: they were to work hard, garner individual success in this world, and
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glorify God through their achievements, but were also to limit their success according to
vague dictates, subordinate self and individual goals to the community, and
eschew pride in the name of subservience to God. These policies and the lax enforcement
of them created and exacerbated the Puritan Merchant Conundrum, a dilemma that
ultimately paved the way for social mobility, individualism, and economic growth. Later
generations of the colony enjoyed the fruits of the first generation‟s success by embracing
and practicing these ideas, success that was enabled by a combination of Weber‟s concept
of the Protestant Work Ethic, a growing trans-Atlantic trade that maximized the potential
of this particular time and place in history, and the de facto laissez faire approach of
colony leadership toward business interest and practice. To be sure, various
recommendations had been put forth to limit business—wage and price limits, restrictions
on who was allowed to trade, theoretical parameters of profit—but in reality, uneven and
subjective prosecution of these recommendations demonstrated that the economic order
was not as irreversible as some might have believed. One‟s economic status certainly
mattered, but there was some latitude with regard to how one succeeded.
There were conflicting realities with regard to economic prescriptions and the
disciplining thereof, but religious and political order was a different story. Whereas
enforcement of economic dictates was random, authority in the colony hastily and
severely reprimanded those who attempted to transcend their place in the religious and
political hierarchy. If one did not take one‟s appropriate place in the hierarchy, one might
face exclusion. The Court exiled and excommunicated those who sought to render the
role of the minister as secondary to the workings of the elect, as Anne Hutchinson and
her cohorts did; the Court likewise marginalized those who challenged the doctrine as
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established by ministers or other theologians to the point of exclusion, Roger Williams
and Samuel Gorton coming to mind. Those who believed their own inner workings, such
as the Antinomians and prospectively the Grindletonians, were likewise excepted from
the Puritan New England experiment. Authority excluded those who outright criticized
Puritanism and sought to change its very core, sentencing to death some of the most
egregious nonconformists, such as repeat offender Quakers. There was no room for
religious dissent in this settlement, church members were to succumb to church
leadership and accept their role in its order, or move on and seek a different community.
Likewise, those who refused to take their allotted place in the political hierarchy
were punished, marginalized, and excluded. The Court fined, imprisoned, or even
whipped those who dared malign the Court, even in informal ways or through private
conversation, as John Lee or Richard Longe could attest. Israel Stoughton and Thomas
Dudley were among many who outwardly criticized Winthrop, the General Court and its
sometimes authoritarian measures; they believed the Court had overstepped its power in
different ways, and sought to limit its dominance. The Court precluded Stoughton from
political office for three years due to his criticism even though he did not publish or
continue to communicate his grievances, and Winthrop censured and publicly attacked
Dudley for questionable grievances against the deputy governor. Dr. Robert Child,
Samuel Maverick and other prominent citizens of the colony criticized the colony
government, claiming they were denied basic rights as Englishmen because of the
theocratic nature of Massachusetts Bay political structure; the Court detained and
prevented them from leaving the colony to air their grievances to Parliament, imprisoned
the group, and excluded the recalcitrants from New England and its promise. Indeed,
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those brave enough to question the political authority of Massachusetts Bay Colony were
grappled with swiftly and definitively.
In such a way, the established order of seventeenth-century Puritan New England
was set. Prescriptions for one‟s economic role were established and made clear, but one
could still transcend one‟s worldly means and improve, earn profits, and better one‟s
economic station. But one‟s place in the larger order according to religion and politics
was established and not to be questioned: ministers and theologians determined doctrine,
rights and responsibilities as a church member were assigned and closely followed, and
one‟s spot during church service was to be maintained and remain unchallenged; the
General Court established its parameters prior to these settlers embarking on the voyage
to New England, and anyone who questioned that authority or criticized it in any way
faced censure, fines, imprisonment or exclusion. Leadership established a strict order for
Massachusetts Bay Colony, one that dominated people‟s everyday lives and defined their
roles and responsibilities in the community. Acceptance of that place was necessary and,
ultimately, mandatory. This assent to authority continued the traditions of religious and
political thought from earlier times, when one was not to question those in power, but
simply follow their dictates. At the same time, such a mindset contradicted the more
openended, individualistic economic realities of the colony, as arbitrary enforcement of
economic prescriptions allowed a burgeoning community‟s economy to flower, a
substantial part of the population to enjoy social mobility, and an embrace—however
tenuous and unintentional—of a pre-modern, pre-capitalist mindset that facilitated
economic and financial growth and initiated a gradual transition into the modern age.
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Historical scholarship focusing on the connection between economics and
Calvinism has generally concurred that the basic principles of Calvinism did facilitate
economic growth and success. There are some differences with regard to the path toward
this success, though. Mark Valeri's Heavenly Merchandize was one of the more detailed
analyses of this evolution, but he argued that this process increased after the first
generation, that during the first generation there was “rigorous prosecution of oppression
and usury,” but this is simply not the case as the numbers do not support such a
contention. Certainly there were some prosecutions—that of Robert Keayne being the
most noteworthy—but rather it was the inconsistent and arbitrary enforcement of policies
against oppression and usury that defined the period. As Stephen Innes argued, the
connections between the search for profits and Calvinist themes were always present, and
the experience in the colony only made this progress attainable, but Innes also claimed
Massachusetts‟ success was based less on authoritarian means and that social, political,
and religious frameworks were established without emphasis on hierarchy, 1 but the
information provided here casts doubt on that observation. As the first century
progressed, the business community became increasingly powerful in many arenas, not
just in business, but its power in politics only increased, as Bernard Bailyn has
demonstrated. This helped enable the success of Massachusetts Bay Colony, even if
some—such as Darrett Rutman—argued and proved that this success was not the original
success John Winthrop may have intended.
More recent scholarship has focused on the integral role of the congregation and
in church practice and in it the seeds of a republican democracy. Michael Winship‟s aptly
titled Godly Republicanism is one such work, much of the work providing a delineation
1

Innes, Creating the Commonwealth, 308.
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of the development of church within larger republican ideas. He argued “the conceptual
framework of an Atlantic republican tradition…can be usefully pushed back to include
Puritanism and the founding of Massachusetts.”2 He did qualify this claim by stating
“republican” was not how the colonists termed themselves, but he did intimate a stronger
sense of individual power than what the evidence shows. Members of the congregation
may have been intricately involved in services, but were they truly able to offer ideas for
change, to express deference, or challenge authority? It is one thing to acquiesce and
play a role according to the dictates of leadership, but quite another to enjoy a true voice
in affairs. Consider the experiences of Anne Hutchinson, Roger Williams or even a John
Wheelwright—these were not exactly average colonists, yet their challenges were
silenced and they were excluded from the community.
In a similar fashion, David D. Hall provided more agency to the common colonist
in A Reforming People: Puritanism and the Transformation of Public Life in New
England. Hall, too, was quick to point out that terms we use today do not necessarily
extend to seventeenth-century New England; for exampke, they were not necessarily
“proto-liberal or democratic” as we may define those terms today, but they did practice
ideas that we may deem radical today, even if they did not. He claimed that “ministers
and laypeople welcomed a thoroughgoing transformation of ministry, church and
political structure,” including “no more curtailing of liberty of conscience.” Certainly the
New England variant of congregationalism was different than that of Europe, but to claim
liberty of conscience is a stretch. Per the examples mentioned above, there was no room
for dissent, but only consent. The colonizers “shifted authority from the clergy to the
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laymen of the congregation and made church membership voluntary and selective.”
While this paper does not delve into the intricacies of congregationalism, and the role of
church members, it is questionable to consider church membership as “voluntary.”
Anyone who sought any type of voice in the colony—as a voter, as a member of the
Court, or even as a successful merchant—needed to be a full church member; one could
certainly choose to not become a member, but this limited their potential, Dr. Robert
Child and his cohorts may have disagreed with Hall on this. Hall further claimed there
was no connection between church membership and social power,3 but again the
evidence does not fit this assertion because the increased inbreeding between ministers,
merchants and politicians shows this not to be the rule, as did the requirement that one
must be a full church member to enjoy the franchise or be an officeholder. Those who
took a spot high in the community hierarchy were, as a rule, full church members; those
who were not generally were treated as secondhand citizens and left without clout
amongst those otherwise considered their peers. Hall‟s work shows the complexity of
these issues and some of the problems of previous scholarship on Puritanism, but claims
such as these run contrary to the evidence provided.
There has been a significant amount of historical scholarship covering New
England Puritans in the seventeenth century, with scholars offering differing conclusions
regarding the era and what was important. Much of this scholarship, unfortunately, has
ignored the omnipresence of order, the religious and political justification for its
construction, and the disciplinary action taken by authority to maintain it. Each of the
historians mentioned above does touch upon this hierarchy, even though there are
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different conclusions, but the emphasis on order, its construction, and maintenance allows
us to better understand both how individuals in this time transitioned to a new era and the
underpinnings for social order and relations in contemporary times. Seventeenth-century
Puritan New England acted as an important transition, and needs to be studied in relation
to those eras that preceded and followed it.
The search for order dominated the lives of seventeenth-century New England
Puritans, and its application acted as a device to maintain control during a transition to
experience in a new world; the arbitrary nature of this enforcement, however, helped to
foster change while still allowing for the continuity of tradition. Power was strictly
delineated from religious and political authority in seventeenth-century Puritan New
England—through this authority, religious, economic, political, and social order was
prescribed, constructed, and, ultimately, maintained. Enforcement of this authority was
inconsistent, allowing for the rise of a pre-market mentality with regard to economics and
with it economic and social mobility, even if somewhat limited. As this grip on business
loosened, that on religious and political control was maintained more rigidly, leaving
little room for challenge and dissent, a reality grounded in earlier eras that contrasted
with the relative freedom in commerce. In this way, the Puritan experiment was grounded
in two eras, and reflected the clinging to traditions of one with the unintended embrace
of progress of the other. The Puritan experience in seventeenth-century New England was
no simple matter, but one defined by its complexity in a larger context of change.
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Recommendations

A great deal has been written about American Puritanism and the New England
experiment from a wide variety of angles. Perry Miller analyzed the colony‟s intellectual
history; Bernard Bailyn studied the economic realities of Massachusetts Bay Colony and
its connections to later developments; Mark Valeri focused on the religious ideals of the
colony‟s founders and how these ideals developed over time; Stephen Innes looked at the
combination of religion and economics, and how the two affected each other; to be sure,
countless historians have analyzed Puritan New England in numerous ways, but the field
is still growing and there are different approaches that will assist scholars in
understanding the colony and its overall impact on the foundation of America. There is
still much one can learn on the interactions of these individuals and the world around
them, as well as their relations with each other and European realities.
Much of this thesis has focused on how these Puritans dealt with change,
specifically entering a new world and establishing a colony where there previously was
no such Western concept of one. This is an area that deserves more attention, as it helps
one understand how people manage such large change, and how such management may
impact people and societies in the long term. What of the actions of early magistrates—or
average citizens—was done with an eye toward the past? Which were conscious
decisions that, they believed, had foreseeable outcomes? What were spontaneous
reactions that may have established new policies or processes for handling conflict?
There is still quite a bit to learn about these colonists, their mindset, and why they made
the decisions they did regarding change and facing new realities.
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Greater understanding of the reasoning for these decisions and the ramifications
they caused can enable scholars to provide more well-rounded, less polarized conclusions
about Massachuetts Bay Colony and those who settled it. There has been a tendency to
portray the colony in one of two extremes—as either completely totalitarian, or as a
political framework that espoused inclusion, democracy and freedom; neither is wholly
accurate. This paper has focused primarily on the efforts at controlling people to facilitate
change, but there is recognition of the lack of action taken in certain circumstances
toward dissent. Economic control, for example, was haphazard at most times: oppression
was criminalized, but efforts at punishing such individuals were few and far between.
Political power was enjoyed by a select few, but any male full church member had the
option of running for office or voting for the individual he believed the best option. But
to represent the Puritan experience as one of inclusion and free choice is misleading at
best—many examples are included here to prove such theories are dubious at best. But
where in the middle does the truth lie? What larger conclusions can be rendered? What
impacted such seemingly antithetical actions, and is there a way to find the intentions of
the earliest leaders of the colony?
The study of inequality and a strict social order has commenced in the recent past,
but a great deal still needs to be done. The book of essays Inequality in Early America
provides an excellent start, though some of the topics in this work should be expanded to
include deeper analysis; Richard Archer‟s Fissures in the Rock also delineates differences
in early America and refutes the notion of homogeneity, and offers a solid starting point
for understanding differences and the role these played in forging the early experiences of
colonists. In a nation that prides itself on diversity, such analysis helps us to understand
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these foundations and how the country developed as it did. Along these lines, more must
be done to reflect the experiences of women in Puritan New England. This is not a topic
that is unattended, but one that can only assist in truly understanding the colony. The
reality of Native Americans and African-Americans would benefit history‟s
understanding of Puritan New England. We know that they could be full church
members, but did not enjoy full church member privileges: Why was this? Were there
early views of race that affected interactions and relations? Why were some allowed to
enjoy privileges while others were denied? Again, when considering the longer history
of the United States and how it developed as it did, such understandings would go a great
distance in helping to recognize larger patterns and the foundations for these patterns.
Regional differences play a role here as well, focus on New England itself in the mid
seventeenth century helping to clarify later New England views and realities.
In relation to these topics, a study focused on the assigned seating plans of the
meetinghouse would help us better understand Puritan New England society and the
relation between its prescriptions and the more general social order. There are seating
charts available for the eighteenth century, but none for the time period focused on in this
paper. That said, there are certainly some available that can be uncovered with research
on site, and inclusion of these charts and analysis of the names and their economic and
social position within their communities would only further this topic and improve our
understanding of dynamic between church and community. The seating chart represents a
much larger issue than simply who sat where in church and in meetings—they reflected
the larger social order and how individuals, families and groups interacted and viewed
each other.
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In recognition of more recent historical trends, other opportunities make
themselves available as well. The study of material culture can help the historian better
understand differences of status within New England society, an idea that relates to this
paper and could expand and crystallize its conclusions. What demarcated one class of
people from another? Why were some items—attire, household—regarded as reflecting a
higher status for some in contrast to others? How have these differences transcended
time and, possibly, continued through today? Some of the work done on sumptuary
legislation shows some understanding of these differences, but there is still plenty of
study to be conducted to further clarify how differences were physically portrayed and
what the justification was for such disparities. Similarly, a new synthesis on economic
and social history of New England would be helpful; William Weeden‟s study can still
assist the scholar, but it was published in 1890—certainly, there is more to include in
such a study in 2015, and such inclusion would help us to better understand Puritan
society, its consistencies and its variances.
Transatlantic analysis can help to greater understand Puritan New England and
the ideas that drove action. Congregationalism, by definition, precludes absolute
unanimity in the actions of churches and their leaders, but the colony was not wholly
divorced from its European predecessors. In what ways did religious, political, and
economic leadership of New England emulate that of Calvinist communities in Europe?
How did leadership recognize the differences between the two communities (in general
terms) and include such recognition in offering different solutions for similar issues?
How did the exceptional nature of the Puritan experiment in New England determine
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prospective answers for problems? And, in turn, how did the experiences of those in the
new world affect those in the old world?
For a greater exploration of Puritan communities in the new world and how they
developed, more study of such communities in the Caribbean would further improve
historical understanding of this time, strategies for coping with change, and the
interaction between economic and religious realities. For example, why did Providence
Island fail while Massachusetts Bay Colony succeeded? What successes did the island
enjoy? What led to the island leadership‟s decisions on key issues, for example the
expansion of slavery? Did the Puritan nature of the community dominate it as it did in
New England? In what ways did Puritan thought affect economic actions and reactions?
Karen Ordahl Kupperman‟s celebrated Providence Island, 1630-1641: The Other Puritan
Colony offers a start, but a future study would benefit from methodological advances and
other changes in historical practices.
With the prodigious amount of scholarship already existing on Puritanism in
America, there is still plenty of opportunity available to maximize our understanding of
the institution and its importance in the foundation of the country.
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Appendix A

John Cotton‟s Rules of Trading
1. A man may not sell above the current price, i.e., such a price as is usual in the
time and place, and as another (who knows the worth of the commodity) would
give for it, if he had occasion to use it; as that is called current money, which
every man will take, etc.
2. When a man loseth in his commodity for want of skill, etc., he must look at it as
his own fault or cross, and therefor must not lay it upon another.
3. Where a man loseth by casualty of sea, or, etc., it is a loss cast upon himself by
providence, and he may not ease himself of it by casting it upon another; for so a
man should seem to provide against all providences, etc., that he should never
lose; but where there is a scarcity of the commodity, there men may raise their
price; for now it is a hand of God upon the commodity, and not the person.
4. A man may not ask any more for his commodity than his selling price, as Ephron
to Abraham, the land is worth thus much.
False principles, as laid out by Cotton in the same lecture:
1. That a man might sell as dear as he can, and buy as cheap as he can.
2. If a man lose by casualty of sea, etc., in some of his commodities, he may raise
the price of the rest.
3. That he may sell as he bought, though he paid too dear, etc., and though the
commodity be fallen, etc.
4. That, as a man may take advantage of his own skill or ability, so he may of
another‟s ignorance or necessity.
5. Where one gives time for payment, he is to take like recompense of one as of
another.1

1
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Appendix B

November 8, 1633 Court order limiting wages and prices
Whereas, by order of Court, holden in October last, the wages of workmen were reduced
to a certainty, in regard of the great extortion used by diverse persons of little conscience,
and the great disorder which grew hereupon, by vain and idle waste of much precious
time, and expense of those immoderate gains in wine, strong water, and other
superfluities, now, least the honest and conscionable workmen should be wronged or
discouraged by excessive prices of those commodities which are necessary for their life
and comfort, we have thought it very just and equal to set order also therein. We do
therefore hereby order, that after public notice hereof, no persons shall sell to any of the
inhabitants within this jurisdiction any provision, clothing, tools or other commodities,
above the rate of four pence in a shilling more than the same cost or might be bought for
ready money in England, upon pain of forfeiting the value of the thing sold (except
cheese, which, in regard of the much hazard in bringing, and wine, oil, vinegar, and
strong waters, which, in regard of leaking, may be sold at such rates [provided the same
be moderate] as the buyer and seller can agree).
And for linen and other commodities, which, in regard of their close stowage and small
hazard, may be afforded at a cheap rate, we do advise all men to be a rule of themselves,
in keeping a good conscience, assuring them that, if any man shall exceed the bounds of
moderation, we shall punish them severely. 2

2

Shurtleff, Records of the Governor Volume 1, 111.
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Appendix C

Sumptuary Law of October 15, 1651
Although several declarations and orders have been made by this Court against
excess in apparel, both of men and women, which have not taken that effect as
were to be desired, but on the contrary, we cannot but to our grief take notice that
intolerable excess and bravery have crept in upon us, and especially among
people of mean condition, to the dishonor of God, the scandal of our profession,
the consumption of estates, and altogether unsuitable to our poverty. And,
although we acknowledge it to be a matter of much difficulty, in regard of the
blindness of men‟s minds and the stubbornness of their wills, to set down exact
rules to confine all sorts of persons, yet we cannot but account it our duty to
commend unto all sorts of persons the sober and moderate use of those blessings
which, beyond expectation, the Lord has been pleased to afford unto us in this
wilderness. And also to declare our utter detestation and dislike that men and
women of mean condition, educations and callings should take upon them the
garb of gentlemen by wearing gold or silver lace, or buttons, or points at their
knees, or to walk in great boots; or women of the same ran to wear silk or tiffany
hoods, or scarves which, though allowable to persons of greater estates or more
liberal education, we cannot but judge it intolerable in persons of such like
condition; it is therefore ordered by this Court and the authority thereof, that no
person within this jurisdiction, or any of their relations depending upon them,
whose visible estates, real and personal, shall not exceed the true and indifferent
value of two hundred pounds, shall wear any gold or silver lace, or gold or silver
buttons, or any bone lace above two shillings per yard, or silk hoods or scarves,
upon the penalty of ten shillings for every such offense; and every such
delinquent to be presented by the grand jury. And forasmuch as distinct and
particular rules in this case, suitable to the estate or quality of each person, cannot
easily by given, it is further ordered by the authority afforded, that the select men
of every town, or the major part of them, are hereby enabled and required, from
time to time, to have regard and take notice of apparel in any of the inhabitants of
their several towns respectively, and whosoever they shall judge to exceed their
ranks and ability in the costliness or fashion of their apparel in any respect,
especially in the wearing of ribbons and great boots (leather being a commodity
scarce in this country,) the said select men shall have power to assess such
persons so offending in any of the particulars above mentioned, in the country
rate, at two hundred pounds, according to that proportion that such men use to pay
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to whom such apparel is suitable and allowed; provided, that this law shall not
extend to the restraint of any magistrate or any other public officer of this
jurisdiction, their wives and children, who are left to their discretion in wearing of
apparel, or any settled military officer, or solider in the time of military service, or
any other whose education and employment have been above the ordinary degree,
or whose estates have been considerable, though now decayed; and this order to
take place and be of force two months after the end of this session of Court. 3

3

Nathaniel B. Shurtleff, Records of the Governor and Company of the Massachusetts Bay in New
England Volume 3 1644-1657, (Boston: From the Press of William White, 1854), 243-4.
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